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PREFACE.

This book and a companion volume entitled Lessons in Elec-

tricity and Magnetism have been arranged to meet the needs of

the two-year schedule in elementary physics which has been re-

cently adopted in some of our technical schools, and, in our

opinion, most of the added emphasis which this two-year schedule

involves should be directed towards the mathematical side, or,

let us say, the mathematical bottom of the subject.

The two-year schedule in elementary physics, beginning with

the Freshman year, means that teachers of physics cannot base

their work upon college courses in mathematics to the extent

that might have been possible heretofore; but we believe, never-

theless, that teachers of physics can and should make use of the

more powerful mathematical methods from the beginning.

Accordingly we have used differential and integral calculus

throughout these new texts, but without demanding the previous

study of calculus by the student.

The central idea underlying these new texts is that mathe-

matical training must be accomplished by the combined efforts

of teachers of mathematics and teachers of physics, and it is

hoped that these texts may help to bring our physics teachers to

what we believe to be their proper function in the important and

difficult matter of mathematical training. If our students were

to come from their mathematics teachers fully able to use their

mathematics there would be nothing left for the rest of us to do!

The central purpose of these new texts is to facilitate class-

room work. Descriptive and explanatory material has been

reduced to a minimum, because students will not read more than

is absolutely necessary; the development of every topic leads
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as directly as possible to illustrative numerical problems; and

everything has been arranged in strict lesson order.

The authors are indebted to members of the staff of the

Department of Physics of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology and to Lieut. Col. Fred M. Green, C. V., for many helpful

suggestions.

The Authors.
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CHAPTER I.

SIMPLE STATICS.*

I. What is meant by force?—^When one pushes or pulls on an

object one is said to exert a force on the object. The pull of a

horse on a wagon is a force, the pull of a locomotive on a train is

a force. It does not, however, require an active agent like a

horse or a locomotive to exert a force; thus a weight lying on a

table exerts a downward push on the table (a force)

.

The gravity pull of the earth on a one-pound body is widely

used as a unit of force and it is called a "pound." It is not the

same everywhere, and, strictly speaking, the "pound" is defined

as the pull of the earth on a one-pound body in London.

When the word pound refers to an amount of material, as meas-

ured by a balance scale, it is a unit of mass ; and it might be called

the sugax-poimd.

When the word pound refers to an amount of push or pull it is

a unit of force, and when the word has this meaning it is set off in

quotation marks throughout this text. The " pound " of force

might very properly be called the pull-pound.

Units of mass and force are discussed in Arts. 29 to 30 of

Chapter II.

Tension and compression.—The rope in Fig. i is said to be in

tension, and the tension of the rope is 50 "pounds," let us say,

if the rope exerts a pull of 50 "pounds" at a and a pull of 50

"pounds" at b. The weight of the rope is neglected in this

statement.

The column in Fig. 2 is said to be in compression, and the

compression of the column is 20,000 "pounds," let us say, if the

* This chapter does not deal with elastic forces nor with forces in fluids, that is

to say, this chapter does not deal with the statics of elasticity nor with the statics

of fluids (hydrostatics).
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column exerts a push of 20,000 "pounds" at a and a push of

20,000 "pounds" at b. The weight of the column is neglected

in this statement.

'b

rope
column

jfe.
Fig. 2.

2. A set of forces which all act at the same point. Resultant

of the set.— Consider a number of

forces which act on a given body.

If the lines of action of all the forces

intersect at a point P as indicated

in Fig. 3 the forces are said to act

at a point. Such a set of forces is

always equivalent to a single force

acting at P, and this single force

is called the resultant of the set.*

(a) Resultant of two forces which act at a point. The

addition triangle.—The two lines a and h in Fig. 4 represent

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Fig. S.

two forces which act on a boat. Completing the parallelogram

aa'hV, we get the diagonal r which represents the resultant of

a and h.

* If the lines of action of all the forces do not intersect at a point, the set of

forces may or may not be equivalent to a single force. See Art. 13.
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In a certain sense the resultant r is the sum of the two forces

a and 6, because r is exactly equivalent to a and h taken to-

gether; but r is by no means the sum of a and & in a simple

arithmetical sense, it is the sum in an entirely new sense. It is

called the vector sum of a and 6.

The. addition triangle.—^The geometrical relation between

a, b and r in Fig. 4 is completely shown by the triangle whose

sides are a, b' and r (or by the triangle whose sides are a', b

and r). The triangle ab'r is shown in Fig. 5, and it is called

the addition triangle.

(b) Resultant of any number of forces which act at a point.

The addition polygon.—The lines a, b, c, and d in Fig. 6 repre-

Fig. 6.

sent four forces acting on a body. To find the resultant or

vector sum of these forces start from any point 0, Fig. 7, and

draw a line representing force a; from the end of this line draw

another line representing force b; from the end of this line draw

another line representing force c; and so on, as indicated in

Fig. 7. The point P is thus reached, and the line OP repre-

sents the vector sum or resultant of a, b, c and d.

If the resultant or vector sum of a, b, c and d is zero, the

line OP is zero, or in other words the point P is at 0.

3. Resolution of a force into parts. Components of a force.—
The force F in Fig. 8 is the resultant of the two forces X and

Y; that is to say, X and F are together exactly equivalent

to F; it is all the same whether the single force F or the two

forces X and Y act on the body (as indicated in Fig. 9).

Therefore X and Y are two parts into which the given force
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F may be divided. Now the parts of a thing are often called

its components; thus the components of ordinary concrete are

water, cement, sand and crushed stone. Similarly, the two forces

Fig. 8.

X and Y are called the components of F; in fact X and F
are called the rectangular components of F because X and Y

are at right angles to each other. The rectangular components

of a force are usually called, simply, the components of the force.
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orce.
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lem in which no diagram is given or in which the diagram as

given is not clearly intelligible.

1. A guy wire pulls on a vertical pole with a force of 200

"pounds." The angle between wire and pole is 52°. Find

vertical and horizontal components of the 200-"pound" pull.

2. The vertical component of the pull of a guy wire is 400

"pounds," and the angle between the guy wire and the hori-

zontal is 50". Find the total pull of the guy wire.

3. Figure 12 shows a vertical strut which stands with its

pointed lower end resting on a flat block of stone. Find the

tension of the guy wire to give a tension of 250 "pounds" in

the horizontal wire ; and find compression of strut.

Note.—The pull of the horizontal wire balances and is therefore equal in value

to the horizontal component of the pull of the guy wire. The upward push of the

strut balances the downward component of the pull of the guy wire.

4. Two ropes placed symmetrically as shown in Fig. 13 support

a weight of 1000 "pounds." Find tension in each rope.

Note.—Vertical component of pull of each rope is equal to one half of the sup-

ported weight.

5. Find tension of each rope in Fig. 13 if the angles be 85°

instead of 40° as shown.

horizontal

guy wire.

pounda

Fig. 13.

6. A horizontal wire and a guy wire pull on the top of a pole

as shown in Fig. 14. The force A is 200 " pounds" and the

force B is 300 "pounds." What is the resultant of A and B
and what is its direction?
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Note.—It is understood that this problem is to be solved by trigonometry, that

is by solving the addition triangle, but for practical purposes it is as satisfactory

to have the two components of the resultant as it is to have the value and the direc-

tion of the resultant. Therefore the problem may be solved by the addition of

components as explained in Art. 4.

7. The following forces act on a post, (a) A northward force

of 500 "pounds," (b) A force of 750 "pounds" towards the

guy wire,

northeast, (c) A force of 200 "pounds " directed 60" south of east,

and (d) A force of 150 "pounds" directed 40° west of south.

Find northward and eastward components of the resultant.

8. Four forces, a, b, c and d, which act on a post have a

resultant whose northward component is 1600 "pounds," and

whose eastward component is 700 "pounds." Force a is 800

"pounds" towards northeast, force b is 900 " pounds " towards

south, and force c is 2700 "pounds" towards southwest. What
are the components of force d?

g. A stream flows southwards at a velocity of 2 miles per hour

and a boatman rows towards the northwest at a velocity of

4 miles per hour. What is the actual velocity of the boat?

Note.—^Velocities are added like forces, and the actual velocity of the boat is

the vector sum of the southward velocity of 2 miles per hour and the northwest-

ward velocity of 4 miles per hour.

10. A steamship is traveling at a velocity of 18 miles per

hour in a direction 42" north of east. Find the northward and

eastward components of the velocity.

6. Balanced forces.—Consider a set of forces which act at a

point.* The set of forces is balanced if the vector sum or resul-

* The balance of forces which do not all act at a point is considered later.
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tant of the set is zero. The study of balanced forces is called

statics. The study of the behavior of a body when acted upon

by unbalanced forces is called dynamics.

To balance each other a number of forces must, of course, all

act on the same body. Therefore equality of action and reaction

has nothing whatever to do with the balance of forces. Every trade

has its purchase aspect and its sales aspect, and these two aspects

are always equal. Thus if A buys $io worth of nails from

B, then, of course, B sells $io worth of nails to A. To imagine

that the forces which act on a given body must always balance

each other because every action has an equal and opposite

reaction is as absurd as to infer from the equal purchase and sales

aspects of every trade that a given merchant's purchases cannot

exceed his sales however much cash or credit he may have or

however deficient he may be in good judgment. When no force

at all acts on a body, or when the forces which do act are bal-

anced, the body either remains stationary or continues to move
at uniform velocity in a straight line ; or, conversely, if a body is

either stationary or moving at uniform velocity along a straight

line, the forces which act on the body are balanced.

Thus the forward pull of a horse on a plow and the backward

drag of the ground on the plow are equal when the plow is

standing still or when the plow is moving forwards at constant

velocity. While an elevator cage is moving upwards at con-

stant velocity the upward pull of the elevator cable is equal to

the combined downward pull due to gravity and friction.

7. First condition of equilibrium.—When a set of forces which

act at a point are balanced the forces are related to each other in

a certain way, and the statement of this relation is called the

first condition of equilibrium.

I. If the forces a, b, c and d in Fig. 6 are balanced, their

resultant OP, Fig. 7, is zero, or, in other words, the point P
in Fig. 7 is at 0. Therefore the balanced forces a, b, c and d
are parallel and proportional to the sides of a closed polygon as

indicated in Figs. 15 and 16.
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II. Another statement of the relationship among the forces

of a balanced set may be based upon Art. 4. The accompanying

Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

A balanced set of forces. A closed polygon, sides parallel

and proportional to lines in

Fig. IS-

table exhibits the components of the forces which are shown in

Fig. 15. The components of r (the resultant of a, h, c and d)

brce.
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It is usually simpler to solve a problem of this kind by the

Fig. 18.

method of components as follows. Tabulating components, we

get:

)rce3.
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course opposite to the direction in which the block is moving).

The ratio Fj N is called the coefficient of sliding friction.

To solve this problem it is most convenient to consider com-

ponents parallel to plane (up hill components) and components

normal to plane (in direction of N) and these components are as

follows:

Components in Direction of N.

o

— Wcos "pounds."

N
o

Therefore, according to Art. 7, we get

A = WsinO + F (i)

N = WcosO (ii)

and furthermore, /t being the coefficient of friction;

F

Forces.
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Note. Make a diagram in which the three forces which act on the ball are

represented by arrows, and formulate the problem by considering only the forces

which act on the ball.

12b. A 200-pound cylinder rests in a trough of which one side

is incHned 45° and the other side 60° above the horizontal.

Assuming the sides of the trough to be frictionless, find the force

exerted by the cylinder against each side.

13a. The three legs of a tripod make angles of 30° with the

vertical. Find the compression in each leg when the tripod

supports a 200-pound body.

Note. Consider only the forces which act on the head of the tripod and place

the sum of all the upward forces equal to the sum of all the downward forces.

13b. Make a sketch showing a top view of the tripod of the

J
previous problem and draw three

arrows representing the horizontal

forces exerted by the three legs

on the head of the tripod. How
do you know that these three forces

are balanced? What is the value of

each?

14. A 150-pound ball is hung by
two ropes as indicated in Fig. 20.

Find pull of each ,rope when a = 40°

and /3 = 55°.

15. A 200-pound block rests on the rim of a wheel as shown in

A "
rope iiY-—

_
pull of gnwUy
ISO pounds

Fig. 20 (Old 21)

ropeR

2000 lbs.

Fig. 21 (New) Fig. 22 (New)
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Fig. 21. Find the force F (applied to the rim of the wheel)

required to turn the wheel:—(a) When B = o, (b) When
= 30°, (c) When 6 = 45°, and (d) When 8 = 60°. Axle

friction is to be ignored. Coefficient of friction between block

and wheel 0.15.

16. Find the tension of the rope in each case in the previous

problem.

17. The angle 8 in Fig. 19 is 40° and the coefficient of friction

F/N is 0.2. Find the pull A which will allow the 200-pound

block to slide steadily down the inclined plane.

18. A man without the usual tackle wishes to drag a boat up a

sloping beach, and he ties a strong rope from the bow of the

boat to a post which is 100 feet from the bow. Throwing himself

sidewise against the middle of the rope he can exert a side

force of 150 "pounds" on the rope and the middle of the rope

is moved three feet sidewise. What is the pull of the rope on

the boat?

19. Each link L and L' of a toggle is 10 inches long, and the

distance QR in Fig. 23 is 19.8 inches. Find the components AA

19.8 inches

Fig. 23 (Old 23)

(parallel to QR) of the forces exerted by the links of the toggle

on the pins Q and R when the side force F is 50 "pounds,"

neglecting friction.

Note. To neglect friction is to assume that each link is in simple compression,

pushing in its own direction at each end.

20. A span of telegraph wire weighs 15 "pounds," and the
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wire at each pole is inclined 5° above the horizontal. Find the

tension T of the wire near the poles and the tension H of the

wire at the middle of the span.

, horizontal
line

'J J J J J J fjjf/y ^Jjjj/

vxM

Fig. 24 (New)

Note. Look upon the wire in one-half of the span as a body B upon which a

balanced set of forces T, H and W act as indicated in Fig. 24.

21, The end Q of the beam in Fig. 25 has a roller bearing so

that the push of the wall on

the beam is at right angles to

the wall (horizontal). The end

Q of the beam is pushed

downwards with a force of

100 "pounds." Find the com-

pression of the beam.

Note.—Consider three forces as acting on the roller, namely, (o) Push of wall,

(6) Push of beam in the direction of the axis of the beam, and (c) Downward push
of 100 "pounds.''

8. Turning force or torque.—^To set a top spinning by thumb
and fore-finger without throwing the top sidewise it is necessary to

Fig. 26. Fig. 27.
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exert a pair of equal and opposite forces by thumb and fore-

finger as indicated by the two arrows in Fig. 26. A pair of

equal and opposite forces thus exerted on a body constitutes a pure

turning force or torque. Such a pair of forces is sometimes called

a couple. The two equal and opposite forces which are usually

exerted on an auger handle as indicated in Fig. 27 constitute a

torque or couple

9. The principle of the lever. The balance of torque actions.—
The pairs of equal and opposite forces in Figs. 26 and 27 con-

stitute what are called pure torques, and it is important to con-

sider how mv^h torque we have in any given case. This matter

is most easily settled by considering the simple lever as follows:

Two forces A and B act on the ends of a balanced lever as

shown in Fig. 28, the weight of the lever itself being neglected for

lever

Fig. 28.

the sake of simplicity. The supporting fulcrum must of course

exert a force on the lever to keep the lever from moving in the

direction of the two forces A and B, hut the force exerted on

the lever by the fulcrum has no tendency to turn the lever about 0;

therefore the torque action of A about is evidently balanced

by the torque action of B about 0.—Or, in other words, torque

action of A about must evidently be equal and opposite to

torque action of B about 0. Now the lever balances* when

Aa = Bb

* Weight of lever is assumed to be negligible in this statement.

(i)
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where a and h are the distances shown in Fig. 28. This

equation is easily verified by experiment, and, in accordance

with this equation, we may take the products Aa and Bb as

expressions for the respective torque actions of the forces A
and B about 0, force A being at right angles

to a, and force B being at right angles to b.

Therefore, in general, we have:

/
\gfy>

The torque action of a given force about any

^ r^ chosen axis is equal to the product Fr, where F is

"oaxis the value of the force and r is what is called the

"lever arm" of the force as indicated in Fig. 29.

—

The product Fr is sometimes called the moment of the force

about the chosen axis.

10. Second condition of equilibrium.—Consider a set of forces

acting on a body. The torque action of each force about a

chosen axis may be calculated as above explained, and, if the

set of forces has no tendency to set the body rotating about the

chosen axis we must have:

J"
sum of clockwise "I / sum of counter-clockwise )

I torques J I torques J

This condition is called the second condition of equilibrium.

Let us consider a set of forces which do not all act at a point,

then this set of forces is completely balanced if the first condition

of equilibrium is satisfied (see Art. 7), and if the above condition

is satisfied with respect to any axis whatever.

11. Examples illustrating the second condition of equilibrium.

(a) Figure 30 represents a beam or lever pivoted at the point

0. The total gravity pull on the beam itself is L "pounds"

(weight of beam) and this may be thought of as a single force

acting at the point G which is called the center of gravity of the

beam. Other vertical forces A, B, D, E and F act on the

beam as indicated, and the torque-actions about 0, being tabu-

lated, are as follows, forces being in "pounds" and lever arms

a, b, etc., being in feet:
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(c) Figure 32 shows a simple wall bracket resting on the floor

at 0, fixed to the wall by a single screw which exerts a hori-

zontal pull F on the bracket, and supporting a 500-" pound"

weight. Find the force F. If the screw should give way the

bracket would turn about the point 0, and the torque action

of F about must be equal and opposite to the torque action

of the 500-" pound" force about 0.

PROBLEMS.

22. Find the value of F in Fig. 30 to balance the lever, .4 = 60

"pounds," 5 = 120 "pounds," weight of beam "30 pounds,"

jD = 25 "pounds," E = 100 "pounds," a = 4 feet, b = 2 feet,

g = i\ feet, d = 5 feet, e = 7 feet, and / = 6 feet.
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Fig. 32.

24 inches

Fig. 33.

23. Find the horizontal pull of the screw on the bracket in

Fig- 33 1 neglecting weight of bracket itself.

24. Find the force F required to balance the bell-crank lever

about the pivot in Fig. 34, the angle a being 25°.

23. A uniform board 16 feet long and weighing 25 "pounds"

is held in a horizontal position with one end resting on a table,

and a point 6 feet from the other end resting on the hand. Find

the upward force exerted by the hand.

Note.—Apply the second condition of equilibrium, and reckon torques about
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the point of application of the force whose value you do not know and do not wish

to find.

26. The oarsman shown in Fig. 35 bends his legs so as to reduce

to 24 inches the distance which is shown as 36 inches in the

The vertical force

acting on the short lever

arm is 200 "pounds."

Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

figure. Find the greatest horizontal force he can exert on the

oar without lifting himself off the seat.

Note.—Of course the force to be used in formulating this problem is the force

with which the oar pulls on the man. An excessive pull lifts the man off his seat,

and his body turns about the point (axis) where his feet rest against the cleat.

27. A draft horse weighs 2,200 pounds and the center of gravity

of the horse is, let us say, 3I feet forward of the point where

the horse's hind hoofs rest on the ground. The traces or tugs

are horizontal and 20 inches above the ground. What is the

maximum pull that can be exerted by the horse if his hind feet

do not slip?

28. An arrangement of two levers is shown in Fig. 36. Find

the force at W required to balance the 2-pound weight.

Note.—In considering the equilibrium of beam A it is necessary to think of the

force with which B pulls down on A. This force being found, we know the force

with which A pulls up on B, and this force must be thought of in considering the

equilibrium of B.
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Fig. 36.

29, Figure 37 shows a common form of geared windlass. The

radius of the crank is 2 feet, and the radius of the drum upon

which the rope winds is 6 inches. A force of 100 " pounds " is

applied at the crank handle in a direction at right angles to the

crank radius. Find the weight A required to produce equilib-

rium, ignoring friction.

Fig. 37 Fig. 38.

Note.—The arrangement in Fig. 37 is exactly equivalent to the arrangement in

r n
Fig. 38; the ratio — in Fig. 38 being equal to the ratio — in Fig. 37, where » is

Is. N
the number of cogs on the small gear wheel w and N is the number of cogs on the

large gear wheel W.

The distances r and R, Fig. 38, are the radii of what are called the pilch circles

of the two gear wheels.

The arrows G and H represent the forces with which the beams act and re-

act on each other.
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12. Examples illustrating application of both conditions of

equilibrium.—(a) Figure 39 shows a traveling crane running on

12 feet
--H

*p^ ^~B

_8feet 18 feet

20 tone

Fig. 39.

rails at A and B, and carrying a weight of 20 "tons" on its

hoisting rope as indicated. The crane itself weighs 6 "tons"

and its center of gravity is at the point p. Let A be the

upward force exerted on the crane by rail A , and let B be the

upward force exerted on the crane by rail B. Find the values

of A and B.

Placing sum of all upward forces equal to sum of all downward

forces we get*

A + B = 26 "tons" (i)

To apply the second condition we may reckon torque actions

about any axis whatever. Let us choose rail A for this axis.

Then tabulating clockwise and counter-clockwise torques about

rail A and placing sum of former equal to sum of latter we get:

(20 "tons" X 8 feet) + (6 "tons" X 12 feet) = BX 26 feet (ii)

The value of B may be found from (ii), and then the value

of A may be found from (i).

(b) Figure 40 represents a ioo-"pound" bench which is being

steadily dragged along a floor by a horizontal pull P- The

coefficient of friction between each bench leg and the floor is 0.2.

Find upward push of floor on each bench leg (forces R and L)

and find value of P.
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The normal forces exerted by the floor against the sliding

surfaces (ends of bench legs) are R and L, and the horizontal

forces (parallel to direction of

|(
4tt.

^1^
4 ft. J sliding surfaces) which oppose

! \c \ p the sliding are aR and aL,

nooibB
\2ft^

where a is the coefficient of

„ i, sliding friction.

^\l "^|« Placing sum of all forces to

' right equal to sum of all forces
Fig. 40. * ^

to left, we get:

P = aR + aL (i)

Placing sum of all upward forces equal to sum of all downward

forces, we get:

R+ L = loo "pounds" (ii)

Choosing point C, let us say, as axis about which torques

are to be reckoned, tabulating clockwise and counter-clockwise

torques, and placing sum of clockwise torques equal to sum of

counter-clockwise torques, we get:

4L + 2aL + 2aR = ^R (iii)

and the three equations (i), (ii) and (iii) permit the easy calcu-

lation of values of R, L and P-

Remark.—We may apply the second condition of equilibrium

twice about different axes, and not use the first condition of equi-

librium at all in example (o). We may apply second condition

of equilibrium three times about different axes, and not use first

condition of equilibrium at all in example (b). One is not en-

tirely free in one's choice of the two or three different axes. Let

the reader think this out for himself.

PROBLEMS.

30. Figure 41 represents a 14-foot beam carrying a load of

500 "pounds," The beam itself weighs 75 "pounds" and its
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.SJeet 11 feet

beam

6
Fig. 41.

center of gravity is at

its middle point. Find

the forces A and B.

31. Find the force ex- \

erted on the trunk by

the floor at the point

in Fig. 31.

32. A 16-foot ladder

rests against a wall with its base 4 feet from the wall. The

weight of the ladder is 100 "pounds," and the center of gravity

of the ladder is 7 feet from its lower end. Assuming the force

a. Fig. 1 1 , which is exerted on the ladder by the wall to be hori-

zontal, find the value of a and find the components of the force

exerted on the ladder by the floor.

Note.—The problem of three balanced forces may be in some cases greatly

simplified by making use of the proposition that the lines of action of three balanced

forces must always intersect at a point, except when the forces are parallel.

33. A horizontal force h is exerted on a swinging crane where

the upper pivot end of the crane passes through the ceiling, the

dimensions of the crane are as shown in Fig. 42, and the load on

the crane is 6 "tons" as shown. Find the value of h, and find

vertical and horizontal forces exerted on the lower pivot end of

the crane by the floor.

34. Find the tension of the rope A and find the value and

direction of the force exerted on the wall at D in Fig. 43.

T^-

i

I

I

L.

I

!

ff (DIM

\^B

Fig. 42.

walli

2000 pounds

Fig. 43.
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35. Find the force F required to push a 50-" pound " carriage

up a slope as shown in Fig. 44, and find the values of the two

6 feet

20 feet

SOpoimda

Fig. 44.

forces G and H. Ignoring friction at axles, the forces G and

H are to be considered as at right angles to the ground.

36. The steam in a steam engine cylinder pushes with a force

of 250,000 pounds on the piston. The positions and lengths of

connecting rod and crank radius are shown in Fig. 45. Find

Fig. 45.

the force with which the cross-head pushes sidewise against the

cross-head guides, find the compression in the connecting rod,

and find the torque exerted on the crank-shaft when the angle 6

is 120°, ignoring friction.

37. The elevator cage which is shown in Fig. 46 (weight

3000 "pounds," center of gravity at C) is moving upwards at

constant velocity, and the coefficient of sliding friction o be-
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tween cage and each side guide is o.i. Find tension of cable,

and find horizontal forces R and L.
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do not all act at the same point is usually spoken of as the

complete resultant of the set because we must know not only its

magnitude and direction but also where it acts (the line along

which it acts).

The value and direction of the complete resultant are given by

the value and direction of the vector sum of the forces, to be

found as explained in Art. 2 or in Art. 4.

The line of action of the complete resultant is determined by

the condition that the torque ac-

i tion of the complete resultant about

-^ I any chosen axis must be equal to

I
j

beam |^ the combined torque action about
0\. -Fl- \

!

1 r that axis of all the forces of the set.

14. Examples illustrating the de-

termination of complete result-

|< r A

Pi 48
ants.— (o) Figure 48 shows two

parallel forces A and B acting

on a beam, and it is desired to find the complete resultant R.

The value of R is

R = A + B

Let us choose any point (axis) about which to reckon

torque actions. The combined torque action of A and B
about is Aa + Bh, and the torque action of R about is

Rr. Therefore we must have

Rr = Aa + Bb

from which the value of r may be calculated, R, A, B, a,

and b being known.

(&) Four forces A, B, C and D act on a table top as indicated

in Fig. 49 (which is a top view). Find the single force R which

is equivalent to the set and find its point of application.

Using the method of Art. 4 we find the components of R to

be:

a;-component of R = X = 21 "pounds"

y-component oi R = F = 16 "pounds."
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Let X and y be the coordinates of any point p in the line

of action of R, then R may be thought of as acting at p as

indicated in Fig. 50. Let us reckon torque actions about the

y-axis

P>\

X
table top

\

3 feet

.\^V^ S\\\\\\N\ \\N.V|j^^i^

y-axts

A
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41. Find the complete resultant of the two forces in Fig. 52.

42. A force A of 20 "pounds" pushes sidewise on one end of

200 poundsk

r
200 pound*

30 inches

250 pounds

Fig. 51.

30_mche8_

ISO pounds

Fig. S2.

a table as shown in Fig. 53. Find the direction, value and point

of application of a second force B such that the two forces to-

gether may be equivalent to a force R of five "pounds" oppo-

^20 pounds

Fig. S3.

site in direction to A and acting (on an extension) at a point three

feet beyond the end of the table.

WORK.

15. Active forces and inactive forces. Definition of Work.—
Nothing is more completely established by experience than the

necessity of employing an active agent such as a horse or a

steam engine or a water wheel to drive the machinery of a mill

or factory, to draw a car or to propel a boat, and the common

feature of every case in which motion is maintained is that a

force is exerted on a moving body and in the direction in which the

body moves. Such a force is called an ACTIVE FORCE.
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An active force can be traced in every case to a substance which grows shorter

under tension or to something which grows larger under compression. Thus a

muscle under tension grows shorter, the steam in a steam engine cylinder grows

larger or expands under pressure, and so on.

According to the above definition the force with which a boy pulls on a sled is

called an active froce, but the boy does not move with respect to the sled, and so

far as the relation between boy and the sled is concerned, they might as well be aboard

a train and both moving along together, or the boy might as well be pulling for-

wards on the rear door knob of the car in which he is riding. The real activity is

in the muscles of the boy's legs as, of course, everyone knows.

A force which acts on a stationary body may be kept up indefi-

nitely without Effort or cost. Thus a weight suspended by a string

continues indefinitely to pull on the string, the main spring of a

watch will continue indefinitely to exert a force on the wheels

of the watch if the watch is stopped. An INACTIVE FORCE
is a force which acts on a body which is stationary or on a body

which moves in a direction at right angles to the force. Thus

the downward push of a driver on the seat of a wagon which

travels along a level road is an inactive force, the forces with

which the spokes of a rotating wheel pull inwards on the rim of

the wheel are inactive forces.

An active force is said to do work, and the amount of work

done is equal to Fd, where d is the distance that the body has

traveled in the direction of the force F which acts on the body.

If the movement d is not in the direction of F then the amount

of work done is Fd cos B, where 6 is the angle between F

and d.

When a torque T acts on a body (on a wheel, for example) an amount of work

T<t> is dotte when the wheel turns through an angle of (t>
radians, axis of rotation

being coincident with axis of torque.

Units of work.—The unit of work is the work done by unit force

while the body on which the force acts moves unit distance in the

direction of the force.

The dyne-centimeter is the c.g.s. unit of work and it is the

work done by a force of one dyne while the body upon which the

force acts moves one centimeter in the direction of the force.

The dyne-centimeter of work is called the erg. The erg is for
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most purposes an inconveniently small unit of work; therefore

a multiple of the erg is extensively used, namely, the joule, which

is equal to ten million ergs (lo^ ergs).

The foot-" pound." The "pound" is the pull of gravity on a

one-pound body in London, and the work done by this force

while the body upon which it acts moves one foot in its direction

is called a foot-" pound." The foot-" pound" is extensively used

as the unit of work among English-speaking engineers.

i6. Rate of doing work. Definition of Power.—The rate at

which an agent does work is called the power of the agent.

Thus a horse exerts a pull of loo "pounds" on a plow and the

plow moves i8o feet in the direction of the force in 60 seconds.

The work done is 180 feet X 100 "pounds" which is 18,000

foot-" pounds," and, dividing the work done by the time re-

quired for doing it, we get 300 foot-" pounds " per second as the

rate at which the horse does work.

Units of power.—Power may of course be expressed in ergs per

second or in foot-" pounds" per second, as in the above example.

The units of power which are most extensively used, however,

are the watt and the horse-power.

The watt is defined as one joule per second (ten million ergs

per second). The kilowatt is 1,000 watts.

The horse-power is defined as 746 watts, or very nearly 550

foot-" pounds " per second.

Power developed by an active force.—Consider a force F
acting on a body which moves in the direction of the force at

velocity v. During t seconds the body moves through the

distance vt, and the amount of work done is F X vt. Therefore,

dividing the amount of work done, Fvt, by the time t during

which it is done, we have the rate P at which the work is done,

that is, P = Fv. If F is expressed in dynes and v in centim-

eters per second, then P is expressed in ergs per second. If

F is expressed in "pounds" and v in feet per second, then P
is expressed in foot-" pounds " per second.
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Example.—A passenger locomotive exerts a pull of 6,000

"pounds" on a train, the velocity of the train is 90 feet per

second, and the net power developed by the locomotive (not

counting the power required to propel the locomotive itself)

is 540,000 foot-" pounds " per second, or 991 horse-power.

When a torque T acta on a body (on a wheel, for example) an amount of power
equal to Ts is developed when the wheel rotates at a spin velocity of s radians

per second, if the axis of spin coincides with the axis of the torque.

17. Power-time units of work.—Most practical measurements

relating to work are measurements of power, and it has therefore

come about that a given amount of work done is often expressed

as the product of power and time.

The watt-hour is the amount of work done in one hour by an

agent which does work at the rate of one watt.

The kilowatt-hour is the amount of work done in one hour by

an agent which does work at the rate of one kilowatt.

The horse-power-hour is the amount of work done in one hour

by a agent which does work at the rate of one horse-power.

ENERGY.

18. Definition of energy. Kinetic energy* and potential

energy.—^Any agent which is able to do work is said to possess

energy, and the amount of energy an agent has in store is equalf

to the amount of work the agent can do. Suppose that a post,

standing beside a railway track, is to be pulled out of the ground

;

can a car-load of stone be made to do the work? Certainly it

can. All that is necessary is to have the car moving past the

post and to throw over the post a loop of cable which is attached

to the moving car. A moving car is able to do work; and when

it does work its velocity is reduced, and its store of energy

decreased. The energy which a body stores by virtue of its

velocity is called the kinetic energy of the body.

*A discussion of kinetic energy belongs properly to the subject of dynamics.

See Art. 37. Chapter II.

t When we come to consider heat as a form of energy this definition will have

to be modified because the heat energy a body stores cannot all be converted into

mechanical work.
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It is also a familiar fact that a weight can drive a clock, but in

doing so the position of the weight changes and its store of energy

is reduced. The energy which a body stores by virtiue of its

position is called the potential energy of the body.

The physical reality which lies behind the terms kinetic energy

and potential energy can perhaps be shown most clearly by con-

sidering a bicycle rider. Suppose that the rider faces a steep hill

or a sandy stretch of road where he is called upon to do an unusual

amount of work. Every bicycle rider realizes the advantage

of having a large velocity in such an emergency. This advantage

of velocity is called kinetic energy. Or suppose that a bicycle

rider wishes to use his whole strength, or more if he had it, in

covering a certain distance. Every bicycle rider realizes the

advantage of being on top of a hill in such an emergency. This

advantage of position is called potential energy.

19. The principle of the conservation, of energy.—^Work is

done when a weight is lifted, and the work is returned when the

weight comes back to its initial position. Work is done when a

car is set in motion, and the work is returned when the car is

stopped. Work is done when a spring is bent, and the work is

returned when the spring unbends. Work is done when air is

compressed in a bicycle pump, and the work is returned if the

piston is raised and the gas allowed to expand. In all these

examples friction* is assumed to be non-existent so that the action

in each example may be reversible as stated. Friction, however,

is irreversible; when a box is dragged along the floor work is done,

but, as everyone knows, the box does not tend to fly back to its

initial position and return the work which has been done upon it!

(o) When irreversible effects, like friction, do not exist, the

work which is done ONf a body is completely recoverable as

work done BY the body, or, in other words, no energy is lost.

* Friction and all other irreversible effects. Thus the air which is compressed

in a bicycle pump is heated, and we assume that this heated air is not cooled by

contact with the cold metal walls of the pump cylinder.

t Some of the work done on the body may be converted into Heat, as in the

compression of a gas, but Heat which is produced by reversible action is always

completely recoverable as mechanical work.
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(6) When irreversible effects, like friction, do exist, then a

portion of the work done ON a body is left unrecovered in the

form of Heat when the body is brought back to its initial con-

dition. This Heat is a form of energy and no energy has been

destroyed although the availability of the energy for the doing of

mechanical work has been very greatly reduced. Irreversible effects,

like friction, do not destroy energy, but they always "degrade"

energy (reduce the availability of the energy for the doing of

mechanical work).

(c) In every case, that is, in the ideal case a and in the real

case b, energy is conserved, that is to say, the total amount of

energy in existence is never altered. This fact is called the

principle of the conservation of energy.

PROBLEMS.

43. A 165-pound man climbs a height of 40 feet in 11 seconds.

How much work is done, and at what rate? Express the work

in foot-" pounds," and in joules; and express the power in foot-

" pounds" per second, in horse-power, and in watts.

44. A horse pulls upon a plow with a force of 100 "pounds"

and travels 3 miles per hour. What power is developed? Ex-

press the result in foot-"pounds" per second, in horse-power,

and in watts.

45. The engines of a steamship develop 20,000 horse-power,

of which 30 per cent, is represented in the forward thrust of the

screw in propelling the ship at a speed of 17 miles per hour.

What is the forward thrust of the screw in "pounds"?

Note.—The useful part of the power developed by the engines of a steamship

is represented by the forward thrust of the propeller shaft against the framework

of the ship, and the useful power is equal to the product of this force times the

velocity of the ship

46. An electric motor has an efficiency of 80 per cent, and

electrical energy costs 5 cents per kilowatt-hour. How much

does the output of the motor cost per horse-power-hour, ignoring

interest on cost of motor and its depreciation?
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Note.—The efficiency of a motor is its output of power divided by its intake of

power.

47. A 1,000 horse-power boiler and engine plant costs about

$70,000 complete, including land, building, boilers, engines and

auxiliary apparatus such as pumps and feed water heaters. The

cost of operating this plant continuously, night and day, is as

follows

:

Interest on investment S per cent per annum.

Depreciation 10 " " "

Maintenance and repairs 4 ' "

Taxes and insurance .
2 ' "

Labor $30 per day, 365 days in year.

Coal $2.00 per ton.

The average demand for power is 50 per cent, of the rated

power output of the plant, that is 500 horse-power, and the con-

sumption of coal is 2J pounds per horse-power-hour. Find the

cost of each horse-power-hour delivered by the engine.

48. The above engine will drive a 700 kilowatt dynamo, that is

a dynamo capable of delivering 700 kilowatts. The cost of

dynamo, station wiring and switch-board apparatus is $20,000.

The average output of the dynamo is 350 kilowatts (correspond-

ing to 500 horse-power output of engine). Calculate the cost of

electrical energy per kilowatt-hour at the station, allowing 21 per

cent, for interest, depreciation, etc., on the electrical machinery

and allowing $5 per day for extra labor.

49. Prove that a torque T does an amount of work Td when

the body (a wheel, for example) on which T acts turns 6 radians

about the axis of T.

50. A shaft which rotates at a speed of 300 revolutions per

minute transmits 100 horse-power. What amount of torque

acts to twist the shaft?

51. To determine the power developed by an electric motor a

brake is applied to the motor pulley, and the observed brake pull

on the periphery of the pulley is 165 "pounds." The diameter of

the pulley is 16 inches and its speed under test is 900 revolutions

per minute. What amount of power is developed by the motor?
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APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF WORK TO THE SOLUTION
OF PROBLEMS IN STATICS.

20. The principle of virtual work.—Consider a body upon

which a set of balanced forces act, and imagine the body to move

in any way whatever. Some of the forces will help the move-

ment and do work in a positive sense (positive work being work

done ON the body), some of the forces will oppose the movement

and do work in a negative sense (negative work being work done

BY the body), and the total work done by all the forces will be

zero. The movement must be assumed not to introduce or

create new forces in addition to the forces which are being studied

(the forces which belong to the given set), a condition which is

usually expressed by speaking of the movement as a virtual

movement, meaning a movement which is merely thought of but

which does not actually take place.

Example i.—If the lever in Fig. 28 were to be turned clock-

wise about the fulcrum through a very small angle 6, the

end A of the lever would move up a distance ad and an amount

of work Aad would be done BY the lever, and the end B would

move down a distance bB and an amount of work Bbd would

be done ON the lever. Then, according to the principle of

virtual work, we would have Aad = Bbd, or Aa = Bb.

Example 2.—^A wrench is applied to a nut on a bolt, and a

force F is applied to the
,

wrench as indicated in Fig. [<
r >|

54. Find the total force

F
N which will pve a bal- pT^m-TBlir^^^
ance, friction being ig- '—^'ir^^n^-'-^—^ sst-^-i. p—lj

nored. If the nut were ^

to be given one complete

turn, the point F would ^'®" ^*"

,. , . Force F is applied at point P and it acts
move a distance 2^r in

towards the reader.

the direction of F and an

amount of work 2irrF would be done ON wrench and nut.
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The nut would travel a distance p (called the pitch of the screw)

and an amount of work pN would be done BY wrench and

nut. Then, according to the principle of virtual work, we would

have 2irrF = pN, or N = 2wrF/p.

PROBLEMS.

52. A 250-" pound" barrel is drawn up an incline by pulling

on a rope at a as indicated in Fig. 55. What amount of work

is done in lifting the barrel 3

feet, ignoring friction? How
far does the end a of the rope

move while the barrel travels

up the plane (10 feet)? How
much force must be exerted

on the rope at a, ignoring fric-

tion?

pj jj 53. A screw jack lifting a

weight of 10,000 "pounds" is

turned by a capstan rod, and the force required to turn the screw

is 75 "pounds," lever arm being 18 inches. The pitch of the

Fig. S6.

screw is }^ inch. What fraction of the work spent in turning the

screw is actually utilized in lifting the

weight, and what fraction is lost in

friction?

54. Figure 56 is a diagram showing a

block and tackle. Find movement of

A due to one foot of movement of a,

and calculate the force F due to / =

1000 "pounds," ignoring friction.

55. A large water tank has 120 staves

hoop
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each 6 inches wide and a steel hoop has tension T = 15,000

"pounds." Calculate inward push of hoop on each stave.

Note.—Imagine B, Fig. S7. to be stationary. Then if A were to be moved

o.oi foot towards B calculate work done OK hoop by force T. Then calculate

inward movement of each stave when circumference of hoop (or tank) is short-

ened by o.oi foot. Then calculate force which must push inwards on each stave,

using principle of virtual work.



CHAPTER II.

DYNAMICS OF TRANSLATORY MOTION.

21. Translatory motion and rotatory motion. When every

Une in a body remains unchanged in direction as the body moves

the motion is called pure translation. The simplest example of

pure translation is the motion of a car on a straight track.

The most general case of pure translation is as follows: Grasp a

stick at its middle and move the stick up and down and. to and

fro in any way whatever, but without turning the stick, as sug-

gested by the curved dotted line in Fig. 58.

When a certain line in a body
^-center ofmass ,

•'

^^S^Bgr^^^^^^^g^g remains stationary as the body

moves, the motion is called pure

rotation, and the stationary line

is called the axis of rotation. Ro-

tation about a fixed axis is the

pj jg
' simplest example of pure rota-

tion. The most general case of

pure rotation is as follows: Consider a point in a body and

imagine the body to be turned in any manner whatever but

without moving the point.

22. Center of mass of a body.—Before proceeding to the

discussion of the dynamics of translatory motion it is necessary

to consider the question : When does a singlfe unbalanced force*

produce pure translatory motion of the body on which it acts?

and for the sake of simplicity let us consider this question from a

purely experimental point of view.

A stick is held loosely between thumb and forefinger, struck

with a hammer and allowed to fall. The force exerted on the

stick by the hammer, while it lasts, is so large that the other

* This single unbalanced force may, of course be the resultant of a set of forces.

38
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forces (the force exerted on the stick by the supporting hand

and the pull of gravity on the stick) are negligible in comparison

;

therefore the force exerted on the stick by the hammer may be

thought of as the only force acting on the stick; this force may
produce a combination of translatory and rotatory motion as

indicated in Fig. 59, or it may produce pure translatory motion

hammer hammer

cry ^^-' center of mast v Q

.-,-:3
^^ center of iHass

(.'''--

Fig. 59. Fig. 60.

Hammer blow produces a combination Hammer blow produces pure trans-

of translation and rotation. lation.

as indicated in Fig. 60.* The center of mass of a body is the

point at which a single force must be applied (through which the

line of action of the single force must pass) to produce pure

translation.

Take hold of a long slim stick at its middle (at its center of

mass), using thumb and finger, and move the stick up and

down and to and fro in any complicated manner, but without

turning the stick. Closing one's eyes, it feels as if one had a

very heavy piece of lead between thumb and finger, that is to

say, the material of the stick seems to be concentrated between

thumb and finger (at the center of mass of the stick) ; but if one

twirls the stick even to a very slight extent it no longer feels like

a piece of lead between thumb and finger! This experiment

must be actually tried to be appreciated. The center of mass

of a body is the point at which all of the material of the body may

be thought of as concentrated in so far as the behavior of the

body is concerned while it is performing purely translatory

motion.

* The difference between Fig. 59 and Fig. 60 may be made evident to an entire

audience by calling attention to the noise produced when the stick strikes the floor.

In Fig. 59 the stick strikes so as to produce a clattering noise, whereas in Fig. 60

the stick strikes the floor flat-wise and produces a sharp slam.
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Throughout this chapter the single unbalanced force which acts

on a body {or the RESULTANT of all the forces which act on

the body) is understood to act at the center of mass of the body, thereby

producing pure translatory motion.

23. Velocity. Let P, Fig. 61, be the position of a ball at a

given instant, and let Q be the position of the ball t seconds

later; then, however crooked the path over which the ball has

actually traveled and however irregular the motion of the ball

may have been, the quotient sft is the average velocity of the

ball during the / seconds, j being the length of straight line

PQ. The highly important conception of instantaneous velocity

is discussed in Art. 25.

24. Rate of change of velocity; acceleration.—Let the arrow

Vi Fig. 62 represent the velocity of a ball at a given instant, and

Fig. 61. Fig. 62.

let the arrow v^ represent the velocity of the ball t seconds later.

Then the arrow gt represents the velocity gained by the ball

during the t seconds, and the quotient gtjt is the average rate

of gain of velocity or average acceleration of the ball during the t

seconds. The highly important conception of instantaneous

acceleration is discussed in the next article.

25. Two examples illustrating what is meant by instantaneous

velocity and instantaneous acceleration.—Example i. A ball

starts from the point Fig. 63, and travels along the line OB
so that the distance y of the ball from is

y = bfi (i)

where & is a constant and / is the time in seconds that has

elapsed since the ball started from 0. What is the velocity of the
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ball at the instant it reaches B and what is its acceleration at

the same instant?

X-axis

OB

y-axia

Fig. 63.

x»fttta

Showing position of moving ball ( sec-

onds after starting from O.

- IB

* (»C

Fig. 64.

Showing position of moving ball < + A'

seconds after starting from 0.

At instant t the ball is at B and At seconds later the ball is

at C, and, inasmuch as equation (i) is assumed to give the

distance traveled by the ball during any lapse of time whatever,

it is evident that

y + Ay = 6(< + MY (ii)

Expanding (/ + AtY, equation (ii) becomes

y + Ay = bi' + 2U.At + b{Aty (iii)

and, subtracting (i) from (iii) member by member, we get

Ay = 2bt.At + b(Aty

whence

Ay

At
= 2bt + b.At (iv)

Now, according to Art. 23, AyjAt is the average velocity of

the ball during the time interval At, and the so-called instan-

taneous velocity of the ball at the given instant (the actual velocity

of the ball when it is at B) is its " average velocity " during an

infinitely short interval of time which includes the given instant.

Let us therefore consider how the average velocity AyIAt changes

in value as the time interval At is chosen shorter and shorter.
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It is evident from equation (iv) that Ay/A/ becomes more and

more nearly equal to 2bi as At approaches zero. In fact 2bt

is the limiting value of Ay/At as At approaches zero. This

limiting value of Ay/At is usually represented by the compli-

dy
cated symbol -77 , and therefore we may write

ft =
'''' (^)

but the "average velocity" of the ball (the value of Ay/At)

during an infinitely short interval of time is by definition the

actual or instantaneous velocity v of the ball at the given instant

t so that we may write

dy
V = — = 2bt (vi)

at

From this equation it is evident that v = 2bt is the velocity

of the ball at the instant t, and At seconds later, when the

velocity has increased to » + Av, we have

V + Av = 2b{t + At) (vii)

Therefore, subtracting equation (vi) from equation (vii)

member by member, we get

Av = 2b.At

whence
Av- = 2b (Viii)

Now, according to Art. 24, Av/At is the average acceleration

of the ball during the time At, and the instantaneous acceleration

of the ball (actual acceleration) at the given instant t is the

"average acceleration" during an infinitely short interval of

time which includes the given instant. In the example under

consideration, namely, when the distance y traveled by the ball

is equal to bfi, the average acceleration during the interval At

is equal to 2& however long or short the interval At may be

[see equation (viii)]. That is to say, the acceleration in this
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example is constant so that average acceleration and instanta-

neous acceleration are identical.*

Example 2.—^A ball travels steadily around a circle of radius

r, making n revolutions per second; and it is required to find

the velocity of the ball and its acceleration at the instant the

ball passes a chosen point P (see Figs. 65 and 67.)

Determination of velocity of ball.—^At the chosen instant the

_^ v=zn.nr ^

Fig. 65. Fig. 66.

ball is at P, Fig. 65, and td seconds later the ball is at Q.

The working out of this example is enormously simplified by

thinking of the interval Lt as indefinitely short at the very be-

ginning of the argument; therefore the infinitely short arc PQ
may be thought of as a straight line, and since the angle A<^ is

indefinitely small the line PQ is at right angles to OP. The

ball makes n revolutions per second or 27r« radians per second

(there being 2x radians in a revolution). Therefore A<^ =

2Trn.At radians; but A<^ in radians is equal to PQ/r, so that

PQ — 2Trnr.At; and if we divide PQ by At we get the velocity

V of the particle. Therefore v = 2irnr, and this velocity is in

the direction shown in Fig. 66.

It may seem sufficient to say that the velocity of the ball is 2imr because 'zTrKf

is the distance traveled per second along the circumference of the circle; but the

more lengthy argument is perhaps worth while.

* Let the student work out the example in which the distance y traveled by the

dy
ball in t seconds is y — bt^ and show that instantaneous velocity » = ^- =36*^

ai

dv
and that instantaneous acceleration a = -r, — dbt.

at
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Determination of acceleration.—At the given instant the ball

is at P, Fig. 67, and its velocity is Vi ; and At seconds later the

OBI * ^-^ "VlO

- ^T.

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

ball is at Q and its velocity is Vi. To find how much velocity

has been gained by the ball during the interval At we must find

how much velocity must be added to v\ to give v^, remembering

that velocities, like forces, are added by the "parallelogram law"

as explained in Art. 2, Chapter I. Therefore let vi and v^ be

represented by lines drawn from the same point 0' in Fig. 68.

Then the arrow Aii represents the velocity which must be added

to Vi to give Vi, that is, the arrow Av represents the velocity

gained by the ball during the internal At.

The time interval At being thought of as indefinitely small,

the angle A(^ is indefinitely small, the excessively short arc PQ
may be thought of as a straight line, and the triangles OPQ
and O'P'Q' are similar. Therefore, using v for the common

numerical value of Vi and nz, we have

whence

PQ
OP
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and the gained velocity Av in Fig. 68 is parallel to PO in

Fig. 67 (angle A(t> being indefinitely small) so that the ball is

at each instant gaining velocity towards the center of its circular

orbit at a rate equal to v^/r or to ^ir^n^r.

26. Difierentiatioa.—Having given y = b^, where 6 is a

dy
constant, the finding of an expression for -r- -, as exemplified in

dy
Art. 25, is called differentiation, and -j- , which is equal to 2bt

when y = b^, is called the rate of change of y or the derivative

of y with respect to t. Likewise, having given T = ks^, where

dT
fe is a constant, the finding of an expression for -3— is called

dx

. . , dT ,

differentiation and 3— is called the derivative of T with respect

to X. Example i of Art. 25 is called algebraic differentiation,

and example 2 of Art. 25 is called geometric differentiation.

Meaning of a derivative.—Let T = Aac*, then it is easy to

dT
show that -7- = 2>kx^ which means that if x grows, T must

dT
always grow 2>^x? times as fast. The equation -r- = ^kx^

expresses the law of growth of T.

The setting up of a derivative.—The area A in Fig. 69 evi-

dently depends on x; if x grows larger the area A also grows

larger, and even though we may not know the algebraic expres-

sion for A in terms of x, it is easy to establish an expression

for the derivative of A with respect to x, or, in other words,

to express the law of growth of A when x grows steadily.

Let the curve cc in Figs. 69 and 70 be a parabola, a curve

whose equation is:

y = bx' (i)

where 6 is a constant. The narrow strip AA in Fig. 70 is the

increase of the shaded area A when x increases by the amount

Ax and the limiting value of the quotient AA/Ax as Ax ap-
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proaches zero is called the derivative of A with respect to x

dA
and it is represented by the complicated symbol -r- . If we

think of Ax as being indefinitely small in Fig. 70, the area AA
may be thought of as an indefinitely narrow rectangle whose

y-axi»

x-ftxia X-axis

Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

altitude is y and whose width is Ax, and therefore when Ax is

AA dA
indefinitely small AA = y.Ax, or -— — 1~ — V- Conse-

quently, using bx^ for y, according to equation (i), we have

dA
dx

= hx-" (ii)

This is an example of what is called setting up a derivative,

and this sort of thing is extremely important in the application

of calculus to physics. The setting up of derivatives is further

exemplified in Arts. 36, 53 and 63.

27. Integration.—^The law of growth of the area A in Fig. 69

is expressed by equation (ii) which means that A always grows

bx^ times as fast as x. How are we to determine the total growth

of A while x is increasing from any given value x = I to the

value X which is shown in Fig. 69? The argument which leads

to the desired growth of A is called integration, and the most

important part of this argument is the following proposition

:
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John saves money always at the same rate as Henry, or,

symbolically expressed, 37 = "37 1 where / is the amount

of John's money and H is the amount of Henry's money.

Everyone understands that if John and Henry always save

at the same rate neither can ever gain on the other, that is we
must have /— fl" = a constant, or J = H -\- a constant.

This proposition, which is so easily understood as referring to

John and Henry, may be stated in general by saying any two

quantities / and H whose derivatives are equal have a constant

difference, ot J = H -\- C, where C is a constant.

(a) The first step in "integrating" the equation

dA
^ = ^-^ (i)

r , .,,..., iA
IS to find an expression whose derivative is the same as -r~

(ah expression whose derivative is equal to hx'-). In some cases

this first step is diflScult because it is essentially the making of a

discovery. Consider the expression Z = c:^. Proceeding as in

dZ
Example i of Art. 25 we find that -r— — yy?- Therefore if we

1
^Z

make 3c = & or c = blx we get Z = \h3? and v" = hx^.
ax

That is to say, we have an expression Z = \bo(? whose derivative

. , dA
IS the same as -i— -

dx

(b) The second step is to make use of the above proposition.

Knowing that Z = ^bx^ has the same derivative as A, we

know that A must be equal to Z plus a constant; that is, we

have

A =^bx^ + C (ii)

where C is an undetermined constant which is called the con-

stant of integration.

(c) The third step is to determine the value of C from a
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knowledge as to the value of A for some particular value of x.

From Fig. 69 it is evident that A = o when x = I. Therefore

putting A = o and x = I in equation (ii) we get o = ^bP + C
or C = — |W; and, using this value for C, equation (ii)

becomes
A = ibx? — IbP (iii)

PROBLEMS.

56. The distance i in feet traveled by a body in t seconds

is 5 = af. Find an expression for the velocity of the body and

for the acceleration of the body at the instant /.

57a. Let the curve cc in Fig. 69 be a straight line y = bx.

Find by integration an expression for the area A

.

S7b. Let the equation of the curve cc in Fig. 69 be y = kx?.

Find an expression for the area A.

dM
, ,

57c. A man saves money contmuously at a rate —rr = kr,

which evidently means that his rate of saving is zero at the be-

ginning when t = o. After 1000 days his rate of saving is, let

us say, five dollars per day. What is the value of k? How
much money is saved during the period of 1000 days?

28. How does a body behave when acted upon by an unbal-

anced force?—It gains velocity in the direction of the force, and

the amount of velocity gained during an interval of time At is

proportional to At, it is also proportional to the force, and it is

inversely proportional to the mass of the body; or, in other

words, the acceleration a produced by an unbalanced force F
is in the direction of the force, it is proportional to the force,

and it is inversely proportional to the mass m of the body.*

a = k{ — )

,

\m )
That is to say, a is proportional to Flm or a = fe I

—
I , where

* This fact was discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, and it is usually referred to as

Newton's second law of motion.
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& is a constant, or

F=-ma (i)

Now, if we adopt as our unit of force that force which will produce

unit acceleration when it acts (as an unbalanced force) on a

body of unit mass, then F = i when m = i and a = i, so

that the factor (i/k) is equal to unity, and equation (i) becomes

F = ma (i)

29. The c g.s. unit of force is called the dyne and it is the force

which will accelerate a one-gram body at the rate of one centi-

meter per second per second. The pull of the earth on a one

gram body at Washington, D. C, produces an acceleration of

980.100 centmeters per second per second. Therefore the pull

of the earth on a one gram body at Washington in equal to 980. roo

dynes. The pull of the earth on a one-gram body at Hammerfest

(70° 40' north latitude) it is 982.580 dynes.

30. The slug as a unit of mass.—^The pull of the earth on a

one pound body at London produces an acceleration of 32.174

feet per second per second. Therefore this same force (a one-

" pound" pull) would produce an acceleration of one foot per

second per second if it were to act as an unbalanced force on a

32.174-pound body. This amount of material is called a slug.

Mass in pounds must be divided by 32.174 (a pure number)

to get mass in slugs.

31. C.g.s. units and f.s.s. units.—Two systems of units are

used in this text, namely, the c.g.s. system which is based on the

centimeter as the unit of length, the gram as the unit of mass

and the second as the unit of time, and the f.s.s. system which is

based on the foot as the unit of length, the slug* as the unit of

*As a matter of fact the "pound" of force is one of the fundamental units in

this system and the slug is a derived unit. It is best, however, to speak of this

system as the foot-slug-second system because the word pound has two meanings,

as when we speak of 10 pounds of sugar or 10 "pounds" of pull.
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mass, and the second as the unit of time. Units of either system

may be used in any formula in mechanics (including hydrostatics

and hydraulics) when the formula is in its simplest form; and

all formulas are given in their simplest form in this text; BUT
A MIXTURE OF UNITS LEADS TO HOPELESS CON-
FUSION.

Quantity.

length

mass

time

area

volume

density

velocity

acceleration

spin-velocity

spin-acceleration

force

work or energy

power

torque*

moment of inertia

hydrostatic pressure

TABLE.

C.G.S. unit,

centimeter

gram

second

square centimeter

cubic centimeter

gram per cubic centimeter

centimeter per second

cm. per second per second

radian per second

radian per second per second

dyne

cm.-dyne or erg

erg per second

dyne-centimeter

gram-(centimeter)2

dyne per square centimeter

F.S.S. unit,

foot

slug

second

square foot

cubic foot

slug per cubic foot

foot per second

foot per second per second

randian per second

radian per second per second

"pound"

foot-" pound"

foot-" pound" per second

"pound"-foot

slug-(foot)2

"pound" per square foot

The English commercial unit of mass is the pound; mass in pounds must be

divided by the pure number 32.174 to give mass in slugs.

32. Discussion of mass and weight.—The result obtained

when a body is "weighed" on a balance scale is called the MASS
of the body, and it is properly expressed in grams or pounds or

slugs. The word pound as here used is the sugar-pound. What

is technically called the mass of a body is called the "weight" of

the body in commerce. Technically the WEIGHT of a body

means the force with which the earth pulls on the body, and it is

properly expressed in dynes or "pounds." The word "pound"

as here used is the pull-pound.

* The unit of torque is of course a very different thing physically from the unit

of work or energy, although torque is force times distances and work also is force

times distance. It is well to form the habit, therefore, of speaking of foot-" pounds "

of work or energy and of "pound "-feet of torque.
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Let w be the weight of a body (gravity pull on the body),

m the mass of the body and g the acceleration produced by the

force w (the local acceleration of gravity). Then

w = mg (2)

w in dynes is equal to m in grams multiplied by the local accel-

eration of gravity in centimeters per second per second.

w in "pounds" is equal to m in slugs multiplied by the local

acceleration of gravity in feet per second per second.

The most important thing to remember concerning equation

(2) is that w is not what your coal-man calls the "weight" of

the body and w is NOT determined by the balance scale.*

33. Example of accelerated motion.—(i) A 2,000,000-pound

train is started and brought up to a velocity of 60 feet per second

in 240 seconds on a straight, level track. The average accelera-

tion of the train during the 240 seconds is 0.25 foot per second

per second, and the average value in "pounds" of the unbalanced

force which accelerates the train is found by multiplying the

average acceleration in feet per second per second by the mass

of the train in slugs which gives 15,500 "pounds." The back-

ward drag (friction drag) on a 2,000,000-pound train is about

10,000 "pounds," so that the draw-bar pull of the locomotive

must be about 25,500 "pounds."

(2) A 200,000-pound locomotive exerts a draw-bar pull of

locomotive

wryG-G-
ear

TTTT ¥^
Fig. 71.

* Of course the weight of a body in "pounds" is very nearly equal numerically

to the mass of the body in pounds; so is looo dollars very nearly equal numerically

to looi feet! Numerical precision has very little to do with precision of thinking.
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25,500 "pounds" while it accelerates a train (and itself) at the

rate of 0.25 foot per second per second. With how much force

must the locomotive drive wheels push backwards on the rails

at the points aa in Fig. 71? The unbalanced forward push on

the locomotive must be 1,550 "pounds" according to equation

(i), which means that the forward push of the rails at aa must

be 1,550 "pounds" greater than the backward pull of the train

at b (25,500 "pounds"). Therefore the forward push on rims

of drive wheels at aa is 27,050 "pounds."

(3) An elevator cage starts and gains full speed of 8 feet per

second upwards in 1.5 secjDnds. With what average force must

the cage platform push upwards on the feet of a 160-pound man
while the car is starting upwards? The average upward acceler-

ation of the cage while starting is 5I feet per second per second so

that by using equation (i) we find that the average unbalanced

upward force acting on the man's body must be 26.5 "pounds."

But the downward pull of gravity on the man is very nearly

160 " pounds "
; therefore the upward push of the platform must be

186.5 "pounds."

(4) When a heavy ball is thrown through the air at low veloc-

ity, the friction of the air is negligible; the only appreciable force

acting on the ball is the constant downward pull of gravity on

the ball, and this constant downward pull causes the ball to

gain downward velocity at a constant rate g

(about 32 feet per second per second). At a

given instant the velocity of the ball is as rep-

resented by the arrow Vi in Fig. 72 ; t seconds

later the ball has gained downward velocity
Fig. 72. °

. . • 1 1

amounting to gt, and its velocity is then the

vector sum of Vi and gt as represented by the arrow % in

Fig. 72.

It is highly instructive to consider this example from a slightly

different point of view,- as follows: Suppose the initial velocity

Vi to be equivalent to an upward velocity of 60 feet per second

and a horizontal velocity of 100 feet per second. After 3 seconds
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the ball will have gained 96 feet per second of downward velocity

(gi), and its upward velocity will then be minus 36 feet per second

(which is, of course, a downward velocity) ; but the horizontal

velocity of the ball is not altered by the vertical pull of gravity.

PROBLEMS.

58. A 700,000-pound train is started and brought up to a

velocity of 50 miles per hour in no seconds on a straight level

track. The backward drag on the train due to friction is 4000

"pounds." Find the average acceleration of the train and find

the average draw-bar pull of the locomotive.

59. A 150,000-pound locomotive exerts a draw-bar pull of

12,000 "pounds" while accelerating a train at the rate of 0.6

foot per second per second on a straight level track. Find for-

ward push of rails on rims of locomotive drive wheels.

60. The maximum tractive force (backward push of rims of

drive wheels on rails) that can be exerted by a locomotive is,

let us say, one-tenth of the weight of the locomotive. The mass

of the locomotive is 300,000 pounds. Find the maximum draw-

bar pull that can be exerted by the locomotive while it is accel-

erating a train at the rate of 0.4 foot per second per second on a

straight level track.

Note.—^What is the weight of a 300,000-pound locomotive? If it were in London

its weight would be exactly 300,000 "pounds," and since the weight of a body

varies only a fraction of one per cent at different places on the earth it is sufficient

for most practical purposes to ignore the variation altogether. In this and the

following problems, therefore, take weight in "pounds" as equal to mass in pounds.

The exact weight of a body is considered in problem 64.

61. The maximum tractive effort exerted by a 300,000-pound

locomotive is, let us say, 37,500 "pounds." Find maximum ac-

celeration which the locomotive can produce up a one per cent,

grade when hitched to a 1,500,000-pound train, assuming total

friction drag on locomotive and train to be 7,500 "pounds."

A one per cent, grade rises one foot in a horizontal distance of

100 feet.

62. An elevator cage has a mass of 2500 pounds and it gains
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full speed of lo feet per second upwards or downwards in 1.25

seconds after starting. Assuming that acceleration is constant

while it lasts, and assuming that cage is subject to no air friction

or guide friction, find (a) Tension of cable while car is starting

downwards, and (b) Tension of cable while cage is moving up-

wards or downwards at full speed.

63. A spring scale registers 10 'pounds" when a lo-pound

body is hung upon it. What would the scale register in an ele-

vator cage which has an upward acceleration of 8 feet per second

per second? In an elevator cage which has a downward accel-

eration of 8 feet per second per second?

64. The acceleration of gravity at London is 32.174 feet per

second per second. Find the exact weight in "pounds" of a

looo-pound body at a place where the acceleration of gravity is

31.823 feet per second per second.

Note.—Reduce the thousand pounds to slugs by dividing by 32.174, and multiply

mass in slugs by 31.823 feet per second per second to get weight in " pounds."

65. A cord is strung over a pulley. On one end of the cord

a lo-pound body is hung, and on the other end of the cord a

12-pound body is hung.' Neglecting mass and weight of cord,

neglecting mass of pulley, and neglecting friction, find acceler-

ation of each body and tension of cord.

Note.—See note to problem 60. In this problem two bodies are involved.

Apply the equation F = ma to each body separately. How do you know that

both bodies have the same amount of acceleration? One is of course accelerated

downwards and the other is accelerated upwards.

66. A cord is tied to a 25-pound block on a level table, and a

15-pound body is hung on the cord after it passes over a pulley

at the edge of the table. Neglecting mass and weight of cord,

and neglecting mass and friction of pulley, but taking coefficient

of friction between block and table as 0.12, find acceleration of

block and tension of cord.

Note.—Two bodies are involved in this problem. Apply the equation F = ma
to each body separately.
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34. Uniformly accelerated motion.—^When a constant* un-

balanced force acts on a body the body gains velocity at a con-

stant* rate. Such a body is said to perform uniformly accel-

erated motion. A body which is falling freely under the action

of the constant pull of gravity is, in so far as the friction of the

air is negligible, an example of uniformly accelerated motion.

If the body is moving vertically we have the simple falling body,

if the body is thrown like a ball we have what is called a projectile.

Let g be the constant rate of gain of velocity by a falling

body, then gt is the amount of downward velocity gained in t

seconds. That is

gain of velocity = gt (i)

Let J^i be the velocity of the falling body at the beginning of

the t seconds, then Vi -{- gt is the velocity at the end of the t

seconds.

Now the average value during any given time of any quantity

which changes at a constant rate is equal to half the sum of the

values at the beginning and

end of the time,t so that the

average velocity of a falling

body during t seconds is half

the sum of vi and ni -f- gt.

That is, the average velocity -j^ >

^^^ ^/^^^
is Vi -f ^gt, and the distance

J traveled by the falling body

is equal to the average velocity multiplied by the time. There-

fore:

s = vj +W (ii)

If the velocity Ki at the beginning is upwaras it is to be con-

* Constant in value and unchanging in direction.

t This proposition may be understood as follows : Let the constantly increasing

velocity of a falling body be represented by the ordinates of a curVe as shown in

Fig- 73- This "curve" is a straight line, and the average ordinate of any portion

AB of this straight line is equal to J(m + vi).

Fig. 73.
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sidered as negative, and s is positive or negative according cis

the body is below or above its starting point after t seconds.

35. Examples of unifonnly accelerated motioQ.—(i). A
2,200,000-pound train (including locomotive) moving at a

velocity of 80 feet per second travels 2400 feet in being brought

to rest by the brakes on a straight level track. Assuming that

the deceleration (negative acceleration) of the train is constant, it is

required to find the backward force acting on the train. If the

deceleration is constant the average velocity of the train while

stopping is half the sum of its initial and final velocities, or §

(80 feet per second + o) , which is 40 feet per second ; and since

the average velocity while stopping is 40 feet per second it will

take 60 seconds for the train to travel over the stretch of 2400

feet. Therefore the train loses its entire velocity of 80 feet per

second in 60 seconds, its deceleration is i^ feet per second per

second, and the backward force required to produce this decel-

eration, as found by using equation (i), is 91,200 "pounds."

Remark.—^Almost any problem in uniformly accelerated

motion or any problem in falling bodies can be solved by an

argument like the above ; the beginner should never use formulas

for such problems.

(2) A projectile leaves a gun at a velocity of 2500 feet per

second in a direction 30° above the horizontal. Where is the

projectile after 10 seconds, neglecting* the friction of the air?

The initial velocity of the projectile is equivalent to a horizontal

velocity of 2165 feet per second and an upward velocity of

1250 feet per second. Therefore after 10 seconds the horizontal

distance from the gun to the projectile is 21,650 feet. During

10 seconds the projectile gains 322 feet per second of downward

velocity, its upward velocity at the end of the 10 seconds is 928

feet per second, its average upward velocity during the 10 sec-

onds is I (1250 + 928) or 1089 feet per second, and its vertical

distance from the gun at the end of 10 seconds is 10,890 feet.

(3) What is the range of the projectile in the previous example,

* The friction of tiie air is not negligible by any means.
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that is to say, how far is the projectile from the gun when it

reaches the level of the gun on its downward flight, resistance of

air being assumed to be zero? During the whole time of flight

the average upward velocity is zero because the total vertical

travel amounts to zero. Therefore the final vertical velocity

!;2 must be such that 5 (1250 — %) equals zero. Consequently

V2 = — 1250 feet per second so that the total gain of downward

velocity is 2500 feet per second. At the rate of 32.2 feet per

second per second (rate of gain) it takes 77.6 seconds to gain

2500 feet per second. Therefore the projectile is in the air for

77.6 seconds and traveling at a constant horizontal velocity of

2165 feet per second so that the total horizontal travel is 168,000

feet.

36. Calculus discussion of uniformly accelerated motion.—
Let X and y be abscissa and ordinate, respectively, of a pro-

jectile at an instant t seconds after it leaves the muzzle of the

gun as indicated in Fig. 74. Let h be the horizontal velocity

gun.

y-axis
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The calculus method for finding an expression for y is very

meager in its purely formal aspects and for this rather absurd

reason it is very difficult for the beginner to understand. There-

fore the following discussion is purposely made somewhat

elaborate.

dy
{a) Setting up an expressionfor the derivative -j- .—^Air resistance

being neglected the projectile gains downward velocity at a con-

stant rate g, and therefore the amount of downward velocity

gained in t seconds is gt. Let Do be the initial upward velocity

of the projectile, then the upward velocity v after / seconds is

V = Va— gt

But V is the limiting value of Ay/A< at any instant, and this

, .
-

. . dy
limiting value of Ay/At is the derivative -j- - Therefore we have

dy
^-vo-gt

where Do and g are constants.

(b) Discovery of a known expression or function which has the

same derivative as y.—Consider the function

z = at + bt^

where a and b are constants. Using the method which is

exemplified in Art. 25, we get

dz
, ,^-a + 2bt

Therefore, if we choose a = Vo and 5 = — |g, we have

z = v^— ig^ (ii)

and

dz ,...^

Ji-=v,-gt (m)

That is to say, we have the known function z = Vff— \gf
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whose derivative is the same as the known derivative of y.

Therefore

:

(c) Using the proposition which is given in Art. 27, we know
that y must be equal to 2 plus a constant ; that is

y = Vat— hii^ + C (iv)

{d) Determination of C.—The value of y is known to be zero

when / = o. Therefore, substituting y = o and t = o in

(iv) we get C = o, and consequently the desired expression for

y is

y = vot — \g^
•

(v)

Remark.—^The above discussion is an example of a very im-

portant type of calculus problem. To determine by integration

a desired expression for some quantity y four steps are necessary,

namely, (o) To set up an expression for the derivative
";f7 I or for

dy\
the derivative t" I , (&) To discover a function z which has the

same derivative, (c) To write down the most general possible

expression for y, namely, y = z -\- C where C is an unde-

termined constant of integration, so-called, and {d) To determine

the value of C from a known value of y for a particular value

of t (or x).

PROBLEMS.

67. A falling ball passes a given point at a velocity of 12 feet

per second. How far below the point is the ball after 5 seconds?

How far does the ball fall during the fifth second after passing

the given point? Air friction neglected.

68. Show that the velocity gained by a body is '\2gs where

J is the distance fallen, and when the body starts to fall with

zero velocity.

69. A heavy iron ball is tossed at a velocity of 20 feet per

second in a direction 30° above the horizontal. What are its

horizontal and vertical distances from the starting point after

0.75 second? Air friction neglected.
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70. A lo-pound hammer, moving at a velocity of 16 feet per

second, strikes a spike, and the spike is pushed one-half an inch

into the beam into which it is being driven. Assuming hammer

to lose velocity at a constant rate while stopping, find (a) Time

required to stop, (6) Average deceleration while stopping, and

(c) Average force exerted on the spike by stoppage of hammer.

71. A 200-pound cannon ball having a velocity of 2,400 feet

per second penetrates a clay bank to a depth of 12 feet in being

stopped. Assuming cannon ball to lose velocity at a constant

rate, find (a) Time required to stop, (b) Average deceleration

while stopping, and (c) Average force with which the clay bank

retards the ball.

72. A train starts from station A and is accelerated at the

rate of f of a mile per hour per second for 40 seconds. The

train then runs at full speed of 30 miles per hour, and then it is

decelerated at the rate of i§ miles per hour per second until it

stops at station B. The distance from station A to station B
is 2 miles. Find (a) distance traveled while accelerating, (b)

distance traveled while decelerating, (c) distance traveled at full

speed, and (d) average velocity of whole run. Ans. (a) | mile;

(&) j^ mile; (c) if miles; {d) 26.67 miles per hour.

73. A 10-inch projectile ranges 17,000 yards when fired at

16° 10' elevation with a muzzle velocity of 2250 feet per. second.

A 16-inch projectile exactly similar in form and fired at the

same elevation with same muzzle velocity ranges 20,068 yards.

(a) What per cent, of the range in vacuum is lost in each case?

(&) Why is the loss greater in the one case than in the other case?

Explain.

37. The kinetic energy of a body of mass m moving at

velocity v is

W = hmv" (3)

The kinetic energy W is expressed m ergs when m is in

grams and v in centimeters per second.
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1

The kinetic energy W is expressed in foot-" pounds " when m
is in slugs and v is in feet per second.

To estabUsh equation (3) it is sufificient to show that an

amount of work equal to ^mv^ must be done on a body of mass

m to get it moving at velocity v, friction being zero. Imagine a

constant force F (unbalanced) to act on the body. Then,

according to Art. 28, we have

F = ma (i)

The acceleration a will be constant and the amount of velocity

gained in t seconds will be

V = at (ii)

The distance 5 traveled by the body (which starts with zero

velocity) will be

5 = |ai^ (iii)

and the amount of work done, W = Fs, is

W = ^ma^f (iv)

but at = V so that a^f^ = v^ and therefore

W = itm^

38. Momentum.—^The product mv is called the momentum

of a body, m being the mass of the body and v being its velocity.

The idea of momentum is useful

in the discussion of the following

problem: A bullet of mass m
moving at velocity v strikes a

suspended body of mass M.

Find the velocity V of the sus-

pended body after the impact /

of the bu.llet. See Fig. 75.
^""-^

8
"M"

Consider any infinitely short p. ^j

interval of time At while the

bullet is burying itself in the block B. During this time the
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bullet exerts on the suspended body a definite force F which

accelerates the suspended body, and the suspended body exerts

an equal and opposite force on the bullet which decelerates the

bullet, and therefore, according to Art. 28, we must have:

F = MA and F = ma
or

MA = ma (i)

where A is the acceleration of the suspended body (rate at which

it is gaining velocity) and a is the deceleration of the bullet

(rate at which it is losing velocity). Multiply both members

of equation (i) by the short interval of time At and we get:

MA At = ma.At
or

M.A V = m.Av (ii)

where AV is the velocity gained by M and Av is the velocity

lost by m during the time At, or M.AV is the momentum
gained by M and m.Av is the momentum lost by m. Therefore

equation (ii) being interpreted means that every bit of momen-

tum lost by the bullet is gained by the suspended body so that

the total momentum of bullet and suspended body after impact of

bullet is the same as at was before. But the bullet, only, has mo-

mentum before the impact and its momentum is mv, whereas

bullet and body (combined mass m + M) move along as one

body at velocity V after impact so that the total momentum
after impact is {m -)- M) V. Therefore we have

mv = (m + M) V
or

mV= ^ ,. .v (iii)m + M ^ '

The principle of the conservation of momentum.—The above

example of bullet and suspended body (Fig. 75) is an illustration

of a very important general principle, namely, the mutual force

action of any two bodies never alters their combined momentum,

or the mutual force action of any number of bodies never alters
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their combined momentum, or the combined momentum of any

system of bodies is constant if none of the bodies is acted on by

forces originating outside of the system.

39. The problem of the accelerated elevator cage.—^An

elevator cage has a mass of 3000 pounds, its center of mass is at

the point C, Fig. 76, the dimensions

of the cage are as indicated in the fig-

ure, and the coefficient of friction a

between cage and guides is o.i.

Find tension of cable P and find

horizontal forces R and L exerted

on the cage by the guides when the

cage is moving upwards and being

accelerated upwards at the rate of

8 feet per second per second.

Pure translatory motion, only, is

being produced and therefore all the

forces which act on the cage must be

together equivalent to a single upward force acting at C which

means that the combined torque actions of all the forces about

C must be zero. This condition gives one equation which is

easily formulated.

The car has no horizontal acceleration and therefore the force R
must be equal to the force L. This gives another equation.

The downward forces acting on the car are aL, aR and the

downward pull of gravity which we will take as 3000 "pounds";

and the upward force acting on the car is P. Therefore P —

3000 "pounds" — aL — aR is the unbalanced upward force

acting on the cage, and it must be equa to ma where m is the

mass of the cage in slugs and a is its upward acceleration.
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Note.—Take one ton equal to 2,000 pounds.

75. The rim of the flywheel of a metal punch press has a

mass of 560 pounds. What must be the initial velocity of the

rim in feet per second in order that the press may exert an

average force of 72,000 "pounds" while moving a distance of

one inch, and reduce the velocity of the rim to 70 per cent, of

its initial value? Assume the entire rim to have the same velocity

and ignore the kinetic energy of moving spokes and hub.

76. A 16-inch seacoast gun has a mass of 130 long tons and its

projectile has a mass of 2400 pounds. The muzzle velocity of

of the projectile is 2250 feet per second, and let us assume that

the mean velocity of the powder gases as they leave the gun is

6000 feet per second, the total mass of the powder gases being

500 pounds. Furthermore let us imagine the gun to be entirely

free to move backwards when it is fired. What would the recoil

velocity of the gun be? What would the kinetic energy of the

gun be? Kinetic energy of projectile? Kinetic energy of

powder gases?

77. A 22-caliber bullet having a mass of 1.8 grams is shot into

the block B in Fig. 75, mass of suspended body being 2000

grams. The length I of the suspending threads is 250 centim-

eters, and the block B pushes a light slider 16.5 centimeters

alohg a horizontal meter stick after the bullet strikes B. Cal-

culate velocity of suspended body produced by impact of bullet

(take acceleration of gravity as 980 centimeters per second per

second) and calculate velocity of bullet.

78. Find tension of cable in Fig. 76, when cage is moving

downwards and has an upward acceleration of 8 feet per second

per second, coefficient of friction a being o.i.

Note. Consider all of the forces which act on the elevator cage in Fig. 76.

Why is their combined torque action about an axis passing through C equal to

zero? Because the forces are all together equivalent to a single force acting at C
as explained in Art. 22. Is the combined torque action of all the forces in Fig. 76

about any axis whatever equal to zero? Certainly not.

79. Find tension of cable in Fig. 76, when cage is moving

downwards and has a downward acceleration of 8 feet per second

per second, coefficient of friction a being o.i.
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80. The distance between front and rear axles of a 1600-pound

automobile is 7 feet and the center of mass of the automobile is

2 feet above the ground and 3 feet back of the front axle. Find

the upward push of the ground on the front wheels and the up-

ward push of the ground on the rear wheels:

—

(a) When the

automobile is starting on a level road with an acceleration of

2 feet per second per second, and (b) When the automobile is

stopping on a level road with a deceleration of 8 feet per second

per second.

40. Translatory motion in a circle.—Imagine the stick which

is shown in Fig. 58 to be moved so that the center of mass of the

stick describes a circle of radius r, but without turning the stick

in any way, as suggested by Fig. 77. The stick is then said to

^V<J

Fig. 77 Fig. 78.

perform translatory motion in a circle. We may think of the

entire mass of the stick as being concentrated at the center of

mass, and therefore the stick in Fig. 77 may be thought of as

equivalent to the very small ball C, in Fig. 78, the mass of the

ball being the same as the mass of the stick. See page 44.

Let n be the number of revolutions per second of the point C,

then the acceleration of C is at each instant towards and

equal to /^-irVr (or equal to v^jr, where v is the velocity of C),

and /^ir^ri^rm is the unbalanced force which must be pulling C
towards 0, m being the mass of the stick.

Example i.—^A 5-pound ball is attached to a rotating shaft

by means of a steel rod arranged like the spoke of a wheel.

The center of the ball is 2 feet from the axis of the shaft and the
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shaft makes lo revolutions per second. Reducing the mass of

the ball to slugs, we may use equation (i) of Art. 28 to calculate

the force (^Tr^nhm) with which the rod must pull on the ball,

namely, 1226 "pounds." It seems remarkable that so small a

ball should require so large a force to hold it in its circular path,

but such is the fact.

Example 2.—^The center of mass of a circular saw is, let us say,

0.1 inch from the axis of the shaft on which the saw rotates, and

we will assume that the shaft is held firmly in its bearings as it

rotates so that the center of mass of the saw describes a circle of

radius r = 1/120 of a foot. The saw makes 3600 revolutions

per minute (re = 60 revolutions per second) and the mass of

the saw is 10 pounds. What amount of

force must be exerted on the shaft to pro-

duce the necessary acceleration {^irVr)

of the center of mass of the saw? Re-

ducing mass of saw to slugs we may use

equation (i) of Art. 28 to calculate the force

{^ir'nhm), and it is 368 "pounds." This

force is, of course, at each instant in the
Fig. 79.

direction CO where C is the center of

mass of the saw and is the axis of rotation, the force is

indicated by the arrow F. See Fig. 79.

41. Locomotive traveling on a railway curve.—^A locomotive

not only moves forwards but it also rotates about a vertical

axis when it rounds a curve. The rotatory motion of the loco-

motive may be understood if we think of the curve as a com-

plete circle, then the locomotive will make one revolution about

a vertical axis everytime it travels round the circle. If the

velocity of the locomotive is constant in value the rotatory motion

will be constant and only very small forces will have to be exerted

on the locomotive because of its rotatory motion.* Let us

neglect these forces, then the only force or forces remaining to be

considered are the forces which must act on the locomotive (a)

to support it, and (&) to produce the translatory acceleration

* Because of the asymmetry of the locomotive as explained in Art. So.
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4 ir'«V or i^jr of the locomotive towards the center of circular

path or curve along which the locomotive is traveling. These

forces a and b are, of course, both exerted on the locomotive

by the rails; therefore the rails must push upwards on the loco-

motive with a force mg to balance the downward pull of gravity

on the locomotive, and the rails must exert a horizontal force

equal to mv^lr on the locomotive towards the center of the curve

as indicated in Figs. 80 and 81. Therefore the total force exerted

by the rails on the locomotive is the force R. If the track-face

is at right-angles to R as indicated in Fig. 81, then the push of

vertical-^

mg

moyr

Fig. 80.

horizontal

Fig. 81.

the rails on the locomotive wheels will be radial (rails will not

push sidewise on wheel flanges). This condition is very much

to be desired,* and it is in fact realized if tan = (mv^/r) -f- (mg)

or if tan 6 = v^/rg. This condition cannot always be met because

the velocity i/ on a given curve is not always the same, but the

outer rail on a railway curve is always elevated for the reason

stated. This discussion applies to a lone locomotive. For

a car in a long train the conditions are different because a train is

under tension like a belt.

When a bicycle rider rounds a curve he must incline inwards

and the angle of inclination, 6, must be such that tan 6 = v^jrg.

This is because the singlef force R, Fig. 80, which is exerted

* Let the reader consider why. .

t Two forces are exerted on the bicycle by the ground, one on the front wheel

and one on the back wheel, but these two forces would appear as a single force in a

front or rear view of bicycle and rider.
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on bicycle and rider by the ground must pass through the center

of mass of bicycle and rider in order to balance the downward

pull of gravity and produce the pure translational acceleration

v^lr
—^very small forces due to rotation of bicycle and rider about

a vertical axis (see Art. 50), and small forces due to gyrostatic

action of rotating bicycle wheels are here neglected.

Nosing of a locomotive.—When a locomotive is on a straight track it does

not rotate, and after the locomotive has entered a curve it does rotate about a

vertical axis as above explained. Therefore as the locomotive enters a curve this

rotatory motion must be suddenly established, and it is established by an excessive

side-force exerted against the flanges of the front wheels of the locomotive by the

outer rail. From the point of view of a man on the locomotive the flanges of the

Fig. 82.

front wheels of the locomotive push with excessive force against the outer rail as

the locomotive enters a curve. This action is called nosing. It is especially

troublesome in the case of a locomotive with a short wheel base because it is the

torque action of the side force on the front wheels that counts, and for a given side

force this torque action is proportional to the length of wheel base. The electric

locomotives of the New York,

New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road, as first constructed, had very

short wheel bases, and the nosing

was troublesome until pilot trucks

were placed at the ends.

Figure 82 shows a straight

portion of track changing ab-

ruptly to a circular curve at the

point a, and Fig. 83 shows the same

straight portion changing gradually

into the same circular curve. The slow transition in Fig. 83 constitutes what is

called an easement curve, and its object is to avoid the effects of abrupt entry of a

locomotive into a curved portion of track as above described. The locomotive is

set in rotation gradually as it traverses the easement curve.

42, A belt on a rotating pulley. Let T be the tension of a

Fig. 83.
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belt m the mass of the belt per unit of length, O the outward

push of pulley face on each unit length of belt, r the radius of

the pulley, and v the velocity of the belt. Then

T mi?-

r r
(4)

When r = o we have the case of the barrel hoop. See

problem 55 on pages 36 and 37.

In the case of a ring which rotates like the rim of a wheel

(without spokes) there is no outward push and = o.

In the case of a belt the push of unit length of the belt against

the pulley face (which is equal and opposite to 0) grows less

and less with increasing speed, and when rmi'-lr is equal to Tlr

the belt does not push against the pulley face at all.

Proofofequation (4) . Consider a very short portion ah of the belt on a rotating

pulley as indicated by the black stretch 06 in Fig. 84. Then T\ and Tt (each

equal in value to the tension T of the belt) are the forces with whi|ch the adjacent

portions of the belt pull on the portion ah, and Ti and Tr are at right angles

to the respective radii n and n.

The resultant of T\ and Ti is the force which is represented by Ir-A^ in

Fig. 8s, a force which is pulling inwards on the portion ah of the belt, and this

Ina^

Fig. 84. Fig. 85.

inward force on the portion ab is partly used to produce the radial acceleration

j/'/r of ab, and partly used to balance the outward push of the pulley on the

portion ab. Now the mass of ah is mXr-A<j> so that the force required to pro-

duce the radial acceleration of ah is mr-A<t> X v'/r; and, the outward push of the

pulley face per unit length of belt being 0, it is evident that the outward push

on the portion ab whose length is r-A4> is O Xr-A<l>. Therefore

Ir-A4> = mv'-A<t) + Or-A0 (i)

But the triangle Oah in Fig. 84 is similar to the triangle O'a'b' in Fig. 85. so that

6
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Ir-^^ = !ll^ (ii)

T r

and if we substitute the value of Ir-A<l> from (ii) in (i) we get equation (4).

PROBLEMS.

81. A 200-gram ball is tied to a string and twirled in a circle

of •which the radius is 75 centimeters, and the ball makes 2

revolutions per second, (o) What is the velocity of the ball;

(b) What is the acceleration of the ball; (c) What is the pull of

the string on the ball?

82a. An 80-ton locomotive goes round a railway curve of which

the radius is 600 feet at a velocity of 65 feet per second. With

what horizontal force in "pounds" do the flanges of the loco-

motive wheels push against the outer rail, the outer rail not being

elevated ?

82b. Calculate the proper elevation to be given to the outer

rail on a railway curve 600 feet in radius for a speed of 65 feet

per second, the width of the track being 4 feet 8§ inches.

Note. Of course 600 feet radius is an unusually sharp railway curve. This

problem refers strictly to a lone car or locomotive rounding the curve. A moving

train is under tension like a belt, and its tension introduces a new condition.

83. A force of 978.1 dynes is required to support a one-gram

body at the equator, but the one-gram body moves with the ro-

tating earth making one revolution (actual) in about 23 hours 56

minutes, and the equatorial radius of the earth is about 6375

kilometers. Find acceleration of the apparently stationary one-

gram body towards the center of the earth, and find the total

actual gravity pull of the earth on the one-gram body in dynes.

84. Let us assume that the moon travels in a true circle

around the earth under the influence of the earth's gravitational

attraction. The moon's mean distance from the center of the

earth is about 384,000 kilometers, and the time of one (actual)

revolution of the moon around the earth is about 27 days 7f

hours. Find the acceleration of the moon towards the earth and

find the force in dynes with which the earth would attract a

one-gram body at the distance of the moon.
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Note.—This problem was solved by Sir Isaac Newton when he wished to verify,

his newly formed idea concerning the inverse square law of gravitation. The pull

of the earth on a one-gram body at the equator is to the pull of the earth on a one-

gram body at the distance of the moon as (384,000)* is to (6375)' . A very inter-

esting discussion of Newton's law of gravitation is to be found in Young's General

Astronomy, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1889J pages io8-ii6 and pages 256-282.

8s. A horizontal arm ten feet long rotates about a vertical

axis (like a spoke of a wheel). At the outer end of the arm, 10

feet from the axis, a swing is hung; and the length of the swing

(end of arm to small heavy body in the swing) is 6 feet. Find

the speed of the rotating arm which will make the swing stand

out 30° from the vertical, taking the acceleration of gravity

as 32 feet per second per second.

86. A car which is propelled by gravity has a velocity equal to

'^2gd wherever it may be when it is d feet below its starting

point, if friction is negligible. Find how far above the top of a

loop the starting point of a car must be to barely enable the car

to loop the loop, the diameter of the loop being 20 feet.

87a. A water tank made of wood staves is 16 feet in diameter.

Whatmust be the tension ofasteel hoopso that each footof thehoop

will pushradiallyinwardson the tankwith a forceof 200 "pounds"?

Note. This is, of course, a problem in statics, but it can be solved by using

equation (4) of Art. 42. See problem 55 on pages 36 and 37.

87b. A belt has a mass of 0.6 pound per foot, its tension is

150 " pounds," its velocity is 60 feet per second, and it runs on

a pulley 4 feet in diameter. What is the inward push of each

foot of belt on the pulley face?

Note.—It may be assumed in this problem that the belt is not driving the pulley,

because if the belt does drive the pulley its tension is not the same everywhere.

87c. What is the critical speed of the belt in the previous prob-

lem, that is, the speed for which inward push of belt on pulley

face is zero ?

87d. A steel hoop 5 feet in diameter, total mass 150 pounds,

rotates (like the rim of a wheel) at a speed of 1000 revolutions

per minute. What is the tension in the hoop?

876. The steel hoop of the previous problem can stand a tension

of about 30,000 " pounds." Find the highest speed it can stand.
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ball B\

flat spring

43. Hooke's law* of elasticity and harmonic motion.—Figure

86 shows a heavy ball B fastened to one end of a flat spring,

the other end of the spring being clamped in
"

a vise. The figure represents the ball B at

rest and the spring unbent (straight). This

position of the ball is called its equilibrium

position. If the ball is pushed sidewise as

indicated by the dotted lines the spring is

bent and the force F with which the spring

pushes the ball back towards the equilibrium

position is:

F= -kx (5)

II

1!

I
;i

Fig. 86.

AJIRA where fe is a constant which is called the

stiffness coefficient of the spring. This equa-

tion expresses what is called Hooke's law of

elasticity (distorting force proportional to distortion). If the

spring is bent too far the proportional relationship fails.

If the ball in Fig. 86 is pushed to one side and released it will

vibrate back and forth. This vibratory motion of the ball is of a

kind that is very important in the theory of sound, and it is. called

harmonic motion. In the following discussion harmonic motion

is defined ideally and the force action which is required to main-

tain it is determined by mathematical anlysis. The force action

thus determined is exactly in accordance with equation (5) and

thus we infer that the ball B in Fig. 86 does in fact perform

harmonic motion when it vibrates.

44. Harmonic motion defined.—A radius Op, Fig. 87, rotates

steadily about the point in the direction of the curved arrow,

making n revolutions per second or 2irre radians per second

(=&)); and the particle P moves back and forth along the line

I,L so that the distance x is at all times given by the equation

X = r cos (lit

* See Chapter VI for a more complete discussion of elasticity.
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The motion of P so defined is called harmonic motion, and the

number of round-trip vibrations of P per second (which is

equal to n or to w/2ir) is called the frequency of the vibrations.

Fig. 87. Fig. 88.

To determine the acceleration of P (and the unbalanced force

which must act on P) it is necessary to consider the differen-

tiation of cos uit and of sin lot.

45. Differentiation of cosine and sine.—Let

X = r cos (at (i)

and
y = r sin wt (ii)

dx
as indicated in Fig. 88. It is required to find expressions for —

and for t' , radius r being constant and ut being an angle
at

which grows at the constant rate of to radians per second.

Let us consider the movement of the point p in Fig. 88 dur-

ing an infinitely short interval of time At; let Ax be its move-

ment towards the right (it is actually moving towards the left

so that Ax is negative), and let Ay be its movement upwards.

Then — , which is the x-component of the velocity of p, is the

dx Aa'
desired value of -77 ; and -— , which is the y-component of the

at At

dy
velocity of p, is the desired value of ^,

The velocity v of the point p is v = 2-Knr or f = ur, ac-
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cording to second example in Art. 25, the jc-component of v is

— cor sin (at, and the y-component of v is ur cos ut. There-

fore we have

:

37 = — co;- sin w/ (iii)
at

and

7: = + w;- cos ui (iv)

46. Acceleration of P in Fig. 87 and unbalanced force which

doc
must act on P.—^The velocity of P is -tt = — wr sin wt. Let

us represent this velocity by the letter V and let us represent

— cor (which is a constant) by the single letter a. Then

V = a sin oit

. dV
and the acceleration of P is -^ . Looking at equations (ii) and

(iv) of Art. 45 and thinking of y, for the moment, as standing

dV
for V, we see that -r- = oia cos ut, whence, putting — wr for

a, we get

:

dV
-J- = — urr cos wt
at

or, since to* = ^-n^n^ and since x = r cos ut, we have:

acceleration of P
in Fig. 87

1= - 47r'«=';

Multiplying this acceleration of P by the mass jw of P we

get an expression for the unbalanced force F which must act

on P to cause P to move to and fro in the prescribed manner

(so that X = r cos wt) ; therefore

F = - ^irVmx (6)

That is to say, the force F must be proportional to x (because

in any given case the factor 4irVOT is a constant) ; but the force
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acting on the ball in Fig. 86 is proportional to x according to

equation (5). Therefore the ball in Fig. 86 performs harmonic

motion and the factor k in equation (5) is

k = 4ir^n^m (7)

according to equation (6).

Example.—^A force of 250 "pounds" pushes the ball in Fig. 86

0.1 foot to one side and therefore

the stiffness coefficient of the spring -x,- -fO^oint of suspension)

is ^ = 2500 "pounds" per foot.

The mass of the ball is, let us say,

0.5 slug. Then from equation (7)

we get n = 11.24 complete vibra-

tions per second. Of course c.g.s.

units may be used throughout.

47. The ideal pendulum consists

of a small ball B, Fig. 89, sus-

pended by a rod or thread of neg-

ligible mass. Let I be the dis-

tance OB in Fig. 89 and let g be

the acceleration of gravity. Then

the number of complete vibrations

of the pendulum per second will be

mg

Fig. 89.

I
fi

(8)

provided the pendulum swings through a small amplitude.

To establish equation (8) it is only necessary to get an expres-

sion for the "stiffness coefficient" (force F, Fig. 89, divided by

distance BQ) and place it equal to i].TrVm in accordance with

equations (5), (6) and (7). Now the force F in Fig. 89 is mg

sin ^ which reduces to mg(l> if the angle <^ is small, and the dis-

tance BQ is /<^ so that equation (8) is easily obtained.
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PROBLEMS.

88a. An 8-pound body is performing harmonic oscillations

and making 2 complete oscillations per second. What is its

acceleration when it is 15 inches from its middle position (position

of equilibrium)? What force is acting on it?

88b. The vibrating body of the previous problem reaches a

maximum distance of 18 inches from the middle position. What
is its velocity as it passes through the middle position? What
is its kinetic energy? Does the spring store any potential energy

at this instant? What is the potential energy of the spring when

the body is at its maximum distance of 1 8 inches flrom the middle

point?

88c. What is the kinetic energy of the body and what is the

potential energy of the spring when the body in problem 88b

is 9 inches from the middle position (maximum distance being

18 inches)?

89. A flat spring has one end fixed in a vise and a sidewise force

of 5,000,000 dynes deflects the free end of the spring through a

distance of 1.25 centimeters. What is the stiffness coefficient

of the spring? A 2-kilogram ball is attached to the free end of

the spring and set vibrating. How many complete vibrations

per second does the ball make?

90. A lo-pound body is hung by a vertical helical spring and

when set vibrating up and down it is observed to make 150

complete vibrations in two minutes. Find the "stiffness coeffi-

cient" of the spring. The stretch of the spring due to the weight

mg of the suspended body is observed to be 6.187 inches. Find

the acceleration of gravity, neglecting the mass of the spring.

Ans. 31.80 feet per second per second.

Note.—The data of this problem are specified with extreme precision so as to

justify accurate calculation. Divide mass in pounds by 32.174 to get slugs.

91. Find the length of a simple pendulum which will make one

complete vibration per second at a place where the acceleration

of gravity is 981 centimeters per second per second.



CHAPTER in.

SIMPLE DYNAMICS.

DYNAMICS OF ROTATION.

48. Rotation about a fixed axis.—The simplest kind of rotation

is rotation about a stationary (fixed )axis, as exemplified by the

rotation of a wheel mounted on a shaft.

Angular velocity or spin velocity.—Let A^ be the angle in

radians turned by a wheel in At seconds. Then A<j>/At is the

average angular velocity of the wheel (in radians per second) during

the time interval At, and the limiting value of A<t>/At as At ap-

proaches zero is the angular velocity of the wheel at a given instant.

In this text the angular velocity of a rotating body is called its

spin velocity, it is represented by the letter s, and it is understood

to be expressed in radians per second. Spin velocity is very often

expressed in revolutions per second, and when so expressed it is

represented by the letter n. One revolution is equal to 2v

radians, and therefore n revolutions per second is 27rw radians

per second, or 5 = 27r«.

Angular acceleration or spin acceleration.—Consider a wheel

whose spin velocity is changing. Let A5 be the amount of

spin velocity (radians per second) gained during At seconds,

then A.y/A/ is the average rate of gain of spin velocity {average

spin acceleration) of the wheel during the time At, and the limit-

ing value of AsjAt as At approaclies zero is the spin acceleration

of the wheel at a given instant. Spin acceleration is always ex-

pressed in radians per second per second and it is represented by

the letter a. As an example consider an electric motor which is

started from standstill and brought up to a speed of 20 revolutions

per second in 6 seconds. The average spin acceleration of the

motor armature during the 6 seconds is 20 revolutions per second

divided by 6 seconds which gives 3.33 revolutions per second

77
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per second, or 20.94 radians per second per second. Spin acceler-

ation is understood to be expressed in radians per second per

second throughout this chapter.

49. How does a wheel behave when an unbalanced torque

acts on the wheel, the axis of the torque being coincident with

the axis of the shaft on which the wheel is mounted?—The
wheel gains spin volocity at a rate which is proportional to the

torque, or the torque T required to produce a certain amount
of spin acceleration a is proportional to a so that we may write

T = Ko (9)

^i m

- rotating

axU

where Z is a constant for a given wheel, and it is called the

moment 0} inertia or spin inertia of the wheel.

50. Unbalanced torque must act on a

steadily rotating nonsymmetrical body.

Two balls each of mass m are carried by

arms of length r, the arms being attached

to a rotating axle as indicated in Fig. 90,

and it is desired to find an expression for

the unbalanced torque which must act

on the axle at each instant when the

axle, arms and balls rotate steadily n

revolutions per second, mass of arms ne-

glected. A force F{ = ^irVmr) must

act as indicated in the figure, and a force G{ = 47rVwr) must

act as indicated ; and these two forces together constitute a torque

T = /^'H^n'^mrL about an axis which is at each instant at right

angles to the plane which contains the axle and the two arms r.

The two balls mm in Fig. 90 have a certain kind of asymmetry

with respect to the axle, and any body which has this kind of

asymmetry with respect to an axis of rotation cannot rotate

steadily about that axis unless acted upon at each instant by an

unbalanced torque.

Conservation of spin momentum.—The product Ks is called the angular

momentum or spin momentum of a rotating body, i being its spin velocity and

Fig. 90.
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K its spin inertia. Tlie spin momentum of a single rotating body (symmetrical

or non-symmetrical) is constant when the body is not acted on by an unbalanced

torque and the combined spin momentum of a number of bodies which act on each

other is not changed by mutual force actions between the bodies. See discussion

of conservation of translatory momentum in Art. 38. A very striking experiment

illustrating the principle of the conservation of spin momentum is described in

Art. 70. The principle of the conservation of spin momentum is of very great

importance in the theory of the free rotation of a non-symmetrical body. The

most intelligible discussion of this problem is Poisson's Theorie Nouvelle de la

Rotation des Corps.

51. The moment of inertia or spin inertia of a given body varies

with the position of the axis of rotation. Experiment with a

slim stick.—^A slim stick may be very easily set spinning about

the axis 00 in Fig. 91, less easily about the axis 00 in Fig. 92,

and still less easily about the axis 00 in Fig. 93. That is to

-iL

stint stick

slim stick slim stick

Fig. 91. Fig. 92. Fig. 93.

say, a given torque would produce a given spin velocity in a very

short time about the axis 00 in Fig. 91, the same torque would

have to act much longer to produce the same spin velocity about

the axis 00 in Fig. 92, and it would have to act still longer to

produce the same spin velocity about the axis 00 in Fig. 93.

These statements are easily verified by trial. Therefore the

spin-inertia of the stick is small about the axis 00 in Fig. 91,

it is larger about the axis 00 in Fig. 92, and still larger about the

axis 00 in Fig. 93.

52. Contribution to spin inertia by a small particle (of a body)

of mass Aw at a distance r from the axis of spin.—Consider

a wheel upon which a torque T acts and produces spin acceler-
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ation a about the axis as indicated in Fig. 94. A certain

portion AT" of the torque is used to speed up the particle Am
or, in other words, a certain portion AK of the spin inertia of the

wheel is due to Am, so that, according to equation (9) of Art.

49, we have
AT = AK.a (i)

It is required to find an expression for AK.
The sidewise velocity of the particle Am (velocity in the

direction of Ai'') is v = rs, where 5 is the spin velocity of the

wheel. This is evident when we consider that s.At is the angle

in radians turned by the radius r in time At so that r X s.At

is the length of the very small arc over which Am travels during

the time At, and the velocity of Am is the distance traveled

divided by At.

Consider any quantity y which is always b times as large

as X, then evidently y must always change b times as fast

al

slender
rod

Fig. 94.

axis of rotation

Fig. 95.

as X. Now V is r times s, therefore v must change r times

as fast as 5 ; but the rate of change of v is the sidewise acceler-

ation of Am, and the rate of change of j is a. Therefore the

sidewise acceleration of Am is equal to ra.

Let the force which sets Am in motion be AF, then, according

to equation (i) of Art. 28, AF = Am X ra. But the torque action

of AF about is r.AF which is AT in equation (i). There-

fore AT = r^.Am X a so that

AK — r?Am (10)
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Therefore if we multiply the mass of each particle of a wheel by

the square of its distance from the axis of rotation and add all such

products together we will get the spin inertia of the wheel.

53. Calculus discussion of the spin inertia (moment of inertia)

of the slender stick in Fig. 93.—Imagine the stick to grow longer

by the' infinitely small amount Al as indicated in Fig. 95. What
is the increase of K? Let fi be the mass of unit length of the

stick. Then fiAl is the added mass which is represented by

the shaded area in Fig. 95, and P./iAl is the increase of K
according to equation (10) of Art. 52. Therefore

from which we get

AK ^ iiP.Al

and this equation expresses the law of growth of K when the

stick is imagined to grow in length. It is required to find an

expression for K, and the method to be used is the method of

integration as explained in Art. 27.

Finding of a function which has the same derivative as K.—
dy

Consider the function y = bP which gives --tt = jfil? Evidently

if we make 3& = m or 6 = )n/3 we will have

:

y = \ijP and -tt = nP

so that y is a function which has the same derivative as K.

Finding of expression for K.—^Therefore K must be equal to

y + C or \ijP + C, where C is an undetermined constant.

Determination of constant of integration. When / is zero it is

evident that K is zero. Therefore C must be zero, and the

correct expression for K is K = \tiP. This expressions may

be somewhat simplified by writing m (the mass of the stick)

for id which gives

K = imP
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The following table gives the values of the spin inertia of

several regular homogeneous solids.

TABLE.

Values of Spin-Inertia of Some Regular Homogeneous Solids.

Shape of solid and position of axis. Value of K.

Solid sphere of radius r and mass m, axis of rotation passing

through center of sphere

Solid cylinder of radius r and mass m, axis of rotation same
as axis of cylinder

Very slim rod of length / and mass m, axis of rotation at right

angles to rod and passing through center of rod

Rectangular parallelepiped of length I and breadth b and
mass m, axis of rotation at right angles to I and b, and passing

through center of parallelepiped

Imr''

Note. The axis of rotation is understood to pass through the

center of mass of the body as indicated by statements in Italics

in the accompanying table. Let K be the spin inertia of a body

about an axis passing through the center of mass of the body, and

let K' be the spin inertia about another axis parallel to the first

and distant a from it. Then

K' = K + a^m (ii)*

where m is the mass of the body.

Units of spin inertia.—^The spin inertia of a body is, according

to the above discussion, expressed as the product of a mass

times the square of a distance or length. The c.g.s. unit of spin

inertia, is one gram-{centimelerY , the f.s.s. unit of spin inertia

is one slug-(Joot)? One gram at a distance of one centimeter

from the axis of rotation represents one c.g.s. unit of spin inertia,

and one slug at a distance of one foot from the axis of rotation

represents one f.s.s. unit of spin inertia.

54. Radius of gyration.—The spin inertia of a cylinder with

respect to the axis of figure of the cylinder is \mr^ according to

the table in Art. 53. Imagine the entire mass m of the cylinder

* A proof of this equation is given in Franklin and MacNutt's Mechanics and

Heat.
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to be concentrated at a point at a distance p from the axis.

Then the spin inertia of the cyHnder would be p'm according to

equation (10). What value must the distance p have in order

that p^m may be equal to the spin inertia of the cylinder ^mr^}

Placing f?m = \mr^ we get p = rj^. The distance p so

defined is called the radius of gyration of the cylinder. The
radius of gyration of any body with respect to a given axis is

defined by the equation wp^ = K where m is the mass of the

body and K is its spin inertia with respect to the given axis.

PROBLEMS.

92. A very slender rod no centimeters long has a mass of

550 grams. Calculate its spin inertia about an axis passing

through its middle and at right angles to it. Calculate K by

using the formula which is given in the table in Art. 53, and

calculate K approximately by multiplying the mass of each

lo-centimeter section of the rod by the square of the distance of

the middle point of the section from the middle point of the rod

—

all such products being added.

93. A wheel and axle has a spin inertia of 25 slug(-feet).^

The wheel is brought up to a speed of 1200 revolutions per minute

and then left to itself, and a revolution counter indicates 3700

revolutions while the wheel is coming to rest. Assuming wheel

to lose spin velocity at a constant rate, find (o)Time in seconds

to come to rest, (6) Average rate of loss of spin velocity while

stopping, and (c) Average value of retarding torque which stops

the wheel and axle.

Note.—The argument of this problem is exactly similar to the argument of

example i in Art. 35.

94. Let K be the spin inertia of a disk of radius r (referred

to axis of figure of disk). Imagine the disk to grow by the addi-

tion of a ring of material so as to increase its radius from r to

r + Ar, where Ar is infinitely small. Find an expression for

dK
AK, and tnus find an expression for -3— . In this development
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let IX be the mass of the disk per unit of area. Diflferentiate the

function y = ai* and find a function which has the same deriva-

tive as K. Then find the correct expression for K in terms of

ju and r. Substitute m for xrV in this expression for K and

get K in terms of m and r.

95. Find the radius of gyration of a very slim rod loo centim-

eters long with respect to an axis passing through the middle of

the rod and at right angles to the rod.

96. Find the radius of gyration of the slim rod of the previous

problem with respect to an axis passing through the end of the

rod and at right angles to the rod.

97. A homogeneous ball 20 centimeters in diameter is fixed

to a rotating shaft so that the center of the ball is 30 centimeters

from the axis of the shaft. The mass of the ball is 65 kilograms.

What is the spin inertia of the ball with respect to the axis of the

shaft and what is the radius of gyration?

55. Example of combined translation and rotation.—^A homo-

geneous cylinder of mass m and radius r rolls down a 0" incline,

starting from rest. How far does the cylinder roll in t seconds,

the acceleration of gravity being g?

Only two forces act on the cylinder (fric-

tion of air being neglected), namely, the

downward pull of gravity mg and the force

F exerted on the cylinder by the inclined

plane as indicated in Fig. 96. The down-

ward force mg may be replaced by its two

components, namely, the down-hill com-

ponent D = mg sin 6 and the normal-to-

plane component N = mg cos 6. Also

the force F may be replaced by its two components, namely,

the up-hill component U and the normal-to-plane component

N.' We may then consider the four forces D, N, U and N.'
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(a) The cylinder has no normal-to-plane acceleration. Hence
forces N and N' balance, or

N' = mg cos d (i)

(b) The cylinder has an unknown translatory acceleration a

down-hill. Therefore the net down-hill force, D— U, must

be equal to ma. That is

D — U = ma (ii)

(c) The cylinder rotates faster and faster as it travels down
hill ; that is to say, the cylinder has an unknown spin acceleration

a about an axis passing through C*. The force U is the only

force which has a torque action about C and its torque action

about C is T = Ur. Therefore, according to equation (9)

of Art. 49, we have:

Ur = Ka (iii)

where K is the spin inertia of the cylinder about an axis through

C (see table in Art. 53).

{d) While the cylinder makes one revolution it travels a

distance 2Tr, and if it makes n revolutions per second it travels

2vnr feet per second (or centimeters per second). Therefore

the velocity of the cylinder \s v = 2irnr = sr, where 5 is the

spin velocity of the cylinder, and r, the radius of the cylinder,

is a constant. If v = rs it is evident that the rate of change of

V (which is a) must be r times the rate of change of s (which

is a).* Therefore:

a = ra (iv)

* It is permissible to think of or as being about any axis at right angles to the

plane of the paper in Fig. 96; but the problem is greatly simplified by thinking of

a as taking place about an axis through C. To show that this is permissible it is

only necessary to show that the two forces D and U are together equivalent to

a down-hill force D — U acting at C and producing the translatory acceleration

a, and a pure torque Ur which produces, the spin acceleration a about C. Let

the reader work the matter out for himself.

t If John always has 10 times as much money as Henry he must always save

money 10 times as fast as Henry.
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From the four equations (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) the values of

N', U, a and a may be calculated; m, g, 9, K and r being

known.* From the value of a so found (a constant acceleration)

the distance traveled by

the cylinder in t sec-

onds can be calculated

as explained in Art. 34.

56. Another example

of combined translation

and rotation.—Figure 97

shows a wheel and axle

being set in rotation by

the pull of a string on

which a body of mass m
is hung. Given the mass

m, the acceleration of

gravity g, the radius of

the axle r and the dis-

tance d fallen by w in < seconds (starting from rest) to

calculate the spin inertia of the wheel.

(a) Let G be the tension of the string. Then the forces

acting an m are a downward force mg and an upward force G,

therefore the net downward force is mg — G, so that

Fig. 97.

mg G = ma (i)

where a is the downward acceleration of m.

(b) The torque acting on the wheel (axle friction being assumed

equal to zero) is Gr, so that

Gr = Ka (ii)

(c) As in the previous example we have

a = ra (iii)

(d) From the known distance d traveled downwards by m
^ In fact r cancels out ^ nd need not be known,
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in a known time t we can calculate the downward acceleration

a as explained in Art. 34. Then knowing a, r, m and g we
can calculate G, K and a by means of equations (i), (ii) and

(iii).

57. Harmonic rotatory motion.—To every equation relating

to translatory motion there is a corresponding equation, identical

in form, relating to rotatory motion.* Thus F = ma [equation

(i) of Art. 28] corresponds to T = Ka [equation (9) of Art. 49].

It is the purpose of this article to point out equations in rotatory

motion which correspond to F = — kx [equation (5) of Art. 43]

and to fe = ^TT^n^m [equation (7) of Art. 46].

A body is suspended by a steel wire. When the body is turned

through the angle the wire is twisted, and the twisted wire

exerts a torque T on the body such that

T = —k'<^ (12)

where k' is a constant which is called the coefficient of tor-

sional stiffness of the wire.

If the suspended body is turned and released it will oscillate

back and forth like the balance wheel of a watch, performing

harmonic rotatory motion, and:

/[ttH^K = k' (13)

where n is the number of complete vibrations per second and

K is the spin inertia of the suspended body with respect to the

suspending wire as an axis. The angle in equation (12) must

be expressed in radians.

Example.—A looo-gram disk of 10 centimeters radius [K =

50,000 gram-(centimeters)^] makes 53 complete vibrations in

360 seconds when hung by a steel wire, axis of figure of disk being

coincident with wire. How much torque would be required to

twist the free end of the wire through two radians of angle?

The value of k' as calculated by equation (12) is 42,800 dyne-

* The converse of this statement is not true by any means. This matter is

fully set forth in Appendix C.
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centimeters of torque per radian of twist, and if the angle of

twist is two radians the torque must be' 85,600 dyne-centimeters.

58. The physical pendulum.—Figure 98

represents a bar swinging freely as a pendu-

lum about an axis 0; the center of mass

(center of gravity) of the bar is at C. The

torque action about of the force mg is

mgl sin d, or mgl.d if 6 is small. There-

fore the stiffness coefficient is mgl and this

must be equal to ^ir^n^K'

equation (13), so that

vertical
line

according to

Fig. 98.
^ir^ri^K' = mgl (i)

where n is the number of complete vibrations per second and

K' is the spin inertia of the bar about an axis through 0.

PROBLEMS.

98. Find the acceleration of a solid homogeneous sphere rolling

down a 30° incline, acceleration of gravity being 980 centimeters

per second per second.

99. A 10,000-gram disk is 20 centimeters in diameter, it is

mounted on a shaft 2 centimeters in diameter of the same material

and the projecting parts of the shaft have a mass of 100 grams.

The disk rolls 109.2 centimeters down an inclined track in 15

seconds, the drop of the track being one twentieth of its length

along its slope. What is the acceleration of gravity?

Note.—The total mass of the rolling body is 10,100 grams, and its total spin-

inertia is the sum of the spin-inertia of the complete disk and the spin-inertia of

the projecting part of the axle.

100. The disk and axle of problem 99 has two very fine wires

wrapped around the ends of the axle, and, holding these wires

fast, the disk is allowed to fall and set itself spinning as the wires

unroll from the axle. Find downward accelei-ation of disk and
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find combined upward pull of the two wires, acceleration of

gravity being 980 centimeters per second per second.

Note.—The diagram which is shown in Fig. 99 will suggest the formulation of

this problem.

loi. A forward pull P is exerted on a 500-pound wheel which

rolls on a level floor. The diameter of the wheel is 6 feet and

Fig. 99 (Old 99)

floor

B D

Fig. 100 (Old 100)

its spin inertia about an axis passing through its center is 1920

pound- (feet)*. Find the forward acceleration of the wheel when

P = 10 " pounds " :—(o) When P is exerted at the center of the

wheel, and (J) When P is exerted at the top of the wheel.

Note. The formulation of this problem will be suggested by Fig. loo

102. Solve problem loi by considering the energy relations.

Note. Let the wheel start from rest, let x be the distance traveled in t seconds,

and let u, be the constant acceleration. Then in case (a), when P acts at the

center of the wheel, we have: Work done = Px = \mv^ + \Ks^\ also we have

V = rs, V = at' and x = iat^. From these equations a can be calculated.

103. A 500-gram disk, 20 centimeters in diameter, is suspended

by a steel wire and set oscillating, like the balance wheel of a

watch, about the steel wire as an axis. It is found by observation

that the disk makes ir complete vibrations in 249 seconds.

Find the coefficient of torsional stiffness of the steel wire.

104. A steam-engine connecting rod is swung as a pendulum

as indicated in Fig. 98. The mass of the rod is 15 pounds (to be
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reduced to slugs, of course), the distance / is 2.42 feet, the local

acceleration of gravity is 32.2 feet per second per second, and

the pendulum is observed to make 51 complete vibrations in 120.2

seconds. Calculate the spin inertia of the connecting rod about

an axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper and passing

through the point C in Fig. 98. Ans. 2.37 slug-(feet).^

TrTTrrTTTTTTTTTTTTfTm

table top

Fig. 101.

59. Rotation about a rotating

axis. The gyroscope.— Figure

loi shows a rapidly spinning

wheel mounted in a ring which

rests on a pointed post BO.

The pull of gravity on ring and

wheel produces an unbalanced

torque action about an axis

through (axis of torque hori-

zontal and at right angles to

axis of spinning wheel), and this

unbalanced torque causes the wheel and ring to swing round and

round the post, the axis Oa retaining its horizontal position.*

This arrangement is called a gyroscope. A complete discus-

sion f of the gyroscope is, of course, beyond the scope of this

text, and therefore the following purely geometric discussion

must sufifice.

Representation of a torque by an arrow.—Figure 102 represents

a torque acting on a screw driver. To represent this torque by

an arrow draw the arrow T in the direction of the axis of the

torque, make the length of the arrow represent the value of the

torque in dyne-centimeters or in "pound "-feet to any convenient

scale, and place the arrow-head to indicate the direction in which

a right-handed screw would travel if turned by the torque.

Representation of spin velocity by an arrow.—Figure 103 repre-

* Except for effect due to friction.

t See referen ce s on introductory pages.
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sents a spinning wheel. To represent the spin velocity 5 of

the wheel by an arrow draw the arrow s in the direction of the

axis of spin, place the arrow head so as to indicate the direction

I

back of handle

front of handle

Fig. 102. Fig. 103.

in which the spinning wheel would travel if it were a nut turning

on a right-handed screw, and make the length of the arrow repre-

sent the value of the spin velocity in radians per second to any

convenient scale.

The importance of representing torques and spin velocities by

arrows is due to the fact that both torques and spin velocities are

added by the parallelogram law*

Vector diagram of gyroscopic motion.—Figure 104 represents

the gyroscope of Fig. loi as seen from above at a given instant.

top view

Fig. 104. Fig. 105.

At this instant the spin velocity of the wheel is represented by

the arrow J in Fig. 105, and the torque due to gravity pull on

ring and wheel is represented by the arrow T in Fig. 105.

During a short interval of time M the torque T produces a

* See Franklin and MacNutt's Mechanics and Heat, pages 176-177.
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certain amount of spin velocity As, and this spin velocity added

to 5 gives s' which is the axis of the spinning wheel after lapse

of time At.

The rate at which the torque T produces spin velocity is

a = T/K according to equation (9) of Art. 49, and therefore

As = a.At = (T/K).At. But the angle between j and s' in

radians is equal to As/5 or to {T/K).At/s, and if we divide this

angle in radians by At we get the rate at which the axis of

spin swings round 0. Representing this rate of swinging of

T I
axis of spin round by the Greek letter Q, we get -^ X - = fi,

or

T = KsU -
(14)

Example i.—^The spin inertia K of the paddle wheel of a

side-wheel boat is 12,500 slug-(feet),^ the spin velocity s of the

paddle wheel is 6 radians per second, and the boat is turning to

port so as to describe a complete circle in 20t seconds, so that

= o.i radian per second. A torque T equal to KsQ or

7500 "pound "-feet must act on the paddle wheel shaft; and to

prevent the boat from listing a 750-" pound" weight would have

to be shifted from the center line of the boat to a point 10 feet

to one side of the center line. To which side would the weight

have to be shifted?

Example 2.—Figure 106 is a top view of an automobile turning

to the right. The spin velocity of the engine fly wheel at a given

instant is represented by the arrow 5 in Fig. 107, and At seconds

later the spin velocity of the fly wheel is as represented . by the

arrow S'. The increment of spin velocity is represented by the

arrow AS, and the torque which must act on the fly-wheel

shaft is represented by the arrow T. Therefore while the car is

turning to the right the rear bearing must push upwards on the

fly-wheel shaft and the front bearing must pull downwards on

the fly-wheel shaft. These forces are, of course, in addition to

the forces which must be exerted on the fly-wheel shaft to support

wheel and shaft against the downward pull of gravity.
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Let r be tne radius of the curve described by the automobile

and V the velocity of the automobile. Then thinking of the

car as going round a complete circle it is easy to see that fi =

^ ^ ..t=5
Fig. 106. Fig. 107.

vlr so that the torque T in Fig. 107 would be T = Ksvlr

according to equation (14).

PROBLEMS.

105. Make a diagram somewhat similar to Figs. 106 and 107

for the case in which the front wheels rise suddenly in going over

a bump on the road, and state precisely what forces are exerted

by the fly wheel shaft on the bearings (gyrostatic reaction forces).

106. The entire ring and wheel in Fig. loi has a mass of 150

grams, the center of mass (center of gravity) of wheel and ring is

6 centimeters from the point and the acceleration of gravity

is 980 centimeters per second per second. Calculate the torque

in dyne-centimeters which is represented by the arrow T in

Fig. 105.

The spin inertia of the wheel is 900 gram- (centimeters)^ and

the wheel makes, let us say, 4500 revolutions per minute. Cal-

culate the time required for the wheel and ring to swing once

around the vertical post BO in Fig. loi.

107. A side-wheel l:^at is steered in a circle of 150 feet radius

at a velocity of 25 feet per second, and the boat lists 5° because

of gyrostatic action of paddle wheels and shaft. To produce a

5" list when the boat is standing still requires a weight of 20,000

"pounds" to be shifted 15 feet to one side from the center line

of the boat. The paddle wheels make 75 revolutions per minute.

Find the spin inertia of paddle wheels and shaft.
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io8. The spin inertia of the engine shaft and flywheel of a

Ford automobile is about 30 pound-(feet)^ The engine speed is,

say, 600 revolutions per minute, and the car turns in a circle

of 25-foot radius at a speed of 30 miles per hour. Find the

torque which must act upon the fl5nvheel shaft to make the fly-

wheel and shaft turn round with the car. Suppose the distance

between front and back bearings is 2 feet, and suppose that the

above mentioned torque is produced by equal and opposite

forces at the bearings. Find the value of each force and specify

the direction of each force when the car turns to the right.

Note.—The automobile is here assumed to turn an excessively sharp curve so

as to make the gyroscopic forces appreciable. Ordinarily these forces are entirely

negligible.

109. The armature shaft of a ship's dynamo is horizontal and

at right angles to the ship's keel. Make a diagram showing an

assumed direction of rotation of the armature and showing forces

exerted on bearings by armature shaft (gyroscopic reaction of

spinning armature) while the port side of the ship is rising.

The maximum velocity of roll of the ship is, let us say, 10" per

second. Calculate value of each force above mentioned, spin

inertia of armature being 150 slug-(feet)^, speed of armature

being 1500 revolutions per minute, and distance between arma-

ture bearings being 4 feet.



CHAPTER IV

HYDROSTATICS.

60. Hydrostatic pressure.—A fluid* at rest always pushes

normally against a surface which is exposed to the action of the

fluid. Thus the small arrows in Fig. 108 show how the steam

in a steam-engine cylinder pushes against the piston, the arrows

in Fig. 109 show how the water in a pail pushes against the sides

open

^piston

steam

cy inder

Fig. 108.

of the pail (of course the water pushes on the bottom of the pail

also), and the arrows in Fig. no show how the water in a tank

pushes against the surface of a submerged ball.

A fluid at rest not only pushes on a surface which is exposed

to its action, but two contiguous portions of the fluid push on each

other as shown in Fig. in. The line gg represents a small

plane area or surface which may be imagined to separate two

contiguous portions of the fluid, and the small arrows show

how the portions of the fluid push on each other.

A fluid in motion does not necessarily push normally against

a surface which is exposed to the action of the fluid. Thus the

small arrows in Fig. 112 show how the moving water in a pipe

pushes against the walls of the pipe. Also, when a fluid is

moving the forces which are indicated by the arrows in Fig. in

are not necessarily at right angles to the plane area gq. Thus

the small arrows in Fig. 113 show how the portions of the moving

* The term fluid includes both liquids and gases.

95
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water on the two sides of the plane qg push on each other

open
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the outside air. Then, with the stop-cock closed, the dished

shape of the rubber sheet remains unchanged as the cup is turned

so as to make the rubber sheet face upwards or downwards or

sidewise.

Definition of hydrostatic pressure.—Let AF be the force

exerted by a fluid at rest on a small portion Ao of an exposed

surface, Aa being expressed, of course, in square centimeters or

in square feet. The quotient AF/Aa approaches a definite

limiting value p if Aa is taken smaller and smaller, and the limit-

ing value p is called the hydrostatic pressure or simply the

pressure of the fluid at the point.* Therefore we have:

AF = p.Aa (15)

The above statement may be unintelligible to the student who
is not thoroughly familiar with the idea of limits, and the fol-

lowing statement may therefore be taken as the definition of the

pressure of a fluid: The force F which is exerted by a fluid at

rest on an exposed flat surface a is proportional to a and the

quotient F/a is called the pressure of the fluid. That is

F = pa

This equation is true only when the surface a is flat and when

the pressure is the same everywhere.

61. Circumferential tension in the walls of a cylindrical pipe.

—^The pressure of a fluid in a pipe produces a state of tension in

the walls of the pipe. Figure 1 15 is a side view of a pipe of radius

r. Consider a narrow band of the pipe abed of width w. An
end view of this band is shown in Fig. 116. Imagine the fluid in

the bottom half of the pipe to be solid as indicated by the shading

in Fig. 116, and let us consider the shaded half of the band of

pipe (together with its contents) as a definite body B. This

body B is stationary. Therefore the forces which act upon B
are balanced. But the fluid in the upper half of the pipe pushes

* At the point where Aa is located.
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downwards on B with a force equal to p X. w Y, 2r as indicated

by the short arrows, w X 2r being the area of the upper face of

B, and p being the pressure ofthe fluid. The band of pipe must,

Fig. lis.

end view

Fig. 116.

therefore, pull upwards on B to balance this downward push

of the fluid. Indeed the two arrows FF represent the two

equal forces with which the band pulls up on B. Therefore:

2F = 2rwp

What is called the circumferential tension in the pipe is the force

per unit width of the band, namely, F/w. Therefore, we have:

circumferential tension
w
= rp

Example.—A steam pipe is 8 inches in diameter (4 inches in

radius) and the pressure of the steam in the pipe is 100 "pounds"

per square inch. Therefore the circumferential tension of the

material of the pipe is 4 inches multiplied by 100 "pounds" per

square inch which gives 400 "pounds" per inch. That is, each

circumferential band of the pipe one inch in width is acted upon

by a stretching force of 400 "pounds."

PROBLEMS.

no. The piston of a steam engine is 12 inches in diameter,

the piston rod is 2 inches in diameter and the steam pressure is

150 "pounds" per square inch. Find the force with which the

steam pushes on piston (a) When steam has access to front face
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of piston (where piston rod is attached) and (b) wnen steam has

access to back face of piston.

HI. Calculate the circumferential tension in the shell of a

boiler, the diameter of the boiler being 6 feet and the steam

pressure 125 "pounds" per square inch.

112. A given grade of steel can stand safely a tension of 20,000

"pounds" per square inch. What is the greatest diameter of

steel tube with walls 0.02 inch thick which can safely withstand

a pressure of 150 " pound "s per square inch?

113. Derive an expression for the longitudinal tension (length-

wise tension) in the shell of a cylindrical boiler in terms of steam

pressure and radius of boiler.

114. Derive an expression for the tension in the shell of a

hollow metal sphere in terms of radius of sphere and internal

pressure.

62. Non-uniform pressure in a liquid due to gravity.—^The

pressure in any body of fluid at rest would be uniform (everywhere

the same) if the fluid wefe not acted upon by gravity. This is

evident from the following considerations: Imagine a slender

cylindrical portion PP of the fluid as indicated in Fig. 117.

The forces exerted on this portion by

the surrounding fluid are of course bal-

anced, but the two forces F and F' act-

ing on the ends of the cylinder are the

only forces parallel to the axis of the

cylinder, and since these forces are bal-

anced F must be equal to F' or ap

must be equal to ap' or p must be

equal to p', a being the sectional area

of the cylinder, p being the pressure of the fluid at one end of

the cylinder and p' being the pressure at the other end of the

cylinder.

The pressure in a fluid under the action of gravity increases
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with depth. If the density d of the fluid is everywhere the

same (this is very nearly true in a liquid because liquids are

very nearly incompressible) then

p— po = xdg (i6)

where po is the pressure at the surface of the liquid, p is the

pressure at a point x feet (or x centimeters) beneath the surface,

d is the density of the liquid and g is the acceleration of gravity.

p — po is expressed in "pounds" per square foot when x is in

feet, d in slugs per cubic foot, and g in feet per second per

second.

p — po is expressed in dynes per square centimeter when x

is in centimeters, d in grams per cubic centimeter, and g in

centimeters per second per second.

See Art. 31 of chapter II. Units of the c.g.s. system or units

of the f.s.s. system may be used in all equations in this chapter

and in all equations in the following chapter on hydraulics.

Discussion of equation (16).—The force with which a liquid

pushes on an element of an exposed surface is independent of the

direction of the element according to Pascal's principle. There-

fore we may derive equation (16) by considering a horizontal

surface a square feet in area exposed to the action of the liquid

as shown in Fig. 118. The volume of the liquid directly above

^^^^^^tf

m
Fig. 118.

rX^^y^

Fig. 119.

a is ax cubic feet, the mass of this portion of liquid is axd slugs

. (where d, is the density of the liquid in slugs per cubic foot), the
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force in "pounds" with which gravity pulls on this portion of

the liquid is axdg, and therefore the total force with which this

portion of liquid pushes down on the element a is equal to axdg

"pounds" so that the force per unit area is axdg divided by a,

or rc^Zg "pounds" per square foot.

Equation (i6) involves no consideration of the shape of the

vessel which contains the liquid. As a matter of fact, the pres-

sure at a point in a liquid exceeds the pressure at the surface of

the liquid by the amount xdg whatever the shape and size of

the containing vessel may be. This may be made almost self-

evident as follows: Given a point p, Fig. 119, at a distance x

beneath the surface of a large body of liquid. Imagine a por-

tion of the liquid AAAA, of any shape whatever, extending from

p to the surface. The liquid surrounding the portion AAAA
acts on ^^4-4.4 exactly as a containing vessel of the same shape

would act, and therefore the pressure at p is exactly what

it would be if the portion AAAA were contained in such a

vessel.

63. Total force exerted on a water gate and its point of appli-

cation.—Figure 120 represents a body of water of depth D
resting against a vertical gate of width w. It is desired to find

the total force exerted on the gate and the location of the line

along which this total or resultant force acts.

Let us consider the pressure of the atmosphere po as zero,

then the pressure p of the water at depth x will he p = xdg

according to equation (16).

Let F be the total force acting on the portion of the gate from

water surface to depth x as indicated in Fig. 120. An increase

in X means an increase of F and the first step in the solution of

dF
our problem is to get an expression for ^ * Consider the infi-

nitely narrow strip of the gate which is indicated by the black

area. The area of this strip is w.A:k and the force exerted

* Do not confuse the d's in this symbol with the density d in the equation

p = xdg.

8
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on this strip is ^w.Ax or xdgw.^x. Therefore AF = xdgw.Ax, or

(i)

dF
-^ = dgw.x

The second step in the solution of our problem is to find a

function y whose derivative — is the same as — . Let y = bx^

dy
then — = 2bx and if we let 2b = dgw or b = ^dgw we will

d'V
have y = \dgwx^ and j- = dgw.x. Therefore, according to Art.

27 we have

F = \dgwx^ + C

where C is an undetermined constant. Now F is the total

force exerted on the portion of the gate from the surface of the

surface of water

ir-=- AF—

1

surface tif water

=4.
i

D- - &T-

T

Fig. 120.

The width of the gate (in a direction perpen-

dicular to the plane of the paper) is w.

Fig. 121.

water to depth x, and of course F ^ o if x = o, so that the

constant C must be zero, and we have

F = ^dgwx'^

where F is the total force acting on the portion of the gate from

the water surface to a depth x, and if we place a; = Z> we will

get an expression for the total force G exerted on the entire

gate namely

G = \dgwD^
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It is interesting to note that G is equal to the area of the

gate wD multiplied by the pressure \dgD at the middle point

of the gate.

Let T be the torque action about O, Fig. 121, of all the forces exerted by the

water on the portion x of the gate. An increase of x means an increase of T<

and AT is evidently equal to aAF where AF is the force exerted on the portion

Aa of the gate. Therefore, using AF = xdgw.Ax we get AT = x^dgw.Ax or

dT
dx

(»)

Now it can be easily shown that y = \dgwx' is a function whose derivative

dy . , dT ,

-r IS the same as -7— so that we get
dx dx

T = idgwx' + C

but r = o when » = o so that C must be zero. Therefore

T - Idgwx'

where T is the torque action about of all the forces which act on the portion

X of the gate, and if we put « = D we will get the torque action T' about of

the forces acting on the entire gate, namely

T' = idgwD'

The line of action of the total or resultant force G must be at such distance I

beneath that the torque action IG may be equal to T'. Therefore from

IG = \dgwD', using G = \dgwD^ we get

I = ID

The total or resultant force G is, of'course, a horizontal force, and its line of

action is %D below the water surface.

PROBLEMS.

115. The water pressure at a fire hydrant in a city is 125

"pounds" per square inch at 2 A.M. when the water in the street

mains is not moving perceptibly. Calculate the height h of

the water level in the city reservoir above the fire hydrant.

Note. Weight (true weight) in pull-pounds per cubic foot is n< = dg, where d

is density in slugs per cubic foot and g is the local acceleration of gravity. There-

fore equation (16) may be written

p — pn = xw

and for most practical purposes w may be considered as numerically equal to

density in sugar-pounds per cubic foot. This is equivalent to taking the accelera-

tion of gravity everywhere to be the same as at London.
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1 1 6. What air pressure is required to hold the water level in a

caisson at a point 62 feet below the water level in a river?

117a. What is the total force exerted by the liquid on the end

of a rectangular tank which is 10 feet wide X 12 feet deep, the

tank being full of syrup of which the density is 80 pounds per

cubic foot?

Note.—Take atmospheric pressure as zero.

117b. One end of a large rectangular water tank has a circular

hole in it and the hole is 5 feet in diameter with its center 7 feet

beneath the water surface. What is the total force exerted on a

board covering the hole?

Note.—The average pressure over any submerged flat surface is the pressure at

the center of figure ("center of gravity") of the flat surface.

118. A rectangular tank 10 feet wide X 16 feet longX 12 feet

deep is filled \ full of water (density 62J pounds per cubic foot)

and the remainder of the tank contains oil of which the density

is 56 pounds per cubic foot. What total force is exerted on one

end of the tank by the water?

Note.—Take atmospheric pressure as zero.

64. The barometer is an instrument for measuring the pressure

of the atmosphere. It consists of a tube T, Fig. 122, filled with

mercury and inverted in an open vessel of mercury as indicated.

An empty space V is left in which the pressure is zero.*

The pressure of the mercury in the tube at the level of the

outside mercury surface is equal to the pressure of the air, and it

exceeds the pressure in V by the amount xdg, according to

equation (16) where x is the height of the mercury column in

the tube as shown in the figure, d is the density of the mercury,

* Even if the tube is filled with great care (mercury boiled in the tube as it is

filled), mercury vapor will form in the region V and the pressure in this region

will not be quite zero.
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and g is the acceleration of gravity. This expression xdg gives

the value of the atmospheric pressure in dynes per square centim-

eter (or in "pounds" per square foot)

as explained in Art. 62.

If the mercury is at some standard

temperature, d is invariable; and if

the barometer is used in a given lo-

cality, g is invariable. Under these

conditions the distance x may be used

as a measure of the pressure. In fact,
'

atmospheric pressure is usually ex-

pressed in terms of the height the ',.

barometric column would have in

millimeters or in inches if the mer-

cury were at 0° C. and if the acceler-

ation of gravity were 981.61 centime-

ters per second per second (its value

at 45° north latitude at sea level).
Fig. 122.

65. Buoyant force of fluids.—The pressure in a fluid increases

with depth as explained in Art. 62. Therefore the upward forces

exerted on the lower surface of a submerged body are greater

than the downward forces exerted on the upper surface of the

body as shown in Fig. no. Therefore, on the whole, a fluid

exerts an upward force on a submerged body. This upward

force is called the buoyantforce of the fluid on the body.

\B

fluid -.

Fig. 123.

Archimedes' principle.—The buoyant force

exerted by a fluid on a submerged body of

volume V is equal to the weight of the

same volume of the fluid. This fact is called

Archimedes' principle from its discoverer,

and it may be made almost self-evident from

the following considerations. Given a fluid

at rest, and let us think of a definite por-

tion AA of this fluid of any size and shape,
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as shown in Fig. 123. This portion AA is stationary, and there-

fore the downward pull of gravity on AA (the weight W of AA)
must be balanced by the total* force B with which the surround-

ing fluid pushes upwards on AA. That is B must be equal

and opposite to W, and B and W must lie in the same straight

line. But the surrounding fluid pushes on AA exactly as it

would on any submerged body of the size and shape of AA.

Therefore B is the buoyant force of the fluid on any body of the

size and shape of AA, and as stated above, B is equal in value

to the weight W of the portion AA of fluid.

Archimedes ' principle as applied to a body floating on a liquid.

—The buoyant force of a liquid on a floating body is equal (and

opposite) to the downward pull of gravity on the body (the

weight of the body) because the floating body remains stationary.

But the buoyant force of a liquid on a floating body is equal to

the weight of the liquid displaced by the body. Therefore a

floating body displaces its weight of the liquid in which it floats.

Examples.—A balloon has a total volume of 400 cubic meters,

and the balloon and contained hydrogen have a mass of 286

kilograms. The balloon, of course, displaces 400 cubic meters of

air, and the density of air is 1 .2 kilograms per cubic meter, so that

the balloon displaces 480 kilograms of air. Therefore the total

buoyant force of the air on the balloon is equal to the weight of

480 kilograms of material, and the downward pull of the earth

on the balloon is of course equal to its weight (the weight of

286 kilograms of material). Consequently the upward push of

the air on the balloon exceeds the weight of the balloon by an

amount equal to the weight of 480 kilograms minus 286 kilograms

or 194 kilograms of material.

A boat displaces 2,000 cubic feet of water so that the buoyant

force of the water on the boat (which is equal to the weight of

the boat) is equal to the weight of 2,000 cubic feet of water, or

to the weight of 125,000 pounds of water.

* The fluid exerts a push on each element of the surface of AA, and these pushes

are together equivalent to the single force B which is called their vector sum or

resultant.
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66. Density and specific gravity.—The density of a substance

is its mass per unit volume, that is

where M is the mass of a body in grams, V is its volume in

cubic centimeters and D is its density in grams per cubic centi-

meter.

The specific gravity of a substance at a given temperature is the

ratio of the density of the substance to the density of water at

the same temperature. Thus, to say that the specific gravity

of iron is 7.78 means that the density of iron is 7.78 times the

density of water, or it is equivalent to saying that the mass of a

given volume of iron is 7.78 times the mass of the same volume

of water.

In some cases a great deal of tedious circumlocution is required

to distinguish sharply between weight and mass. The pull of

the earth on a one-gram body (or on a one-pound body) at any

given place is a perfectly definite force, and if we express the

weight of a body in terms of this unit of force, then the weight of

a body will be the same thing numerically as its mass. This

simple scheme is adopted in the following discussion.

(a) The volume of a vessel can be very accurately determined

by weighing the empty vessel and then weighing the vessel full

of water or mercury. The difference is the net weight of thie

water or mercury, and by dividing this by the density of the water

or mercury the volume of the vessel is found. Example.

A vessel weighs 286.52 grams empty and 948.23 grams when

filled with water at 20° C. Therefore the net weight of the

water is 661.71 grams, which divided by 0.9983 grams per cubic

centimeter (the density of water at 20" C.) gives 663 cubic

centimeters as the volume of the vessel.

(6) A substance having a volume of V cubic centimeters

weighs 546.2 grams in air* and 432.6 grams when suspended by

a thread and submerged in water at 20° C. The difference is

'Buoyant force of air is neglected in these examples.
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the buoyant force of the water, which is the weight of V cubic

centimeters of water. Therefore the weights of equal volumes

of the substance and of water are 546.2 grams and 113.6 grams

respectively, so that the specific gravity of the substance at 20"

is 546.2 grams -r- 113.6 grams or 4.808. That is, the substance

is 4.808 times as heavy as water. But the density of water at

20° C. is 0.9983 gram per cubic centimeter, and therefore the

density of the substance is 4.808 X 0.9983 grams per cubic

centimeter or 4.6998 grams per cubic centimeter.

(c) A glass ball weighs 72.44 grams in air, 45.22 grams in

water, and 47.94 grams in oil. The loss of weight of the ball in

water (27.22 grams) is the weight of its volume of water, and the

loss of weight of the ball in the oil (24.50 grams) is the weight of

its volume of oil. Therefore the specific gravity of the oil is

24.50 grams -i- 27.22 grams or 0.900. That is, the oil is 0.900

as heavy as water.

67. Cohesion; adhesion.—^When a body is under stress, as for

example a stretched wire, the tendency of the stress is to tear

the contiguous parts of the body asunder. The forces which

oppose this tendency and hold the contiguous parts of a body

together are called the forces of cohesion. The forces which

cause dissimilar substances to cling together are called the forces

of adhesion. The cohesion of water and the adhesion between

water and glass are the forces which determine the curious

behavior of water in a fine hair-like tube of glass, and the phe-

nomena exhibited by liquids because of cohesion and adhesion

are called capillary phenomena from the Latin word capillaris

meaning hair.

68. Surface tension.—On account of their cohesion, all liquids

behave as if their free surfaces were stretched skins, that is, as if

their free surfaces were under tension. Thus a drop of a liquid

tends to assume a spherical shape on account of its surface

tension. A mixture of water and alcohol may be made of the

same density as olive oil, and a drop of olive oil suspended in

such a mixture becomes perfectly spherical.
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Many curious phenomena* are produced by the variation of

the surface tension of a liquid with admixture of other liquids or

with temperature. Thus a drop of kerosene spreads out in an

ever widening layer on a clean water surface on account of the

fact that the tension of the clean water surface beyond the layer

of oil is greater than the tension of the oily surface. A small

shaving of camphor gum darts about in a very striking manner

upon a clean water surface, on account of the fact that the

camphor dissolves in the water more rapidly where the shaving

happens to have a sharp projecting point, the water surface has

a lessened tension where the camphor dissolves, and the greater

tension on the opposite side pulls the shaving along. A minute

cork boat with a small bit of camphor gum fixed to its stern is

pulled along for the same reason. A thin layer of water on a

horizontal glass plate draws itself away and leaves a dry spot

where a drop of alcohol is let fall on the plate. A thin layer

of lard on the bottom of a frying pan pulls itself away from the

hotter parts of the pan and heaps itself up on the cooler parts,

because of the greater surface tension of the cooler lard.

PROBLEMS.

119. The density of mercury at 0° C. is 13.5956 grams per

cubic centimeter. Calculate the value in dynes per square centi-

meter of standard atmospheric pressure, namely 76 cm. of mer-

cury at o" C, the value of gravity being 980.61 cm. per second

per second. Ans. 1,012,900 dynes per square centimeter.

120. Calculate the height of the homogeneous atmosphere; that

is, assuming that the atmosphere has a uniform density of

0.00129 gram per cubic centimeter throughout, calculate the

depth which would produce standard atmospheric pressure.

Ans. 8,012 meters or 4.98 miles.

Note.—Take 980 centimeters per second per second for the acceleration of

gravity.

* See the very interesting article on capillary action in the gth edition of the

Encyclopedia Britannica. This article gives a. comprehensive discussion of the

theory of capillary action.
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121. What is the net lifting capacity of a balloon containing

550 cubic meters of hydrogen, mass of balloon material being

275 kilograms. Density of air = 1200 grams per cubic meter,

density of hydrogen = 90 grams per cubic meter.

122. The density of sea water is about 1.02 times the density

of pure water. Find total volume of sea water displaced by a

ship having a total mass of 25,000 tons (i ton equal to 2,000

pounds). The area of the water level section of the ship is

12,000 square feet. How much will the ship sink on entering

a basin of fresh water (density 62.4 pounds per cubic foot)?

123. A crystal of alum weighs 125 grams in air and 60.0

grams when submerged in an oil whose density is 0.910 gram per

cubic centimeter. What is the density of the alum crystal?

124. How many grams of aluminum (density 2.7 grams per

cubic centimeter) must be fastened to 25 grams of cork (density

0.28 gram per cubic centimeter) so that the whole will barely

sink in an oil whose density is 0.91 gram per cubic centimeter?

125a. A tub of water standing on a platform scale weighs 150

pounds. A 250-pound block of iron (specific gravity 7.78) is

hung by a rope and submerged in the water in the tub. Find

apparent increase of weight of tub and water.

i2Sb. A metal can 20 centimeters in diameter floats with 25

centimeters of its length out of water when a 6000-gram iron

sinker is hung from the bottom of the can. How much of the

can will be above the water if the iron sinker is placed inside of

the can? Specific gravity of iron 7.78.



CHAPTER V.

HYDRAULICS.

69. Subject and limitations of this chapter.—Hydraulics, in

the general sense in which the term is here used, is the study of

liquids and gases in motion ; and the phenomena which are pre-

sented in this branch of physics are excessively complicated.

Even the apparently steady flow of a river through a smooth

sandy channel is an endlessly intricate combination of boiling

and whirling motion; and the jet of spray from a hydrant, or the

burst of steam from the safety-valve of a locomotive, what is to

be said of things such as these? Or let one consider the fitful

motion of the wind as indicated by the swaying of trees and

as actually visible in driven clouds of dust and smoke, or the

sweep of the flames in a conflagration ! These are actual examples

of fluids in motion, and they are indescribably, infinitely* com-

plicated

The science of hydraulics is based on ideas which refer to average

aspects of fluid motion.—^Thus the engineer is concerned chiefly

with such things as the time required to draw a pail of water

from a hydrant, the loss of pressure in a line of pipe between a

pump and a fire nozzle, or the force exerted by a water jet on the

buckets of a water wheel. These are called average effects be-

cause they are never perfectly steady but always subject to per-

ceptible fluctuations of an erratic character, and to think of any

* Everyone concedes the idea of infinity which is based upon abstract numerals

(one, two, three, four and so on ad infinituml), and the idea of infinity which is

based on the notion of a straight line; but most men are wholly concerned with the

humanly significant and peristent phases of the material world, their perception

does not penetrate into the substratum of utterly confused and erratic action which

underlies every physical phenomenon, and they balk at the suggestion that the

phenomena of fluid motion, for example, are infinitely complicated. Surely the

abstract idea of infinity is as nothing compared with the intimation of infinity that

comes from things that are seen and felt.
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of these effects as having a definite value is, of course, to think of

its average value under the given conditions. The extent to

which the practical science of hydrauHcs is Hmited by the con-

sideration of average effects is evident from the following outline

of the ideal types of flow upon which nearly the whole of the

science is based.

Permanent and varying states of flow.—When a hydrant is

suddenly opened, it takes an appreciable time for the flow of

water to become steady. During this time (a) the velocity at each

point of the stream is increasing and perhaps changing in direction

also. After a short time, however, the flow becomes fully

established and then (&) the velocity at each point in the stream

remains unchanged in magnitude and direction* The motion (a)

is called a varying state of flow, and the motion (&) is called a

permanent state offlow. Most of the following discussion applies

to permanent states of flow, indeed there are but few cases in

which it is important to consider varying states of flow.

The idea of simple flow. Stream lines.—The idea of simple

flow applies both to permanent and to varying states of flow but

it is sufficient to explain the idea in its'application to permanent

flow only. When water flows steadily through a pipe, the motion

is always more or less complicated by continually changing

eddies, the water at a given point does not continue to move in a

fixed direction at a constant velocity; nevertheless, it is conve-

nient to treat the motion as if the velocity of the water were in

a fixed direction and of constant magnitude at each point. Such

* Assuming the stream to be free from turbulence. See the following definition

of simple flow.
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a motion is called a simple flow. In the case of a simple flow, a

Une can be imagined to he drawn through the fluid so as to be at

each point in the direction of the flow -at that point. Such a line

is called a stream line. Thus the fine lines in Fig. 124 are stream

lines representing a simple flow of water through a contracted

part of a pipe. To apply the idea of simple flow to an actual

case of fluid motion is the same thing as to consider the average

character of the motion during a fairly long interval of time.

Lamellar flow.—Even though the motion of water in a pipe

may be approximately a simple flow, the velocity may not be the

same at every point in a given cross-section of the pipe, that is,

the velocity may not be the same at every part of the layer ab,

Fig. 125; in fact the water near the walls always moves slower

m
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than the water near the center of the pipe; nevertheless, it is con-

venient in may cases to treat the motion as if the velocity were

the same at every point in any layer like ab. Fig. 125. Such an

ideal flow is called a lamellar flow, because in such a flow the

fluid in any layer or lamella ah would later be found in the layer

cd, and still later in the layer e/. To apply the idea of lamellar

flow to an actual case of fluid motion is the same thing as to

consider the average velocity over the entire cross-section of a

stream.

70. Some phenomena of fluid motion not associated with

permanent, simple, lamellar flow.—The theoretical treatment

of fluid motion in this chapter is so largely based on the ideas of

permanent, simple, lamellar flow that we shall be carried far

away from many interesting phenomena of fluid motion.

The action of the hydraulic ram is a good example of varying
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flow. Water flows from a low dam through a long pipe PP and

escapes through an open valve A as indicated in Fig. 126. The

to high level tank

water

Fig. 126.

flowing water lifts the valve A, thus suddenly closing it, and

the hammer or ram action of the moving water in PP drives a

small quantity of water through the check valve B and into

a high level tank. The water in PP is thus brought to rest with

excessive pressure in CA which causes the column of water

PPCA to rebound, thus momentarily reducing the pressure

in CA and opening the valve A as at first, and the above de-

scribed action is repeated.

The tendency of a stream of fluid to become turbulent (to

depart from ideal simple flow) is exemplified by the sensitive

flame.—^When a fluid flows slowly through a channel or pipe,

or as a jet through a body of surrounding stationary fluid, the

motion approximates very closely to a simple flow. When the

velocity of the fluid is increased, however, a critical velocity is

soon reached at which the flow suddenly becomes very turbulent

(full of eddies). This sudden increase of turbulence is illustrated

by the behavior of an ordinary gas flame (the flame serves only

to make the jet of gas visible). When the gas is turned on slowly

the flame is at first smooth and steady, but a certain point is

reached (a certain velocity of the gas in the jet) at which the

flame suddenly becomes rough and unsteady, innumerable eddies

form at the boundary between the moving gas and the still air.

When the flame is on the verge of becoming unsteady it is some-

times extremely sensitive, the least hissing sound causes it to

become turbulent.

The boundary between the moving gas and the still air con-
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stitutes what is called a vortex sheet, and the behavior of the

sensitive flame is due to the instability of a vortex sheet; any
disturbance, however small, starts a minute eddy which develops

more and more.

The behavior of the so-called spit ball is due to the instability

of the vortex sheet.—A perfectly

smooth spherical ball (not spinning)

moves forwards through still air, and,

since everything is symmetrical with re-

spect to the line of motion, there can be

no reason why the ball should jump to

the right rather than to the left, therefore

we may conclude that the ball will not

jump either way! But the ball does jump

sidewise as in case of the so-called spit

ball, and a marble dropped in a jar of

water follows an irregular zigzag path as C-

indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 127.

A sharp pointed stick stands vertically in a still room, and,

since everything is symmetrical with respect to the axis of the

stick, there can be no reason why the stick should fall one way

rather than another, therefore we may conclude that the stick

will not fall either way! But the stick does fall. The vertical

stick is in a condition of instability, and any disturbance, how-

ever small, starts the stick falling, and a fall once started develops

more and more, as every one knows.

Figure 128 shows the air blowing past a ball (as if the ball were

Fig. 127.

Fig. 128.
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stationary and the air moving) and breaking away from the ball

so as to leave a body of still air back of the ball. We thus have a

vortex sheet aa and bb, and if the velocity of the air (velocity of

the ball if the air is still) is just right this vortex sheet is unstable.

Any disturbance, however small, starts an eddy which develops

more and more. As a result there is a sidewise fluttering of the

air stream back of the ball, and the reaction of this fluttering

stream pushes the ball to one side and to the other irregularly.

This effect is familiar to anyone who has held a thin stick in the

moving water at one side of a row boat or launch, the fluttering

vortex sheets back of the stick react on the stick and give to it

a quivering motion.

The distinction between lamellar flow and non-lamellar flow

in a pipe or channel is a simple example of a more fundamental

distinction between irrotational flow and rotational flow, between

a kind of flow in which the individual particles of the fluid do

not rotate and a kind of flow in which the individual particles

of the fluid do rotate. This distinction is one of great importance

in the mathematical theory of fluid motion.* The familiar smoke

ring and the whirlpool in an emptying wash bowl are examples

of rotational fluid motion.

When water flows out of a hole in the bottom of a bowl a

whirlpool generally forms above the hole. The formation of this

whirlpool depends upon the previous existence of a slow rotatory

motion of the water in the bowl, which rotatory motion is greatly

increased when the water flows towards the hole. This increase

of spin velocity of a body as the parts of the body move towards

the axis of spin is strikingly illustrated by the following experi-

ment. A person standing on a pivoted stool is set spinning

about a vertical axis with his arms outstretched and with weights

in is hands ; and when he draws the weights in towards his body

(towards the axis of spin) his spin velocity is greatly increased.

f

* See Franklin, MacNutt and Charles' Calculus, pages 242-250.

t The spin-momentum Ks of a rotating body never changes unless an outside

torque acts on the body. Therefore, if the spin-inertia K of the rotating body is

decreased, its spin velocity i must increase.
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The rotation of the earth on its axis involves a slow turning

of one's horizon about a vertical axis (except at the equator).

When the air near the ground is warmed by the sun's rays it

starts to flow upwards at some place, a chimney-like effect

is produced by the rising column of warm air, the lower layer

of warm air is drawn towards this central chimney from all sides

and the slow turning motion of one's horizon becomes greatly

increased as a more or less violent whirl at the central chimney.

The cyclone* is a movement of this kind covering thousands of

square miles of country with a central chimney hundreds of miles

in diameter. The tornado is a movement of this kind covering

only a few square miles of country with a central chimney only a

few hundred yards in diameter. The tornado is often very violent

and destructive.

71. Rate of discharge of a stream.—^The volume of water

which is delivered per second by a stream is called the discharge

rate of the stream. Thus the mean discharge rate of the Niagara

River is 300,000 cubic feet per second. The rate of discharge of a

stream is equal to the product of the average velocity, v, of the stream

and the sectional area, a, of the stream. For example, let PP,

Fig. 129, be the end of a pipe out of which water is flowing and

let us assume that the velocity of flow has the same value v over

the entire section of the stream (lamellar flow), then the water

which flows out of the end of the pipe in t seconds would make

a cylinder or prism of length vt, and of sectional area a, as

indicated in the figure, and the volume of this water is therefore

avt. Dividing this volume by the time t gives the discharge

rate av.

Variation of velocity with sectional area of a steady lamellar

stream. Consider a simple flow of water through a pipe as indi-

cated by the stream lines in Fig. 124. Let a' and a" be the

cross-sectional areas of the stream at any two points P' and

P", and let v' and v" be the average or lamellar velocities of

the stream at P' and P" respectively. Then a'v' is the

* What is popularly called a cycZowe is properly called a <orwo(fc>.

9
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volume of water which passes the point P' per second, and

a"v" is the volume of water which passes the point P" per

Fig. 129.

second; and, therefore, since the same amount of water must

pass each point per second, we have

a'v' = a"v" (17)

that is, the product av has the same value all along the pipe,

so that V is large where a is small, and v is small where a is

large.

Equation (17) applies only to a fluid which is approximately incompressible

like water or any other liquid. In such a case a'v' is the amount of water per

second entering one end of a pipe and a"v" is the amount of water per second

flowing out of the other end of the pipe, and these two expressions must be equal

to each other. If, however, the fluid is compressible like a gas, then equation (17)

becomes
a'v'd' = a"v"d"

where 1' is the sectional area of the steady stream of gas at one place, v' is the

average velocity of the stream at that place, d' is the density of the gas at that

place, and a", v" and d" are the cross-sectional area, the velocity of the stream

and the density of the gas at another part of the stream.

72. The ideal frictionless, incompressible fluid.—^When a jet

of water issues from a tank, there is a certain relation between the

velocity of the jet and the difference in pressure inside and out-

side of the tank. When there are variations of the velocity

of flow of water along a pipe due to enlargements or contrac-

tions of the pipe [see equation (17)], the pressure decreases

wherever the velocity increases and vice versa. These mutually

dependent changes of velocity and pressure are always compli-

cated by friction, and by the variations of the density of the fluid

due to the variations of pressure ; and in order to gain the simplest
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possible idea of these mutually dependent changes of velocity

and pressure the conception of the frictionless incompressible fluid

is very useful.

When the water in a pail is set in motion by stirring, it soon

comes to rest when left to itself. A fluid which would continue

to move indefinitely after stirring would be called a frictionless fluid.

When a moving fluid is brought to rest by friction, the kinetic

energy of the moving fluid is converted into heat and lost. Such

a loss of energy would not take place in a frictionless fluid, and

therefore the total energy (kinetic energy plus potential energy)

of a frictionless fluid would be constant. This principle of the

constancy of total energy is the basis of the following discussion

{Arts. 73 and 74). This discussion applies in all strictness to the

ideal frictionless, incompressible fluid, only; but the formulas are

extensively used by engineers, nevertheless.

73. Energy of a liquid.—(a) Potential energy per unit of volume.

An incompressible liquid under pressure in a tank represents a

store of potential energy only when the pressure in the tank is

maintained while the liquid flows out of the tank.* This condi-

tion is realized, for example, in a tank which is connected to a

high-level reservoir, as in a city water-system. The following

discussion of the potential energy of an incompressible liquid

may therefore be thought of as applying to such a tank.

Figure 130 represents the piston CC of a pump which is forcing

water into a tank at pressure p. The force which must push on

the piston (ignoring fric-

tion) is ap, where a is

the area of the piston.

An amount of work apD
is done in pushing the

piston over a distance

D. Therefore to pump
volume aD of liquid

into the tank involves

the doing of apD units

* The pressure of an ideally incompressible liquid in an ideally rigid tank would

drop to zero with the outflow of an infinitesimal amount of the liquid.

Fig. 130.
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of work, which is p units of work for each unit of volume

Therefore the potential energy of the liquid in the tank per unit

of volume is

W = p (i)

(6) Kinetic energy per unit volume. Let v be the velocity of

a moving liquid and let d be the mass of unit volume (the

density) of the liquid. Then the kinetic energy of unit volume of

the liquid, according to equation (3) of Art. 37, is

W" = ^dv' (ii)

PROBLEMS.

126. Find the lamellar velocity at which the water must flow

in a canal 20 feet wide and 6 feet deep in order that the discharge

rate may be 500 cubic feet per second.

127. A water main 8 inches inside diameter discharges 600

gallons of water per minute (i gallon = 231 cubic inches).

Find the lamellar velocity-^f the water in the pipe.

128. The lamellar velocity of the water in a pipe is 6 feet per

second where the pipe is i foot inside diameter. What is the

lamellar velocity of the water at a place where the inside diameter

of the pipe is reduced to 7 inches?

129. How much work is required to pump 60 cubic feet of

water into a tank at gage-pressure of 100 "pounds" per square

inch, the water to be lifted 20 feet at the same time? Neglect

the friction in the pump.

Note. Gage-pressure means pressure reckoned above the pressure of the

atmosphere.

130. A stream of water has a velocity of 12 feet per second.

What is its kinetic energy per cubic foot? How high would the

water have to be lifted in order that its potential energy per

cubic foot may be the same as its potential energy per cubic foot

in the stream? How much gage-pressure would there have to

be in a tank in order that the potential energy of the water per
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cubic foot may be the same as its kinetic energy per cubic foot

in the stream?

74. Bernoulli's Principle. Equation expressing constancy

of total energy of a frictionless, incompressible fluid.—Figure

131 represents a pipe or channel (like Fig. 124) through which a

frictionless, incompressible fluid is flowing. At A the pressure

is p' and the velocity is v' , and at B the pressure is p" and

the velocity is v" . Consider a portion or "chunk" of the fluid

as it flows along the pipe or channel. When the chunk is at A
its total energy per unit volume is p' + \dv''^ according to equa-

tions (i) and (ii) of Art. 73, and when the chunk is at B its total

energy per unit volume is p" + \iv"'''. If the liquid were friction-

less the total energy would not change so that we would have:

p' -h Uv'' = p" + W'^ (18)*

In this equation c.g.s. units must be used throughout, or f.s.s.

units must be used throughout. See Art. 31 of Chapter II.

Equation (18) shows that if v' is larger than v" then p' must

be smaller than p" and vice versa. This relation was discovered

by John Bernoulli and it is known as Bernoulli's principle.

Limitations of Bernoulli's principle.—Bernoulli's principle

as expressed by equation (18) applies only to frictionless, incom-

pressible fluids, but it is approximately true for ordinary liquids

* This equation applies only to a horizontal stream. Let x' be the altitude of

point A above a chosen base and let x" be the altitude 6f point B above the

chosen base. Then equation (18) becomes:

p' + x'dg + hdv'' = p" + x"dg + \dv>''
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and gases when friction is not excessive and where changes of

pressure (and consequent changes of density) are not great.

Bernoulli's principle applies only to permanent states of flow.

Bernoulli's principle applies only to what is called irrotational

flow. Thus in a rapidly rotating bowl the pressure is greatest

near the periphery of the bowl where the velocity is greatest.

As another example of rotational flow consider Fig. 128. The

existence of the vortex sheet aa bb means that the motion is

rotational and the pressure in the still fluid on one side of the

vortex sheet is approximately the same as the pressure in the

moving fluid on the other side of the vortex sheet.

Qualitative examples of Bernoulli's principle, (a) The disk paradox.—
Figures 1320 and 1326 represent a short piece of brass tube TT with a flat brass

disk DD fixed to its end, and dd is a light metal disk. When one blows through

the tube TT, the disk dd is not blown away from DD, but the outside air pushes

dd very strongly against DD because of the low pressure of the rapidly moving

air between the two disks.

Figure 1326 shows a top view of the arrangement, and the small arrows in Fig.

1326 represent the air blowing out from between the edges of the disks. Consider

the air stream between the disks, its sectional area increases towards the edge of the

disks. In fact c'h is the sectional area of the stream at the dotted circle c' and

V,- V^h=g- 4
Fig. 132a.

Side view.

Fig. 1326.

Top view.

c"h is the sectional area of the stream at the dotted circle c", h being the distance

between the disks (a constant) and c' and c" being the circumferences of the

respective dotted circles. Evidently c"h' is larger than c'h. Therefore the

velocity of the air stream decreases towards the edges of the disks, according to
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equation (17) of Art. 71, and consequently the pressure of the air between the disks

increases towards the edges of the disks.

But the pressure of the air at the edges of the disks is atmospheric pressure.

Therefore the pressure of the air between the disks is everywhere less than atmos-

pheric pressure, so that the outside air pushes the disks together.

The pressure of the air in the tube TT is not considered.

(b) The jet pump.—The pressure in the throat B in Fig. 131 is less tiian the pres-

sure at A ; indeed the pressure at B may be small enough to suck liquid into the

throat through the side tube P. Liquid thus sucked into the throat is carried

along with the main stream in the pipe. Such an arrangement is called a, jet pump.

(c) Ship suction.—Two ships steaming along side by side are drawn together

by the action of the water. In this case a given particle of the water (as indicated

by a small float) is stationary when the boats are far distant, it moves slightly as

the boats pass by, and then comes to rest again. The water in the neighborhood of

the two moving boats is not in a- permanent state of flow, so that, as it would seem,

Bernoull'is principle cannot be applied. But the force action between the water

and the boats depends only on the velocity of the boats relative to the water, or on

the velocity of the water relative to the boats. Therefore we may think of the

boats as standing still with the water flowing steadily past them as indicated by

the stream lines in Fig. 133. From this point of view the water is in a permanent

Fig. 133.

state of flow and Bernoulli's principle may be applied. The stream lines are

greatly crowded together in the region between the boats, and only slightly crowded

together in the regions on the outer sides of the two boats. Therefore the velocity

of the water is greater* between the boats than on the outer sides of the boats.

Therefore the water levelf is lower between the boats than on the outer sides of the

two boats, and the higher level water on the outer sides pushes the boats together.

{d) The curved flight of a spinning baseball.—In order to be able to apply Ber-

noulli's principle to the air in the neighborhood of a moving ball we must think of

According to equation (17) of Art. 71.

J Change of level corresponds to change of pressure.
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the ball as standing still (spinning or not as the case may be) with the air blowing

past it. The curved lines in Fig. 134 represent a stream of air '-"lowing past a ball

which is not spinning, and the fine circles in Fig. 135 represent the motion of the

6'

Fig. 134.

Blast of air blowing past a ball which is not spinning.

air in the neighborhood of a spinning ball.the air being still except for the effect of

the spinning ball. When a blast of air blows past a spinning ball as shown in

Fig. 136 the actual velocity of the air at a is

the sum of the velocities at a in Figs. 134

and 13s ; and the actual velocity of the air at J

in Fig. 136 is the difference of the velocities at

b in Figs. 134 and 135. This is evident when

we consider that the motion of the air in Fig.

136 is due to the cause of air motion in Fig.

13s and the cause of air motion in Fig. 135

both acting together. Therefore the velocity of

the air is grSat at a and small at b .in Fig.

136, and therefore, according to Bernoulli's

principle, the pressure of the air is great at h

and small at a, and consequently the air

underneath the ball in Fig. 136 pushes up-

wards on the ball with a greater force than the

air above the ball pushes downwards on it.

These two forces are represented by F and /
in Fig. 137.

The force action of the air on the ball in Fig. 136 is the same as that which would
exist if the spinning ball were moving forwards through still air as indicated in

Fig. 137; and the greater force F causes the ball to be deflected, as indicated by the

curved arrow, from the direction in which it would continue to travel if it were not

spinning.

Let us call the foremost point, N, of the ball the nose of the ball. It is evident
that the spinning motion of the ball in Fig. 137 causes the nose of the ball to move

Fig. 135.

Whirl of air in the neighborhood

of a spinning ball.
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upwards (towards the top of the page) and the ball In Fig. 137 is deflected upwards.
A spinning baU is always deflected in the direction in which its nose mows.*

Fig. 136.

Blast of air blowing past a spinning ball.

76. Quantitative examples of Bernoulli's principle, (a) Efflux

of liquidfrom a tank.—Liquid of density d issues as a jet through

direction of travel

^^y:K^yy>^^y^^^^>^y^y^^^fr^yy>*yyr>>'^^'^^^

AK
P"

P'

J')^
Gi>

¥--

Fig. 137. Fig. 138.

a hole in the side of a tank in which the pressure is p. In the

tank, where the velocity of the liquid is inappreciable the total

energy per unit volume of the liquid is p according to equation

(i) of Art. 73. In the jet where the velocity of the liquid is v

* Bernoulli's principle is true only when friction is negligible and when the fluid

motion is irrotational. But the air motion in Fig. 135 is due to friction between

the air and the spinning ball, and there is only one particular case in which the

air whirl in Fig. 13S is irrotational, namely, when the velocity of the air at a point

is inversely proportional to the distance of the point from the axis of the spin-

ning ball. Therefore the application of Bernoulli's principle to the air motion in

Fig. 136 is very questionable.
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the total energy per unit volume of the liquid is p' + \it?,

where p' is the outside pressure. Therefore p = p' \- \i'o^ or

p— p' = \dv\

(b) Figure 138 represents a partly opened gate valve. At

A the sectional area of the pipe is A, the velocity of the

fluid in the pipe is v' and its pressure is p'. The sectional area

of the gate opening is G, and at G the velocity is v" and the

pressure is p". The pressure of the fluid drops from p' to p"

as it enters the gate where

p' +W = p" + W" (i)

and where

Av' = Gv" (ii)

but the pressure does not rise again beyond the gate because of

the vortex sheet aa and the eddies at ee. There is a loss of

pressure through the gate and this loss of pressure is equal to p'— p".

(c) The Venturi water meter.—Let A be the sectional area

of the pipe in Fig. 131 at A and let B be the sectional area of

the pipe at B. Then, according to equation (17) of Art. 71,

we have
Av' = Bv" (i)

and, according to equation (18) of Art. 74, we have

p' + idv'' = p" + idv"" (ii)

Now Av' is the discharge rate of tne stream (cubic feet per

second or cubic centimeters per second), and by using equations

(i) and (ii) Av' can be expressed in terms of (p' — p"), d, A
and B so that if d, A and B are known and if p' — p" is

measured by a suitable pressure gauge, the value of Av' can be

calculated.

(d) The Pilot velocity meter. Consider a stream 01 water

flowing past a pointed tube as shown in Fig. 139a. The total

energy per unit volume of the moving water is ^ + ^dv^, and

the total energy per unit volume of the still water in the tube
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is p' . Therefore, according to Bernoulli's principle,* we have:

^ + ^dj^ = p' whence

Consider the pointed tube which is shown in Fig. 1396. Ber-

noulli's principle does not apply to the motion of the water near

IS-

f
Fig. I39a. Fig. 139b.

the tip of this tube. In fact the moving water is separated from

the still water in the tube by an approximately flat vortex sheet

and the pressure p of the still water in the tube is approximately

equal to the pressure p of the moving water.

Therefore if two pointed tubes like Figs. 1390 and 1396 are

arranged with their tips near together in a stream of fluid, the

pressure in one tube will exceed the pressure in the other by the

amount p' — p, and if this pressure difference is measured the

A pipe

of

^ . airb
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density d of the fluid being known. A pair of tubes arranged

as stated and combined with a device for measuring p' — p is

called a Pilot meter from its inventor.

Figure 140 shows a Pitot meter arranged for measuring the

velocity of the water in a river. The pressure difference {p' — p)

of equation (19) is measured by the difference of level h, in

fact p' — p = hdg according to equation (16) of Art. 62.

Figure 141 shows a Pitot meter arranged for measuring the

velocity of an air blast in a pipe. The pressure difference p' — p
is equal to M'g where d' is the density of the liquid in the tube

in Fig. 141. Of course d in equation (19) is in this case the

density of the air in the blast.

PROBLEMS.

131. Calculate the velocity of efflux of kerosene from a tank

in which the pressure is 50 "pounds" per square inch above

atmospheric pressure, the density of kerosene being, say, 48

pounds per cubic foot.

132a. Show that the ve-

locity of efflux of water

from the side of a tank as

indicated in Fig. 142 is

V = '\2gx where g is the

acceleration of gravity.

132b. How much water

flows in one minute out of

a hole one foot in diam-

eter, the pressure in the

tank being that due to a

head of water 16.1 feet above the center of the hole. Ans. 15.36

cubic feet per second.

Note.—Experiment shows that the velocity of efflux of water through a hole of

this kind is about 0.98 of the theoretical velocity as calculated on the assumption

that the water is frictionless.

The sectional area of the stream at a short distance from the hole (where the

flow is approximately lamellar) is about 0.62 of the area of the hole, as found by
experiment.
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133. Water flows in a 12-inch main at a velocity of 4 feet per

second and encounters a partly closed gate valve through which

the stream of water is reduced to 0.36 square foot section.

Calculate the loss of pressure at the valve due to friction.

134. A street water-main 7 inches inside diameter has in it a

throat 3 inches inside diameter. Water flows through the pipe

at the rate of 1.5 cubic feet per second and the pressure of the

water in the 7-inch pipe is 90 "pounds" per square inch. What
is the pressure in the throat, ignoring friction?

135. Calculate the rate of discharge of the stream which flows

through the pipe in Fig. 131 when {p' — p") is balanced by a

mercury column 6J inches high (density of mercury 13.6 times

the density of water) ; the sectional area of pipe at A being i .2

square feet, the sectional area of the pipe at B being 0.92

square feet and the density of the water in the stream being 62I

pounds per cubic foot.

Note.—^A !7-tube attached at A and B in Fig. 131 is water filled, with mer-

cury in the lower part of the U, and the mercury level in one arm of the U in

61 inches higher than in the other arm.

136. A fire-test is made to determine the friction loss of pres-

sure in a street main when a fire hose is in action, and it is ob-

served that the pressure at the hydrant drops from 150 "pounds"

per square inch to 90 "pounds" per square inch when 6 cubic

feet of water per second is being discharged, the sectional area of

the pipe at the point of attachment of the pressure gauge being

0.0833 square foot. What is the friction loss of pressure between

the reservoir and the point of attachment of the pressure gauge?

Ans. 24.8 "pounds" per square inch.

Note.—It might seem that the required friction loss of pressure is 150 "pounds"

per square inch mintis go "pounds" per square inch. But this total loss of

pressure, amounting to 60 " pounds " per square inch, has been partly used to set

the water moving at the specified velocity (six cubic feet per second divided by

0.0833 square feet). It is assumed that the pressure gauge indicates the actual

pressure in the pipe to which it is connected.

137. A pair of Pitot tubes is placed in a river as shown in Fig.
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140, and the difference of level h is observed to be 3 inches.

What is the velocity of the water in the river at the place where

the meter is placed?

138. A pair of Pitot tubes is placed in an air blast as shown in

Fig. 141, and the difference of level h is observed to be 2| inches,

the liquid in the tube being water. What is the velocity of the

air blast?

Note.—In this problem ignore tlie compressibility of the air. Take the density

of the air to be 0.0013 of the density of water.

77. Fluid friction.*—There are two fairly distinct kinds of

friction which cause a loss of pressure as a fluid flows through a

pipe or channel, and, although these two kinds of friction always

exist together, there are two extreme cases in which each exists

by itself, or nearly so.

Viscous friction.—^When a fluid flows through a very small

smooth-bore pipe, like a small glass tube, the friction is due

almost wholly to the sliding of each layer of fluid over the adjoin-

ing layer, and the volume of fluid flowing per second through such

a tube is proportional to the pressure-difference between the ends of

the tube.

Eddy friction.—When a fluid flows through a large pipe or

channel, the friction is due almost wholly to the formation of

eddies. In this case the volume offluid flowing per second through

the pipe is approximately proportional to the square root of the

pressure-difference between the ends of the pipe.

Practical formula for calculating the frictional loss of pressure

due to the flow of water or gas through a pipe.—The formula

which is used in practice for calculating the frictional loss of

pressure in a pipe is only approximately true and therefore the

formula has no rigorous derivation. The only thing to be done

* No attempt is here made to discuss the fluid friction which opposes the motion

of a boat.
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in connection with it is to exhibit its meaning clearly, which is

the purpose of the following argument. The flow of a fluid over

a surface, such as the interior walls of a pipe, is opposed by a force

which is approximately proportional to the area of the surface,

to the density of the fluid and to the square of the velocity at which

the fluid is flowing. Therefore, we may write

F = kadv^ (i)

in which a is the area of the surface, d is the density of the fluid,

V is the velocity of flow, and F is the opposing force. The

quantity k is sometimes called the coefficient of friction of the

moving fluid against the walls of the pipe. It depends greatly

upon the degree of roughness of the walls.

Consider a pipe of which the length is L and of which the

inside diameter is D. The total area of interior walls of this

pipe is ttDL, so that, using ttDL for a inequation (i), we have

F = kirDLdv^ for the total opposing force acting on a fluid of

density d which flows through the pipe at velocity v. This

opposing force is equal to the difference of pressure at the two

ends of the pipe multiplied by the sectional area I I of the

bore of the pipe. Therefore, using p for the loss of pressure due

to friction, we have

whence

F = p.— = kirDLdv" (ii)

4

P = ^-^- (20)

It is usually convenient to express the loss of pressure in terms

of the volume V of fluid discharged per second instead of

expressing it in terms of the velocity v of the fluid. According

to Art. 71 F = irrh) = - . Dh), so that v = -^^ . Therefore, sub-
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stituting this value for v in equation (20) . we get

P = ^^^^pi- (21)

If the loss of pressure p is expressed in "pounds" per square

foot, the length of the pipe L in feet, the diameter D of the

pipe in feet, the density i of the fluid in slugs per cubic foot,

and the discharge rate F in cubic feet per second, then the value

of k is about 0.00264 for water in ordinary cast iron pipes and

about 0.00179 for g^s or air in cast iron pipes.

Example.—It is required to find the inside diameter D of a

cast iron pipe to bring 10 cubic feet of water per second from a

reservoir to a distributing point in a city, the length of the pipe

being 16,000 feet and the allowable loss of pressure being that

which corresponds to a head of 200 feet of water. That is, if

the reservoir is 350 feet above the distributing point, then there

is to be an available head of 150 feet at the distributing point.

The pressure corresponding to 200 feet head maybe calculated

by using equation (16) of Art. 62, and it is very nearly 12500

"pounds" per square foot. Using this for p in equation (21),

using h = 0.00264, using d = i .94 slugs per cubic foot, using

L = 16,000 feet, and using 10 cubic feet per second for V we

get D = 1 .336 feet as the required diameter of pipe.

PROBLEMS.

139a. How many gallons of water per hour will flow through

1000 feet of one-inch pipe with an available head of 10 feet

(available pressure of 625 "pounds " per square foot) to overcome

friction? One gallon = 231 cubic inches.

139b. Calculate the discharge of water in cubic feet per second

through a pipe 10 feet long and 2 inches inside diameter, available

head being 10 feet (available pressure 625 "pounds" per square

foot). Make allowance for friction and also for the fact that
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part of the available head (or pressure) is used to set the water

in motion.

140. Find the diameter D of the pipe required to .deliver

5,000,000 gallons of water per day with a friction loss of pressure

amounting to 100 "pounds" per square incn, length of pipe line

7 miles.

141a. A 2-mile gas main in a city delivers daily 36,000 cubic

feet of gas (density about 0.0008 of the density of water), and

the friction loss of pressure in the pipe is 0.5 " pound " per

quare inch. What is the diameter of the pipe?

141b. The rim of a fly wheel is 30 feet in circumference and

one foot wide, and it has a velocity of 75 feet per second. The
rim is surrounded by a band of metal with a uniform, narrow

air space between. Calculate the friction drag on the rim of the

flywheel by the air between the rim and the band. How much
power is lost because of this friction?

Note. The windage friction of a fly wheel is greatly decreased by enclosing the

wheel in a smooth casing because of the great reduction of fan action brought

about thereby. The relative velocity of fly-wheel rim and air-layer in this problem

is about 37.S feet per second. Use equation (i) on page 131, taking 0.00179 for ft.



CHAPTER VI.

THE STATICS OF ELASTICITY.

78. Stress and strain.—When a fluid is compressed, or when a

wire is stretched or twisted, or when a beam is bent the adjacent

parts of the fluid or wire or beam push or pull on each other. This

force action between contiguous parts of a distorted body is

called stress*

When a fluid is compressed, or when a wire is stretched or

twisted or when a beam is bent the change of size or shape is

called strain, and in many cases one is obliged to consider pri-

marily, not the change of size or shape of the body as a whole,

but the change of size or shape of a small part of the body.

Homogeneous and non-homogeneous strains and stresses.—
When a wire is stretched or when a column is shortened under a

moderate load every portion of the wire or column is similarly

distorted and the internal force actions are alike everywhere

in the stretched wire or shortened column ; and we have what is

called homogeneous strain and homogeneous stress. When the

hydrostatic pressure is the same throughout a body of fluid we

have an example of homogeneous stress, and if the body of fluid

is everywhere of the same kind each portion of the fluid will be

compressed (reduced in volume) to the same extent ; and we will

have a homogeneous strain.

In a twisted wire or bent beam, however, the distortion

(strain) is not the same everywhere nor is the internal force

action (stress) the same everywhere, and we have what is called

non-homogeneous strain and non-homogeneous stress. Consider

for example a portion of the material near the axis of a twisted

* The outside forces which act on a compressed fluid, or on a stretched or twisted

wire, or on a bent beam are sometimes called stresses, but the word stress is here

understood to refer to the force actions inside of a distorted body, to the force

actions between contiguous parts of a body, as stated.

134
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wire ; this portion is certainly not distorted to the same extent as

a portion of the material near the outside of the wire.

79. Longitudinal stress and strain.—The stress and strain in

a stretched wire is called longitudinal stress and longitudinal

strain. Let F be the total stretching force acting on a wire and

let 2 be the sectional area of the wire, then the stretching force

per unit of sectional area, F/q, is the expression for the stress.

Let A^ be the elongation of the wire and let I be the initial

length of the wire, then the elongation per unit of initial length,

Al/l, is the expression for the strain. These statements all

apply to a loaded column except that in case of a loaded column

F and AZ are both considered as negative.

Definition of stretch modulus.—The strain Al/l in a stretched

wire or loaded column is proportional to the stress F/q if the

stress is not carried beyond what is called the elastic limit

(Hooke's law). Therefore stress divided by strain is a constant

for the given material, that is

_ longitudinal stress Fl
, ^E =

,
:

r. -. r- = ; (22)
longitudinal strain q.Al

where £ is a constant which is called the stretch modulus* of

the substance of which the stretched wire or loaded column is

made. It is evident from this equation that the stretch modulus

is expressed in terms of force per unit area inasmuch as the

units of length in Al and I cancel. Thus the stretch modulus

is expressed in dynes per square centimeter (in the c.g.s. system).

or in "pounds" per square foot (in the f.s.s. system). In the

accompanying table the stretch modulus is expressed in " pounds "

per square inch.
TABLE.

Stretch modulus in "pounds" per square inch.

Copper wire 17,700,000

Steel (rolled) 29,800,000

Wrought iron 29,600,000

Cast iron 16,000,000

Glass (ordinary window glass) 9,600,000

Oak wood (with grain) 1,450,000

Poplar wood (with grain) 750,000

* Frequently called Young's modulus.
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80. Definition of bulk modulus.—Consider a substance whose

volume is v at pressure p, and whose volume is decreased by

the amount Av when the pressure is increased by the amount

Ap. In this case the strain is expressed as Av/v, the stress is

expressed as Ap, and the ratio stress/strain is a constant which

is called the bulk modulus B of the substance. That is

For liquids and for solids like glass and steel the strain Avjv

is very nearly proportional to Ap when Ap has any value up

to many thousands of "pounds" per square inch, but for gases

Aviv is proportional to Ap for very small increases of pressure,

only. Thus for ordinary air initially at 15 " pounds " per square

inch, Aviv is about 0.06 when Ap is one "pound" per square

inch, and Aviv is about 0.4 when Ap is ten "pounds "per square

inch.

Remark.—The reciprocal of the bulk modulus of a substance

is called the compressibility of the substance.

TABLE.

Compressibilities at 20° C. for moderate increase of pressure.

(Decrease of volume per unit initial volume when pressure is increased one "pound"

per square inch)

Ether 0.000,000,115

Alcohol 0.000,000,069

Water 0.000,000,031,3

Glass 0.000,000,001,5

Steel 0.000,000,000,46

81. Elastic hysteresis.—In nearly all substances there is more or less of a

tendency for strain to persist after the stress luis ceased. This is of course very

markedly the case when a substance is strained beyond the elastic limit, but

we refer here to the persistence of strains far below the elastic limit. When

a wire, for example, is subjected to a stress (a tension) which increases and decreases

repeatedly between two given values 5i and Si, the relation between stress and

strain is somewhat as indicated in Fig. 143, where ordinates represent stress and

abscissas represent strain. Branch u, of the curve represents the relation between

stress and strain while the stress is increasing, and branch 6 represents the relation

between stress and strain while stress is decreasing. The divergence of the two
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branches a and 6 is due to what is called elastic hysteresis. Stress is here supposed

to increase and decrease very slowly; if the stress increases and decreases rapidly

the divergence of the two

blanches is due not only to

what is here called hysteresis

but also to elastic lag.

82. Elastic lag and vis-

cosity. Many substances, glass

for example, when suddenly sub-

jected to stress take on a certain

amount of strain quickly after

which the strain increases for a

long time; and when a stTess is

suddenly relieved a remnant of

the strain persists for a long time.

This phenomenon is called elastic

lag.

In a substance like pitch the

distortion (strain) continues in-

definitely when the substance is

subjected to stress (except the

stress be a hydrostatic pressure).

Fig. 143.

NearlySuch substances are said to be viscous.

all metals are more or less viscous under excessive stress.

83. Elastic fatigue. The repeated application of a stress weakens a metal

so that it will break at less than its normal breaking stress, at a stress which is less.
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Find value of stress, find value of strain, and find value of stretch

modulus.

143. What elongation will be produced when 1000 feet of

copper wire 0.08 inch in diameter is subjected to a stretching

force of 10 "pounds "?

144. A steel rod is subjected to increasing tension, and the

stresses and strains are plotted in Fig. 145. Curve B is the

same as curve A except for change of scale as indicated in the

figure. What is the stretch modulus of the steel? What is the

approximate elastic limit of the steel?

5, 10 IS so SS 3»
ebreteb, laaizedtba tot curve A, fen-tboasandtba fir carve B-

Fig. 145

145a. The density of sea water is 64.9 pounds per cubic foot

at the siu-face of the sea. What is its density at 4000 fathoms

where the pressure is about 1,560,000 "pounds" per square inch?

145b. A thick-walled steel cylinder contains a 12-inch column

of alcohol under a one-inch piston. Find the movement of the

piston, when it is acted upon by a force of 500 pounds, neglect-

ing the expansion of the cylinder.
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146. The relatioii between the pressure p and the volume v

of a gas (at constant temperature) is pv = a constant (Boyle's

law) . Find decrement of volume A.v due to increase of pressure

A^ and show that the bulk modulus of a gas is numerically equal

to the pressure p of the gas.

Remark.—^When a gas is quickly compressed its temperature

rises and the increase of pressure due to a given decrease of volume

is greater than it would be if the temperature were constant.

Consequently the bulk modulus of a gas is greater for quick

compression than it is for very slow compression (constant tem-

perature compression).

84. The bent beam.—^When a beam is bent the filaments on

one side of the beam are lengthened and the filaments on the

median Jine

length^BO

very ahort portion

^eemA

other side of the beam are shortened, and the amount of this

lengthening or shortening depends, among other things, upon

the degree of curvature of the bent beam; but the degree of

curvature of a bent beam usually varies from point to point

along the beam, and therefore if we wish to determine the extent

of lengthening and shortening it is necessary, in general, to

consider a very short portion of the beam. A very short portion

of a beam has the same curvature as the osculating circle as

shown in Fig. 146, and the easiest way to think of a very short
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pulls

portion of the bent beam is to think of it as a portion of a long beam

which is actually bent into the arc of a circle, as indicated in Fig. 147.

Figure 148 represents a portion of the beam which is shown in

Fig. 147. The total force action

exerted across the section gg of

the beam (force action exerted BY
the material on one side of qg ON
the material on the other side of

gg) is a turning force or torque T
acting about the axis at right

angles to the plane of the paper.

Let us consider the portion of the beam which lies between

the two radii RR in Fig. 147. This portion of the beam is

shown somewhat enlarged in Fig. 149. The original length of

tengthrz(ft+x)d

length = Rb

length =(B-)^9

piuhM
Fig. 148.

f
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sectional view, Fig. 150, and let us find the corresponding increase

AT of the torque T (see above). According to equation (22)

the actual tension (or pull) in

the upper layer is

F = E X b.Ax X xd

Re

«*-rf*

compressed-^

sectional vieuLOt Jteam

Fig. 150.

J*-d*

beqause the sectional area of the

upper layer is g = b.Ax, the

increase of length of the fila-

ments in this layer is Al = xB

and the initial length of the fila-

ments in this layer is I = RB, as,

above explained, E being the stretch modulus of the material

Eb
of which the beam is made. Therefore F R x.Ax. Now this

stretching force is a pull at A in Fig. 148 and its torque action

about is Fx which is equal to -^ x^.Ax. Considering theK
compression in the lower layer in Fig. 150 as a negative tension

we may apply equation (22) as before and get -^ x^.Ax as the

torque action about due to the push at B, Fig. 148, in the

compressed added layer. These two torque actions are in the

same direction about 0, and therefore

AT = —^x^.AxK

or

dT 2Eb
dx R .X'

dy
Now if y = ax? it is easy to show that -r- = Z^^x^ and, there-

c -c
2£6 .. 2Eb 2Eb

fore, if 3a = —^ , or if a = —^ , we have y = —— .a^ whose
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derivative is equal to ^— so that
dx

2Eb
T = y^ ^=^^+ ^

But, evidently T = o if x = o, that is an infinitely thin beam
requires no torque to bend it, so that the constant C must be

zero. Furthermore let d be the total depth of the beam ( = 2x)

then X = d/2 and we get

This equation applies to a beam bent in any manner whatever,*

T being the torque action exerted across a section of the beam

at a place where the radius of curvature of the beam is R.

PROBLEMS.

147. The elastic limit of mild steel corresponds to a stretch of,

say, 1.4 parts in 1000. Find the radius of curvature (of middle

line of the beam) of the sharpest bend that can be given to the

beam in order that the greatest strain in the beam may not exceed

the elastic limit; depth of beam d being 3 inhces, and breadth

b 2 inches. What is the greatest tension in the beam in

"pounds" per square inch? What is the greatest compression

in "pounds" per square inch? What torque action is exerted

across a section of the beam?

148. A beam J inch wide and | inch deep is carried by two

supports 55 as shown in Fig. 151. The two forces F are

each 32 pounds, the distances

L are each 12 inches, the dis-

tance L'' is 36 inches, and the

center of the beam nloves 0.4

inch upwards when the forces

F are applied. Find the

IL

beam

Fig. 151.

stretch modulus of the beam material.

* Bent in a plane which is parallel to the dimension d.
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Note.—The portion of the beam between the two supports is everywhere acted

upon by the same bending torque (bending moment, as it is usually called) and
therefore this portion of the bent beam forms the arc of a circle.

85. Shearing stress and shearing strain.—^The type of stress

and strain in a twisted wire or rod is called shearing stress and

shearing strain, and the discussion of this type of stress and strain

is somewhat difficult chiefly because there is no familiar example

of homogeneous shearing stress and strain. The stress and strain

in a twisted rod are non-homogeneous. Any intelligible discussion

of shearing stress and strain must, however, be based upon on

the consideration of homogeneous shear.

Homogeneous shearing stress and
t t t f I t 1 t ! t

strain.—Figure 152 represents a cubi- _
cal portion ABCD of a substance.

~

Outward forces (5 units of force per ~
unit area) act on faces A B and CD, —
inward forces {S units of force per —
unit area) act on faces A C and BD, —

.

and no force at all acts on the faces of Ml MIMI
the cube which are parallel to the plane p.

of the paper.

There is a pull across section u, or across any section parallel to o; there is a

push across section 6, or across any section parallel to 6; and there ils a tangential

stress (tendency to slide) across sections c and d or across any section parallel

to c or d. The stress (pull, or push, or tendency to slide) is in each case S
units of force per unit area of section. This is evident in case of sections a and 6,

and it is easily proven for sections c and d.

The forces which are shown in Fig. 152 shorten the cube in one

direction and lengthen it in the other direction as indicated by

the dotted rectangle in Fig. 153, and the value of the distortion

(strain) is is always specified by giving the value of the angle

(90°— 6) in radians. This angle, which is represented by 0,

is called the angle of shear. The angle of shear is most clearly
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shown in Fig. 154 in which a cube efgh is so distorted that the

face efgh becomes a rhombus as indicated by the dotted lines.

J'
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torque T which is required to twist the rod is transmitted across

each section of the rod, and if we wish to derive an expression

for T we must as a first step find the increment AT due to an
imagined growth Ar of the radius of the rod. Therefore let us

consider a layer or shell at the surface of the rod, thickness of

this layer or shell being Lr.

T"
i

This layer or shell is shown

developed (unrolled so as to

be flat) in Fig. 155, in which

A B represents the developed

shell before the rod is twisted,

and A'B' represents the de-

veloped shell after the rod is

twisted. It is evident from

Fig. 155 that every portion of

the shell is under a shearing

strain, and of course the stress

in the material of the shell is a shearing stress.

shear is

ra

.__i_.

£^r

Fig. 155.

The angle of

(i)

Consider the section d of the shell. This section transmits

the torque AT", and to find an expression for AT it is to be

noted, 1st, that the force action across d is a tangential stress S
units of force per unit area where S = n<t> according to equation

(25) , 2d, that the area of the section d is 2irr.Ar, and, 3d, that the

force acting across each portion of d is at right angles to the

radius r so that the torque due to each portion of the force is

found by multiplying the force by r. Therefore

AT = 2Trr.Ar Xn^Xr,

ra
but 4> = Y' t

^iid therefore we get

dT 2irna.r^

1^ L
(ii)
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T • 11 Trna.r* ... , .

It IS easy to show that y = —— is a function whose denv-

dy dT
ative -j- is equal to -j- - Therefore

J = —i— + a constant (111)

But T = o when r = 0; because no torque at all is required

to twist a wire of zero radius. Therefore the constant of inte-

gration is zero, and equation (iii) becomes

„ vna.r^

PROBLEMS.

149. Prove that the force action across section c or section d

in Fig. 152 is purely tangential (tendency to slide) and equal to

S units of force per unit area of section.

Note.—The stress in Fig. 152 being homogeneous the force action on any section

parallel to c (or d) is the same as on section c Therefore consider the diagonal

plane CB (perpendicular to the plane of the paper in Fig. 152) and find the mag-

nitude, direction and line of action of the force which must act across this diagonal

plane on the half ABC of the cube to balance the forces which act on faces AB
and AC.

150. A torque of 41 "pound" feet applied to one end of a steel

shaft which is one inch in diameter and 12 feet long, turns the

end through 2.86 degrees. Find the slide modulus of the steel.

151. A 500-gram metal disk 10 centimeters in radius is hung

with its axis of figure coincident with a steel suspending wire.

The radius of the wire is 0.5 millimeter and the length of the

wire is 2 meters. Find the number of rotational oscillations which

the disk will make in 5 minutes. The slide modulus of steel is

8.3 X 10^' dynes per square centimeter.

Note.—The coefficient of a in equation (26) is the "stiffness coefficient" which

is mentioned in Art. 57.



CHAPTER VII.

THE DYNAMICS OF ELASTICITY.

86. Oscillatory motion and wave motion.—A very simple

aspect of the dynamics of elasticity is discussed in Arts. 43-46

of Chapter II and in Art. 57 of chapter III. The discussion there

given refers to what is sometimes called concentrated elasticity

and concentrated mass, because the whole of the elasticity is

assumed to be in one part of a system and the whole of the mass

is assumed to be in another part of the system. Thus the mass

of the moving spring in Fig. 86, chapter II, is assumed to be

zero and the elasticity of the moving ball is assumed to be

negligible. In the case of a stretched string, or an air column

or a steel rod, however, the motion depends on the mass and

elasticity of every part of the string or air column or rod. In

the case of a string or air column or steel rod we have what is

called mixed elasticity and mass, sometimes also called distributed

elasticity and mass.

What is called wave motion always shows itself in a system

where elasticity and mass are mixed (distributed), and it is the

purpose in this chapter to discuss some of the simpler phases

of wave motion. Indeed this chapter considers only what are

called wave pulses, not wave trains, because, as Heaviside says, the

physics of the wave train is very complex* whereas the phy-sics

of the wave pulse is simple, physics in this connection meaning

dynamics.

The mathematical theory of the dynamics of a system in which

elasticity and mass are mixed is based upon the partial differen-

tial equation which expresses Newton's second law of motion as

applied to an indefinitely small portion of such a system. If we

* Let one consider such things as dispersion and the difference between group

velocity and wave velocity, and the meaning of Heaviside's statement will be

apparent.

147
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leave friction and resistance out of account this equation is

comparatively easy to handle (to integrate), and therefore fric-

tion and resistance are assumed to be zero throughout the fol-

lowing discussion.

This chapter is necessarily out of reach of the student who has

not had a good course in calculus, and therefore no attempt is

made to simplify the discussion as in the previous chapters.

87. Equation of a travelmg curve. Differential equation of

travel.—Let y = j{x') be the equation of a curve referred to axes

which move along with the curve as it travels at uniform velocity

V in the direction of the a;-axis (towards the right), and let

X = x' -\-vt or x' = X — vt where x' is the abscissa of the

point p, Fig. 156, referred to the moving origin 0' , x is the

mooing

Fig. 156.

abscissa of p referred to the stationary origin 0, and vt is the

distance from the stationary origin to the moving origin 0'.

Putting X — vt for x' in the equation y = f{x') we get

y = f{x — vt) (i)

as the equation of the traveling curve cc referred to the fixed

axes of reference.

Similarly,

y = F(x -\- vt) (ii)

is the equation to a curve which travels to the left at velocity v.

Differentiating equation (i) twice with respect to x and twice

with respect to t we may eliminate the unknown function, and
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the same may be said of equation (ii). In either case we get

^'y 2^'y , .

which may very properly be called the differential equation of

travel.

88. The principle of superposition. A property of linear dif-

ferential equations.—^A principle of extremely wide application

in physics is the so-called principle of superposition. From the

physical point of view a general statement of the principle is

hardly possible, and therefore the following examples must

suffice: (i) A person at A in Fig. 157 can see lamp No. i and

another person at B can see lamp

No. 2 at the same time. This means

that the two beams of light a lamp^ '^lamp

and b travel through the same "*

region R at the same time with- ^ -v.

out getting tangled up, as it were

;

^ N^
each beam behaves as if it were ^

.

^

traveling through the region alone.

(2) Two sounds travel through the same body of air simulta-

neously, each sound traveling as if it were alone. (3) Two
systems of water waves travel over the same part of a pond

simultaneously, each system behaving as if the other sys-

tem were non-existent. (4) Two messages* can travel Over

a telegraph wire simultaneously and not get mixed up. (5)

Two forces F and G exerted simultaneously on an elastic struc-

ture produce an effect which is the sum of the effects which

would be produced by the forces separately, provided the strain

of the structure is not carried beyond the elastic limit.

All of the effects in physics which are superposable—and this

includes by far the greater portion of the effects in mechanics,

* Indeed any number of distinct messages can travel over a telegraph wire in

either direction or in both directions simultaneously. The only limiting feature

in multiplex telegraphy or telephony is the design of the sending and receiving

apparatus. In each of the above examples the word two means two or more.

II
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heat, electricity and magnetism, light and sound, and chemistry

—are expressible in terms of linear differential equations, and

the principle of superposition is a clearly defined property of

such equations as follows : If y is a function of x which satisfies

a linear differential equation, and if z is another function of x

which satisfies the same differential eguation, then (y + z) is a

function of x which satisfies the differential equation.

This proposition is true for both ordinary and partial linear

differential equations, and although nearly all of the superposable

effects in physics and chemistry are expressed in terms of partial

differential equations, it is sufficient to prove the proposition for

the ordinary linear differential equation because the proof is

nearly the same for ordinary and for partial linear differential

equations.

Given the linear differential equation

, du d^u

Let y be a function which satisfies this equation. Then

dy d^v

Let 2 be a function which satisfies this differential equation.

Then
, dz d^z ,..„

2 + ^T.+ ^:^2 = o (ni)
dx dx^

Now

d(y + z) dy dz d^(y + z) d^y dh
dx dx dx dx^ dx^ dx^

Therefore, adding equations (ii) and (iii) we get

which, being identical to equation (i) in form, shows that {y + z)

is a function which satisfies equation (i).
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89. Undetermined constants in the solution of ordinary dif-

ferential equations.—It is sufficient, perhaps, to illustrate by
two simple examples.

(i) Consider the simple ordinary differential equation

dy

where a is a constant. This equation means that the rate of

change of y is constant and equal to a. Therefore the increase

of y during time t is at, and the value of y at the instant t is

y = at-\- C

where C is the initial value of y, the value of y when t — o.

(2) Consider the ordinary differential equation

cPy

where a is a constant. Then

dy£ = at+ B and y = lafi + Bt ->r C

dy
where B is the value of t: when t = o and C is the value

at

of y when t = o.

Undetermined functions in the solution of a partial differential

equations.—It is sufficient, perhaps; to illustrate by several

simple examples.

(i) A boy saves money at the constant rate of $5 per year,

beginning at 14 years of age. Integrating with respect to b

(the boy) , we find that the boy has $35 when he comes of age

;

but does he? Something surely depends on the boy's "old

man," and we may represent by F{m), a function of m, the

money that the boy's "old man" has saved for him so that the

amount of money the boy has when he comes of age will be

$35 + -^W/ b and m are independent variables, let us say,
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and a "constant of integration" with respect to b turns out to

be a function of m.

dy
(2) Concerning a hill it is known, only, that its slope, —

,

cfoc

in the direction of the a;-axis is constant and equal to a, so that

dy

dx
= a

U-axi9

Before the complete hill or surface can be constructed from this

differential equation an arbitrary

starting curve cc, Fig. 158,

must be chosen. Let y = F{z)

be the equation to this curve cc,

then F{z) is the height of the

hill above the point z on the

z-axis, and ax + F{z) is the

height of the hill above the point

{x, z) in the xz-plane. That is

r 9y
to say, the mtegration of — = a

ax
Fig. 158.

gives

y = ax -{- F{z)

Proposition.—The general solution of an ordinary differential

equation of the wth order contains n unknown constants of

integration. The general solution of a partial differential equa-

tion of the «th order contains n unknown functions of integra-

tion. No attempt is here made to prove this proposition in

general.

90. General solution of equation (27) •—Knowing that equa-

tions (i) and (ii) of Art. 87 are particular solutions of (27), we

know, from the principle of superposition, that

y = F{x + vt) -h f{x - vt) (i)

is a solution of (27), and since it contains two unknown functions

it is the general solution of (27).
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91. The differential equation of the transverse motion of a

stretched string.—^When a stretched string is in equilibrium it is,

of course, straight, gravity being neglected. Let us choose the

equilibrium position of the string as the x-axis of reference.

We will assume that each particle of the string moves only in

a direction at right angles to the string (parallel to y-axis of

reference), and that the string is perfectly flexible which means

that the only forces to be considered are the forces due to tension

of the string. An important consequence of the first assumption

is that thex-component of the tension of the string has every-

where and always a constant value which we will represent by

the letter T which is the tension of the string when it is in equilib-

Let the curve ccc Fig. 159 be the configuration of the string

at a certain instant t, that is to say, ccc is what a photographer

would call a "snap shot" of the moving string at the instant t.

The shape of the curve defines y as a function of x, and the

steepness of the curve at any point whose abscissa is x is ex-

dy
pressed by the derivative — -*

Consider the very short portion ah of the string. The length

of this portion when the string lies along the x-axis (in equilib-

rium) is dx, and its mass is m.dx, where m is the mass per unit

*A reader who fails to appreciate the fact that we are considering the state of affairs

at a given instant, or that time is supposed to stop, as it were, may wonder why
dy

we use the notation of the partial derivative — instead of the more familiar no-
ax

dy
tation — .

d«
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length, of the string. An enlarged view of the very short portion

ab is shown in Fig. i6o. The adjacent portions of the string

pull on the portion ah. This pull at end a is represented by R
and it is parallel to the string at a. This pull at b is repre-

sented by R! and it is parallel to the string at b. The a;-com-

ponent of R is the force T pulling towards the left and the

a;-component of R' is the force T pulling towards the right.

Therefore the downward force D (see Fig. i6o) is equal to T
tan 0, the upward force U is euqal to T tan 6', and the net,

unbalanced, upward force acting on the portion ab is

dF = U - D = Tta.nB' - Ttax\.e (i)

dy
But tan d is equal to the value of — at a, and tan 6' is equal to

dy
the value of -r- at b. Therefore tan 6' — tan B is the increase

dx

dy . . /^ d'^y\
of T- from a to b, and this increase is I t-; ]dx. This is evi-

dx \dx^ J

d^y . dy
dent when we consider that t-; means the rate of increase of r-

dx^ dx

/d^y\
with respect to x. Therefore, substitutmg I — jdx for tan 6'

— tan 6 in equation (i), we get

d^y
dP==T-^,.dx (ii)

But the net, unbalanced, upward force acting on ab must be

equal to the mass of ab multiplied by the upward acceleration,

or
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and this is identical to equation (27) if we put

\jw (29)

An equation identical in form to (28) is easily established as expressing the

dynamics of the longitudinal motion of the air in a tube, of the water in a canal or

of the material of a steel rod. See Franklin's Electric Waves, pages 1S4-15S; pub-

lished by Franklin and Charles, Bethlehem, Pa.

An equation identical in form to (28) is easily established as expressing the "dy-

namics" of electromagnetic motion on a transmission line. See Franklin and Mac-

Nutt's Advanced Electricity and Magnetism, pages 202-207; published by Franklin

and Charles, Bethlehem, Pa.

92. Pure wave on string traveling to the right.—^A particular

solution of (28) is

y =f{x - vt) (30)

where v, written for \T/m, is the velocity of the wave. This

equation represents a bend of any shape whatever traveling to

the right at velocity v.

Let V be the sidewise velocity of the wire at any point x as

this bend travels by, and let 5 be the slope of the wire at the

dy dy
same point. Then ^ ^ I" ^ ~ ^-/'{x — vt), and * = T"

= +/'(^ ~ ^'). so that

-=-v (31)

Any disturbance of the wire in which the sidewise velocity V

of the wire is at each point equal to — vs where s is the slope of

the wire at the same point is a pure wave traveling to the right, and

a particular solution of (28).

It is important to remember that v {= ^Tjm) is the velocity

of travel of a wave on the wire, and that V is the sidewise

velocity of the wire which can have any moderate value whatever.

93. Pure .wave traveling to the left. A particular solution of

(28) is

y ^ F{y + vt) (32)
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and this represents a bend of any shape traveling to the left at

velocity v {= -sT/m). In this case we have

h-' (33)

Any disturbance of the wire in which the sidewise velocity V of

the wire is at each point equal to + vs is a pure wave traveling to

the left and a particular solution of (28).

Remark.—Because of the opposite signs in equations (30) and

(32) the algebraic sign of v is to be thought of as positive always;

a wave traveling to the right is to be thought of as such, and a

wave traveling to the left is to be thought of as such. That is

to say, we are not to think of a wave traveling to the left as a wave

traveling to the right at velocity — v. This is indeed desirable

from the mathematical point of view, but from the physical

point of view it is better to consider the actual facts.

94. Satisfying of iqitial conditions.—It is very easy, as shown

in the following examples, to resolve any prescribed distribution

of sidewise velocity and any prescribed distribution of slope each

into two parts so that one part of the sidewise velocity together

with one part of the slope may satisfy equation (31), and so that

the other part of the sidewise velocity and the other part of the

slope may satisfy equation (33) thereby establishing two par-

ticular solutions of (28) which together satisfy the prescribed

initial conditions. The following example illustrates this, and

in this example no boundary conditions exist.

An infinitely long stretched string is struck by a square faced

hammer so as to impart a certain given sidewise velocity, 2 F,

to the entire portion ab of the string as indicated in Fig. 161.

î^M

Fig. 161.

f^-E =g-

stringB\*- V +» j

^rTTTTTTT^

Fig. 162.
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Note that 2 F is downwards and therefore to be considered as

negative. Let the arrow A, Fig. 162 represent a combination

of downward velocity F and slope + 5 satisfying equation (31),

and let the arrow B represent a combination of downward

velocity V and slope — 5 satisfying equation (33). Each of

these arrows represents a solution of (28), and both together at

the beginning represent the effect of the hammer blow. There-

fore the two waves or wave pulses A and B give the actual

motion of the string which is produced by the hammer blow.

After lapse of t seconds A will have traveled a distance vt

towards the right, and B will have traveled a distance vt

towards the left ; and the actual configuration of the string at the

instant t (as to resultant sidewise velocity and slope) is easily

determined by adding together the sidewise velocities and

slopes which are associated with A and with B as indicated in

Figs. 163 and 164.

9S. Satisf3ring of boundary conditions.* The freedom or

immovability of the end of a string determine the character of

the reflection which takes place when a wave reaches the end of

the string, and the character of the reflection can always he specified

so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. The discussion of this

matter is extremely simple for an electric wave on a transmission

line,t but it is not so simple for waves on a string on account of

* This discussion is limited to the two simplest cases, namely, (o) The case

where the end of the string is immovable, and (6) The case where the end of the

string is entirely free. The first case corresponds exactly to the open-ended trans-

mission line and the second case corresponds exactly to the short-circuit-ended

transmission line.

tSee Franklin and MacNutt; Advanced Electricity and Magnetism, pages

212-216; published by Franklin and Charles, Bethlehem, Pa.
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the highly artificial conditions which must be imagined to exist

in order realize what is called a free end, whereas the "free end"

is as simple and natural as the " immovable end " for the trans-

mission line, for a steel rod and for the air column in a tube.

The pure wave on a string always involves the two elements

sidewise motion and slope which travel along together and mu-

tually sustain each other. Sidewise motion and slope are oppo-

site in sign in a pure wave traveling to the right but alike in

sign in a pure wave traveling to the left according to equations

(31) and (33). Therefore when a wave is reflected at either end

of a string F or 5 must change sign (but not both V and s)

because the direction of travel of the wave is reversed by re-

flection.

Reversal of V at immovable end of a string.—Let the heavy

arrow in Fig. 165 represent a pure wave* traveling towards the

,a string
ft, E string <^ *^

V » i ^N>^ -V s _ _

Fig. 165. Fig. 166.

Reflection from immovable end of a string.

right towards the immovable end of the string at E. What
happens when the wave ah reaches £ ? Whatever happens

on the string it must be equivalent to a pure wave traveling to-

wards the right and a pure wave traveling to the left, one heaped

on top of the other (superposed), because this is the physical

interpretation of equation (i) of Art. 90 which is the general

solution of equation (28), and whatever happens at the extreme

end of the string it is only necessary that the actual sidewise

velocity of the string be zero there.

Therefore if we assume a pure wave (sidewise velocity V
and slope s') to shoot out from E towards the left, and if

F' + F is always equal to zero at E, we must have the correct

* We here think of V and j as having the same values all along ab, but this

restriction is not necessary for present purposes.
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solution because all necessary conditions are satisfied. That

is to say, we must have

T=-^ (i)

and
Vy = +v (ii)

according to equations (31) and (33) ; and we must have

V+ V = (iii)

From these three equations we get s' = s and V = — V;

which means (a) That the reflection is complete because numer-

ically s' = s and V = V, and (&) That the sidewise velocity

in the reflected wave is opposite to sidewise velocity in the

original wave. This is called the reversal of V by reflection.

Reversal of 5 by reflection at free end of string.—Figure 167

tfring -<£-—£- weightless
'*> y
—

g thread

Fig. 167.

Reflection from free end of string.

represents an ideal arrangement in which the end of an actual

string is held by an ideal weightless (mass-less) thread. In this

case the end of the string is free to move sidewise, but there can

be no slope at the extreme end of the string. Therefore we must

have
_r F'

s
~

s'

and
s + s' = o

from which we get V = V and s' = — s. Which means

(a) That the reflection is complete, and (b) That the slope in the

reflected wave is opposite in sign to the slope in the original wave.

This is called the reversal of s by reflection.
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Figure i68 shows the actual configuration of the string in a

wave traveling to the right for the case in which V and 5 have

same values throughout the wave and where V is downwards.

96. Motion of a plucked string.—As an example of a problem

involving both initial and boundary conditions let us consider

the motion of a plucked string. A string is pulled to one side at

its middle point, as indicated by APB in Fig. 169, and re-

Fig. 169

leased; and it is required to determine the motion of the string.

The initial condition of the string may be resolved into the four

pure waves V's', V"s", V"'s"' and V'^s'" such that

-i« -V i-V + s«

Fig. 171.

5' +s" = -a
V + F" = o

S"' + jiv = + ^

V" + V^y = o

and, according to equations (31) and (33), we must have

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

and

s"

-:— = — V

V'"

{v) and (vi)

(vii) and (viii)
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where v{= ST/m) is the velocity of travel of the waves on the

string. Therefore s', s", s"', s", V, V", V" and V" are

determined.

In Fig. 170 F represents the common numerical value of

F', F", V" and F'^, and 5 represents the common numerical

value of s' , s", s'" and s". Also in Fig. 170 the two waves

V's' and V"s" are represented as a single wave because V's'

merges into V's" on reflection (reversal of F), and the two

waves V's'" and F'''^'^ are represented as a single wave for

the same reason. The boundary conditions are satisfied by always

specifying the proper kind of reflection as the two waves in Fig. 170

travel back and forth along the string.

Figure 171 shows the state of things after each wave in Fig.

170 has traveled over a distance iJZ where / is the length of the

string.

97. Behavior of a rod which strikes endwise against a rigid

wall.—A longitudinal wave on a steel rod consists of a state of

compression C (meaning stress in dynes per square centimeter

or "pounds" per square foot; negative compression being a

tension) and a state of actual forward or backward motion of the

material of the rod at velocity F—both traveling along together

at very great velocity v and mutually sustaining each other.

The mathematics of this kind of wave motion is identical in every

detail to the mathematics of transverse wave motion on a string,

and it is sufficient therefore to point out the following:

(a) The wave velocity v is

V = 4e/d (34)

where E is the stretch modulus of the steel in "pounds" per

square foot) , and D is the density of the steel in slugs per cubic

foot.

(b) In a pure wave traveling to the right we have

V
"C

= + '^ (35)

where a is a constant
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(c) In a pure wave traveling to the left we have

c^-'' (36)

Remarks.—The positive sign in (35) becomes negative if we

choose to consider tension rather than compression as positive.

The quantity a is not the wave velocity because we have

chosen the stress C rather than the corresponding strain which

would be completely analogous to slope 5 in the case of a

stretched wire. The quantity a is equal to wave velocity

divided by stretch modulus E. That is

(37)

When a steel rod moving towards the right at velocity V
strikes a rigid wall, the subsequent motion of the rod must be

expressible as two particular solutions of equation (27) super-

posed. Now the original uniform velocity of the rod is such a

solution as may be easily shown. Therefore let us symbolize

this solution by the heavy dotted line in Figs. 172 and 173.

+V (to
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all along (same values of V and same values of C). This

ribbon wave is represented by the heavy arrow in Figs. 172 and

173. The velocity of the material of the rod in the ribbon wave

must be equal and opposite to the original velocity V of the

moving rod iecause the velocity of the material at the wall-end of

the rod must he zero. Therefore — F is the velocity of the ma-

terial of the rod which is associated with the ribbon wave, and,

from equation (36) we find that C must be positive (a compres-

sive stress) and the value of C is Vja or VEIv according to

equations (36) and (37).

The ribbon wave in Fig. 172 is reflected from the free end of

the rod with reversal of C as indicated in Fig- I73-

The first lap of the ribbon wave wipes out the velocity of the

rod and lays down a compressive stress C. The second lap of

the ribbon wave wipes out this compressive stress and lays down

velocity — V, and when the second lap of the ribbon wave reaches

the wall the steel rod is moving at uniform velocity V away

from the wall and without any stress in it anywhere. If the

steel rod were imagined to become stuck fast to the wall, the

second lap of the ribbon wave would be reflected from the wall

with reversal of V, then the third lap would be reflected from

the free end with reversal of C, and so an indefinitely if there

were no energy losses; the ribbon wave meantime continuing to

shoot out from the wall-end. It is not worth while to describe

the details because they are essentially identical to the details

of behavior of the air in a tube as described in the next article.

98. A tube which contains slightly compressed air is suddenly

opened at one end and it is required to determine the motion of

the air in the tube.—The initial condition of uniform compression

is itself a solution of equation (27) and it is symbolized by the

heavy dotted line in Figs. 174 and 175. When the end of the

tube is opened the pressure must fall instantly to normal atmos-

pheric pressure and always keep that value.*

* The motion of the outside air produces a complication which is here neglected.

This matter has been considered in great detail by Helmholtz—the Helmholtz

end-effect.
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A ribbon wave shoots inwards from the opened end of the

tube, and the rarefaction (negative compression — C) in this

ribbon wave brings the pressure of the air at the opened end of

the tube to normal atmospheric pressure.

—
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shape of the string after o.ooi second and specify what parts of

the string are moving, in what direction they are moving and

how fast they are moving.

153. Two steel rails each 30 feet long moving in opposite

directions at velocities of 15 feet per second strike together end-

wise. Find exact condition of each rail as to motion and stress

o.ooi second after the collision. Calculate wave velocity, and

other necessary data from stretch modulus and density of the

steel.

154. Trace a wave back and forth on a steel rod (free at both

ends) and show that the wave comes back to its initial positioa

and exactly to its initial condition (no energy losses) after travel-

ing over twice the length of the rod. Calculate the wave velocity

along the steel rod from values of stretch modulus and density,

and find time required for a steel rod 6 feet long to make one

complete longitudinal vibration, rod being free at both ends.

12



APPENDIX A.

SIMPLE MEASUREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS.

1. The laboratory point of view.—It is of the utmost impor-

tance that the study of a purely theoretical text, such as this

text-book on mechanics, should not blunt the students' appre-

ciation of the fact that all calculations in the physical sciences

are based on observed data.

"Our method," says Bacon, "is to dwell among things

soberly, without abstracting or setting the mind farther from

them than makes their images meet; and the capital precept

for the whole undertaking is that the eye of the mind be never

taken off from things themselves, but receive their images as

they truly are, and God forbid that we should offer the dreams

of fancy for a model of the world."

The purpose of this appendix is to emphasize the laboratory

point of view: (a) By giving a few detached statements relating

to fundamental measurements in mechanics, and (b) By pointing

out portions of the foregoing text which have to do with particular

measurements in the laboratory.

2. The measurement of time.—The beginner in the physical

laboratory is usually very careless in making time measurements

and consequently a few suggestions as to methods and a little

supervision of his preliminary practice are very important.

In manipulating a revolution counter or in actually counting

the vibrations of a pendulum, the observer cannot look at a

watch or clock. He must use a stop-watch, or have the assistance

of a helper. In the latter case a clock should be used which

beats seconds or half-seconds so that the helper can give his

time signals accurately. An ordinary watch which beats fifth-

seconds is very unsatisfactory.

i66
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The helper should look at the second hand, catch the seconds

or half-seconds count, say ready about two seconds before the

time signal, and say now when the time signal is to be given;

and these words should be spoken very sharply. Snappy time sig-

nals are very necessary. With care a time interval can be set

off more accurately in this way than by means of a stop-watch.

There is always a very considerable error, a lag error, in the

giving of a time signal by a helper and in the responding or react-

ing to the signal by an observer ; but this lag error affects the begin-

ning and ending of a time interval to about the same extent

unless the observer has to do very different things when the respective

signals are given. An error of two or three tenths of a second is

unavoidable in the setting off of a time interval by the above

method, and therefore a five-minute interval is the shortest inter-

val that can be set off with a precision of one tenth of one percent.

The error in rate of a watch or clock is usually entirely neg-

ligible in comparison with what we may call "setting off"

errors. Thus a watch which gains or loses one minute a day is a

poorly adjusted watch, and yet one minute is only 1/1400 of a

day, or less than one-tenth of one per cent.

3. The use of the reading telescope for projecting a vertical

distance (to be measured) upon a near-by scale.—The High

School graduate can be brought easily to a fair degree of pre-

cision in ordinary length measurements and in the use of the

balance, but the important use of the reading telescope for

measuring vertical distances* demands special attention.

Suppose, for example, that one wishes to measure, with a fair

degree of precision, the difference in level of water or mercury

in two adjacent tubes a and b. The procedure is as follows

:

A telescope with cross-hairs is mounted on a slider which can

be moved up or down on a vertical pillar or column so that the

telescope can be brought to any desired height, and when the

slider is clamped the telescope is free to turn about the vertical

pillar as an axis.

* The use of the cathetometer is, of course, out of the question.
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Place the scale 5 in a vertical position near tubes a and h,

and arrange so that the supporting pillar of the reading telescope

is equidistant from a, h and s.

With the telescope nearly level move the slider up or down

until the telescope can be sighted at the water level in a, then

clamp the slider, raise or lower the slider by a slow-motion screw

(or slightly tilt the telescope by a slow-motion screw) until the

cross-hair of the telescope is accurately coincident with the water

level in a; then turn the telescope carefully until the scale comes

into the field of view, and read the position of the cross-hair on the

scale.

Repeat with respect to water level in tube b.

The difference of the two scale readings is the required dif-

ference in level.

The telescope must be very nearly equidistant from a, b

and 5 so as to remain sharply in focus when turned from one to

the other—adjustment of focus when turning the telescope from

one to the other is decidedly not permissible. Why?
What error is introduced by inclination of pillar towards or

away from a, b and 5 ? What error when pillar is inclined

sidewise? What error when telescope is not exactly level,

a, b and 5 not being exactly equidistant from the telescope?

4. Determination of friction torque in a rotating ball bearing

carrying a given load.*—Nothing with which the engineer deals,

perhaps, is so uncertain in value, so unexpectedly variable, as

friction, and therefore a very low degree of precision, only, is

necessary in measuring friction. The following experiment,

crude as it is, is eminently practical.

A horizontal spindle is carried by a ball bearing, the bearing

itself being attached to a very rigid support, a heavy weight

(to give the desired load) is fixed to the spindle, pendulum-

fashion, by a short rod, and the weight is set oscillating.

It is easy to make measurements which will enable one to

* The method here described was first used, so far as known, by W. S. Franklin

in some ball-bearing tests at the Bureau of Standards in July, 1918.
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calculate the amount of energy (potential energy) given to the

pendulum at the start. It is easy to estimate the angular

amplitude a of the pendulum at the start, and again, a', after

it has completed n vibrations. The average angular amplitude

is then ^{a -\- a'), and the total angular travel is §(^ + a')n.

It is easy to estimate the energy left in the pendulum at the

end of the n vibrations (most easily calculated as potential

energy). Therefore loss of energy is known and this is equal

to |(o + a')nT, where T is the friction torque.

Friction of the air is here neglected ; and it is, in fact, negligible,

considering the desired precision.

S- Measurement of the velocity of a bullet by means of the

ballistic pendulum.—A convenient form of ballistic pendulum

is shown in Fig. 75 of chapter II. The bullet is shot into the

wooden block B which is backed by a steel plate, and the

velocity of the bullet may be calculated with the help of equation

(iii) of Art. 38.

Several bullets must be extracted from sample cartridges and

weighed, and the mass so determined must be used for m in

equation (iii) ; the mass M of the pendulum is easily determined

by weighing.

The velocity v of the pendulum immediately after the impact

of the bullet is most conveniently calculated from the measured

length I in Fig. 75 together with the observed distance over

which a very light slider is pushed along a horizontal bar by

the pendulum, and the known acceleration of gravity.

A 22-caliber rifle, preferably with a Maxim silencer, is suitable

for this experiment; and an interesting detail is to note the de-

crease of velocity of bullet with successive shots when the rifle

is not cleaned after each shot.

6. Study of harmonic motion.—A ball of mass m is hung by a

helical spring, and the elongation I of the spring due to the

stretching force mg is observed; then the "stiffness coefiScient"

of the spring (see Art. 43) is A = mgll.

The ball is then set oscillating up and down, and the number
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of complete oscillations per second, n, is determined. Then

k = ^-n^n^m, according to equation (6) of Art. 46.

Then we have -j- = /[irVm from which the acceleration of

gravity may be calculated.

Remark.—^The determination of the acceleration of gravity

by observing the frequency of the vibrations of a simple pendulum

is important, but it need not be discussed here.

7. Experiment with a rolling disk.—Given a straight smooth

inclined track (two rails) on which a disk and axle can roll.

Having a clock which beats seconds audibly, the disk can be

released on a beat of the clock by quickly jerking a heavy block

from in front of the disk,* and after several triajs a second block

can be placed on the track to mark the point reached by the

rolling disk after a whole number of seconds.

If the disk is properly made its radius of gyration p can be

calculated from its measured dimensions and then the acceler-

ation of gravity can be calculated from the known value of p,

the observed distance rolled by the disk in a known time, and

the measured slope of the track.

8. Determination of coefficient of torsion of a wire.^—^A disk

of which the moment of inertia has been calculated from its

measured dimensions and mass is hung by a steel wire, the axis

of figure of the disk being coincident with the wire. The fre-

quency, n, of the rotatory oscillations of the disk can then be

found, and the "stiffness coefficient" or coefficient of torsion of

the wire can be calculated with the help of equation (13) of Art. 57.

Remark.—The coefficient of torsion of a wire is the coefficient

of a in equation (26) of Art. 85 ; and therefore, if the value of

this coefficient has been determined as above explained, we can

calculate the slide modulus n, equation (26), if we know the

radius r and the length L of the steel suspending wire.

* A series of feints should be made with the hand as if to jerk the block away,

these feints being in rhythm with the beats of the clock, and when the rhythm seems

to be complete the operation of jerking can be carried out.
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9. Experimental determination of the moment of inertia of a

body.—(a) If a wheel and axle is allowed to roll down an inclined

track as explained above in connection with the experiment

with a rolling disk, the radius of gyration of the wheel and axle

can be calculated if the acceleration of gravity is known, friction

being, of course, ignored.

(&) Having determined the coefficient of torsion of a sus-

pending wire as explained above, a body of unknown moment of

of inertia can be hung by the wire, the frequency of its vibrations

determined, and its moment of inertia calculated with the help

of equation (13) of Art. 57.

(c) A body, such as a connecting rod, for example, may be

swing as a gravity pendulum as indicated in Fig. 98 of Art. 58,

the distance I from its center of gravity to the axis of support

can be measured, and the frequency of its vibrations determined.

The radius of gyration K'lm of the body with reference to the

axis through can then be calculated, the acceleration of gravity

being known. Then K' can be calculated, m being known,

and then the moment of inertia of the body about an axis through

C parallel to the axis through can be calculated with the

help of equation (11) of Art. 53.

10. The open tube manometer.—One of the commonest

requirements of engineering practice is to determine a difference

of hydrostatic pressure by measuring the height of a column of

water or mercury which balances it. In practice it is usually

necessary to do the best one can to measure this height by means

of a simple scale, but in the laboratory it is often desirable to use

the reading telescope as explained in Art. 3 of this appendix.

The value of the measured pressure difference in c.g.s. units

or in f.s.s. units is given by equation (16) of Art. 62.

Remark.—^The use of the Venturi meter and the use of the

Pitot meter are explained in Art. 76 of Chapter V.

11. Measurement of specific gravity.—The simpler methods

for determining the volume of a vessel and for finding the specific
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gravity of a substance are explained in Art. 66 of Chapter IV,

and the method of reducing from specific gravity to density is

explained under example (6) of Art. 66.

12. Determination of the stretch modulus of a substance.—
(a) The simplest method is to observe the elongation Al of a

wire whose initial length is / and whose sectional area is q, F
being the stretching force; and calculate E with the help of

equation (22) of Art. 79.

(b) An easier method, experimentally, is to arrange a beam as

indicated in Fig. 151,* measure breadth b and depth d of the

beam, measure the force F and the distances L and L', and

measure the upward movement h of the middle of the beam;

and then calculate E with the help of equation (24) of Art. 84.

Remark.—^The determination of the slide modulus of a steel

wire is explained in Art. 8 of this appendix.

* The equation of deflection of a beam loaded at the middle is not derived in

this text.



APPENDIX B.

ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT.

Physical measurements are always subject to error, and in

accurate work means must be devised : {a) for reducing error as

much as possible, and (&) for estimating the probable magnitude

of the residual or uncorrected error in order to be able to estimate

the degree of precision of a result. Elimination of error and esti-

mation of probable magnitude of outstanding error, in so far as

these two things can be discussed in fairly general terms, are

the objects of the following discussion.

13. Systematic errors.—In weighing a body repeatedly the

same errors will be introduced every time by buoyancy of air

by inequality of arms of balance and by the errors of the weights

themselves. If a distance is measured by a meter scale which is

warmer than it ought to be and therefore too long, there will be

an error in the measured distance, and this error will be always

the same under the given conditions. If the scale of an ammeter

is faulty in its divisions, an electric current as measured by the

ammeter will be in error, and the error will always be the same

under the given conditions. Such errors are called regular errors

or systematic errors.

14. Erratic errors.—^When a measurement is repeated with

great care there are always irregular discrepancies between

successive measurements. Suppose, for example, that two

meter bars are laid end-to-end stepwise along a smooth hard

floor so as to measure the distance between two fine lines 10 or

15 meters apart. If one were content to get the distance to the

nearest decimeter one could easily get the same result every

time the measurement is repeated, but if one tries to get a result

to o.oi centimeter, using a magnifying glass to read the scales

and using utmost care throughout, one would be likely to get a

173
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slightly different result every time the measurement is repeated,

and these differences would be irregular or erratic (never twice

alike). Such errors are called irregular errors or erratic errors.

15. Elimination of systematic error.—Physical laboratory

manuals are largely devoted to methods for eliminating syste-

matic errors in different kinds of physical measurements, and

it is evident that only an extremely inadequate statement of this

matter can be given here.

(a) Instrumental errors. No instrument is ever made or ad-

justed with such precision as to be equal to the requirements of

very accurate measurement, it is always better to study or test

the instrument and make allowances for incomplete adjustments.

Thus the two arms of an ordinary chemical balance are never

nearly en ough of the same length for extremely accurate weighing,

the most carefully kept ship^s chronometer always runs a little

fast or slow, a very high-grade thermometer is sure to have an

uneven bore, etc.

Insofar as instrumental errors are due to the incomplete

adjustment or to an imperfect scale (as on a pressure gauge or

ammeter, or thermometer), these errors must be eliminated

either

:

(1) By a properly planned proceedure, or

(2) By a careful study of the imperfectly adjusted instrument

and the determination of data from which the error can be

calculated, or

(3) By careful calibration.

The first is illustrated by the proceedure called "double

weighing" for eliminating the error due to the inequality of the

arms of a balance.

The second may be illustrated as follows: A chronometer is

found to gain 8.75 seconds per day by comparing it with the

daily time signals from Washington, and therefore the true value

86400
of any time interval is

— r-r— X (Ri — R2) seconds,
00400 -f- 0.75

where Ri and Ri are two readings of the chronometer.
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The third is illustrated by a pressure gauge, or by an ammeter,

or by an ordinary thermometer. Such instruments must be

carefully calibrated for precise work.

(b) Condition errors. Usually an instrument should be used

under standard conditions, but in many cases it is impracticable

to bring about the standard conditions. A good example is the

use of a surveyor's tape for measuring a base line. The surveyor

knows that his tape is correct at a certain temperature; but he

cannot control the weather, he must note the temperature of

the tape when the measurement is made, and make allowance

for the expansion of the tape. A mercurial barometer should be

at a standard temperature, and if it is not, allowances must be

made for the expansion of the mercury and for the expansion of

the scale. Accurate weighing should be carried out in a vacuum,

but this is impracticable, and therefore allowance must be made

for the buoyant force of the air on the weights and for the

"buoyant force of the air on the weighed body.

In many cases the standard conditions under which an instru-

ment should be used are easily realized. Thus a mercurial

barometer should be vertical, an ammeter or voltmeter should

be horizontal, no magnets or unnecessary electric wires should

be near an ammeter or voltmeter, etc.

Estimation of outstanding instrumental and condition errors.

It is possible in most cases to estimate the uncertainty of instru-

mental and condition allowances, but this estimation of out-

standing instrumental and condition error is in every case a highly

specialized problem, and it cannot be discussed in general terms;

any further discussion of this matter would therefore be out of

place here.

16. How to make erratic error small, and how to estimate the

probable value of erratic error. The only way to make erratic

error small is to take great care in all manipulations, to keep

conditions as steady as possible while a measurement is being

made, to make very accurate scale readings, and to repeat a

measurement a number of times and take the mean.
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The only way to estimate the probable magnitude of erratic

error is by considering the differences between repeated measure-

ments.

Certain important ideas relating to erratic error are most

easily explained by considering the shooting at a target. Various

effects give rise to systematic errors in the placing of the shots

on a target. Thus gravity pulls all of the shots downwards and

a side wind carries all of the shots to one side. We may, how-

ever, take the "center of gravity" of all the shots as the center

of the target, and the scattering of the shots with respect to this

center represents the erratic errors of the shots.

Probable error of a single shot. Let a circle be drawn about

the center of the target so as to include one-half of a large

number, n, of shots, the other half being outside of the circle,

and let the radius of this circle be r\ then, if another shot be

made, it is an even chance that this shot will strike inside or

outside of the circle, and therefore the radius r of the circle is

called the probable error of a single shot. The theory of probability

shows that

r = 0.6745 V r^^i

where n is the number of shots and the d's are the distances of

the individual shots from the center of the target.

Probable error of a single observation. A certain measure-

ment is repeated n times. Then if another measurement is

taken it is an even chance that this additional measurement will

differ from the mean of the n measurements by more or less

than r, where

The probable error

of a single

measurement

\di^+d2^+de+di^+ etc. , ,
= '= ±0.6745 V l^^ZTi ^^)

where the d's are the differences between the individual meas-

urements and their mean; these d's are called the residuals,

and the quantity r is called the probable error of a single observa-

tion.
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Probable error of the mean of a number of observations.

If the n measurements be repeated, it is an even chance that

the mean of the n repeated measurements will differ from the

mean of the original n measurements by more or less than r/Vw,

and this quantity is therefore called the probable error of the mean

of the n measurements. That is

(2)
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17. Influence of errors in observed values on a calculated

result. Let i? be a result which is calculated from, let us say,

three measured quantities x, y and z. An equation expressing

R in terms of x, y and z is, of course, given. Differentiating

. , dR dR , dR ,

this equation, we get expressions for -— , r— and -r- ; these
ax ay az

expressions involve x, y and z, and, using the measured values

. . , , dR BR , dR
of X, y and z, the numerical values of t— , t— and -r— are

dx dy dz

known. Then, representing the probable errors of x, y and z

by dx, dy and dz, we have

dR
,

dRx = -T— • dx
ax

dRi = —- dz
az

where dRx is the probable error in R due to the error in x,

dRy is the probable error in R due to the probable error in y,

and dRz is the probable error in R due to the probable error in z.

The errors dRx, dRy and dR^ are called the partial errors or

component errors in R, and the question now is ' What is the total

error or resultant error in R likely to be?' If the component

errors should happen to be all of the same sign, the resultant

error or total error would be equal to their sum; but the most

probable value of the resultant error is

dR = -^{dRx)' + {dRyY + idR,y (4)

Example. A body is weighed in air, giving x = 243.60 grams

with a probable error dx = ± 0.016 gram; and the body is

weighed in water, giving y = 218.44 grams with a probable

error dy = ± 0.025 gram. The specific gravity of the body is

given by the equation

R = —^— = 9.682
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an
Using the measured values of x and y, we get — = 0.34 and

dR ^, ,— = 0.39. Therefore dR^ = ± 0,0054 and dRy = ± 0.0098

;

and the resultant probable error of the result is dR = ± o.oii.

That is to say, the result is 9.682 ± o.oii.

18. When is one component error negligible in comparison

with another? Consider a result R which is calculated from

two measured quantities x and y. Then, using the above

notation, we have

dR = -^{dR^y + (dR^y

and if the component error dRy is negligible in comparison with

dRx, the resultant error dR will be sensibly equal to dR^, or,

equal, let us say, to i.i times dRx. Therefore, using this value

for dR in the above equation, we get

I.I X dRx = ^{dRxT + {dRyY

from which we get

dRy = 0.46 X dRx

Therefore, one component error in a result is negligible in com-

parison with another if it is a little less than half as large.

In the same way it can be shown that two equal component

errors of dRy and dRg are negligible in comparison with dRx

if they are each about three-tenths of dRx.

19. Errors in measured quantities which lead to negligible

errors in a result. Consider a result R which is calculated

from several measured quantities x, y and z. It often happens

that some of the measured quantities need to be measured with

great precision whereas the others do not need to be measured

with great precision. This matter can be best explained by

giving actual examples.

Example I. The length L, the diameter D and the mass m
of a slender brass are measured, and the density R of the rod is

calculated by .using the equation

TtD^L
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The approximate measured values are L = loi centimeters,

D = 0.125 centimeter and m = 105 grams. The most careful

measurement of D is subject to a probable error dD = d= o.ooi,

and.it is required to find how large the probable errors dL and

dm may be without appreciably affecting the resultant error dR.

Using the measured values of L, D and m, we find

dR ^ dR
,

dR „^ = 0.84, ^=1420 and ^=0.81

Therefore the component error dRj) = 1420 X O.OOI = 1.42,

and, to be negligible the two errors dR^ and dRj^ should each

be about three tenths of dRj^ according to Art. 18, that is

dRm = 0.42 = 0.81 X dm, whence dm = ± 0.5 gram

and

dRj^ = 0.42 = 0.84 X dL, whence dL = ± 0.05 cm.

Therefore if an error of ± o.ooi cm. is unavoidable in the

measurement of the diameter of the rod, it is useless to measure

m more accurately than to the nearest gram, and it is useless

to measure L more accurately than to the nearest millimeter!

This sort of thing is encountered in nearly every indirect

measurement (where a result is calculated from several measured

quantities) ; some of the measured quantities must be determined

with the greatest possible precision, and any effort which might

be expended in determining the other measured quantities beyond

a certain easily attained accuracy would be wasted effort.

Example II. The specific heat of copper is determined by

dropping M grams of copper at h° C into W grams of cool

water at temperature c° C, and observing the resultant tem-

perature r° C. The result (specific heat of the copper) is

W{r - c)

^ = M{h - r)
(")

this formula is taken in its simplest form in order that the follow-

ing discussion may not be unnecessarily complicated.

The observed values and probable errors are as follows

:
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W = 200 grams ± dW
M = ^o grams ± dM
h = 99° C. d= dh

c = 16.85° C. ± 0.01°

r = 18.00° C. ± 0.01°

The two temperatures c and h are measured by the same
thermometer and both are subject to the same error which

we will take as ± o.oi centigrade degree.

Let us consider how large the errors dW, dM and dh may
be and leave, as the only appreciable error in the result, the

error due tp dc and dr.

Differentiating equation (ii) and using the above values for

W, M, h, c and r, we get, disregarding algebraic signs,

dR dR dRm = °-°°°47, ^ = 0.0032, - = 0.0012

dR ^ ,
dR— = 0.083 and — = 0.084.

Therefore the probable error dRc = ± 0.00083, the probable

error dRr = 0.00084, and the resultant error due to both is

± 0.0012.

We may consider the errors dR^, dR^ and dR^ as negligible

if each is about two tenths of 0.0012, or if each is equal to

± 0.00024. Therefore we have

dR
0.00024 = -^ X dW; whence dW = ± 0.51 gram

and

dR
0.00024 =— X dM; whence dM = ± 0.075 gram

0.00024 = --r ± dh ; whence dh = d= 0.20 degree.

Therefore, for the given values of W, M, h and c, it would

be wasted effort to measure W nearer than ± 0.51 gram, or to

measure M nearer than ± 0.075 gram, or to measure h nearer

than ± 0.2°, if c and r can be measured only to o.oi degree,

13
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20. Percentage error. The actual value of the probable error

is a wholly satisfactory measure or estimate of the precision of a

result, but when the precision of one result is to be compared with

the precision of a different result it is desirable to express the

probable error in each case as a fraction of the result. Thus a

body is weighed and its mass is found to be 105.166 grams with

a probable error of, let us say, it 0.00240 gram. The probable

error is in this case d= 0.000024 of the result, or 0.0024 per cent,

of the result. A very small body is weighed and its mass is

found to be 0.1326 gram with a probable error of ± 0.0004 gram.

The probable error is in this case ± 0.003 of the result or 0.3

per cent. The probable error in the first weighing is six times

as large as the probable error of the second weighing and yet the

percentage error in the first case is nearly one hundred times as

great as the percentage error in the second case.

2

1

. Fixed-condition measurements and varied-condition meas-

urements. Let us suppose that the acceleration of gravity g

is to be determined by measuring the length /* of a pendulum

and the time t of one complete vibration of the pendulum, g

being calculated by using the well-known formula

=W;g
There are two widely different proceedures which may be

followed in making the measurements, namely, (a) A pendulum

of fixed length may be used, and repeated measurements of /

and t made; then from the mean of the measured values of /

and the mean of the measured values of t the value of g may
be calculated, and the probable error of the result may be

estimated as explained in Arts. 16 and 17; or (b) The length I

of the pendulum may be varied, and for each measured value

of / the value of i may be observed. The proceedure (a)

may be called a fixed-condition measurement, and the proceedure

(6) may be called a varied-condition measurement.

* If the pendulum consists of a metal ball of radius r hung by a fine wire or

2 r^
thread of length h, then I = h -\-r +- -—;— .
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Adjustment or averaging of a set of varied-condition measure-

ments. The simple method of taking the mean of each measured

quantity and calculating the result therefrom is not applicable*

in a varied-condition measurement, and the simplest method for

adjusting (or averaging) such a set of measurements is by the

graphical method as illustrated by the following examples

:

/ 2 r^
Example I. The length l\=h-\-r-\-- , , where h is

the length of a fine suspending wire and r is the radius of a

metal ball which is used as the pendulum bob) of a pendulum

is varied, and for each measured value of I the time t of one

vibration is observed. Then

t — 27r\/-

Taking logarithms of both members of this equation, we get

log i = I log Z + log -p

or

Y =\X + b

Plot on high-grade cross-section paper the logarithms of the

observed values of t (the values of Y) and the corresponding

logarithms of the measured values of I (the values of X).

Except for errors of observation these plotted points will lie on a

straight line.

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points.

Extend this straight line until it cuts the F-axis, and measure

or read off the intercept on the F-axis. This gives the value of

log —p from which the value of g may be calculated.
"Vg

Example II. It is desired to find the focal length / of a

simple converging lens. The lens is arranged to project the

image of an object on a screen, and the distances, v, of the

* Except when there is a linear relationship between the measured quantities.

In the above example of the pendulum I is proportional to P, or, in other words,

the relation between I and t is not linear.
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image-screen from the lens are measured for a series of measured

values of the distance u of the object from the lens Then

for any pair of measured values of u and v we have

^ = l + i
J u V

or

W V f
or

F= - X+b
Plot the values of iju (the values of Y) and the corresponding

values of ijv (the values of — X). Except for errors of the

measurements these plotted points will lie on a straight line.

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points.

Extend this straight line until it cuts the F-axis, and measure

or read off the intercept on the F-axis. This gives the value of

i// from which the value of / may be calculated.

General statement. It is often possible to transform the equa-

tion which connects a calculated result and two observed quanti-

ties p and 2 so as to give

(a known function of p)

= (a known function of g) -\- (a known function of i?)

or

Y = X + b

Plot the pairs of " known function of p" (= F) and "known

function of g" (= X).

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points, and measure or read off the intercept on the F-axis.

This gives the value of the " known function of J?" from which

the value of R may be calculated.

Remark. The graphical method as above outlined does not

enable one to estimate the probable error of a result.

22. Empirical equations. Consider the observed readings r

of an ammeter which correspond to a series of known values of
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the current i, or consider a set of observed values of any related

quantities r and i. The relation between r and i can always*

be represented by a plotted curve, but it is often desirable to find

an algebraic formula which expresses i in terms of r. Such a

formula, when it is derived from the observed values of r and

i, is called an empirical equation. The derivation of empirical

equations is best explained by giving several typical examples

as follows:

Example I. In some cases i can be expressed in terms of r

with sufficient accuracy by an equation of the form

i = ar + b

where a and b are constants to be determined.

Plot the observed values of r and *.

If the plotted points lie very nearly on a straight line the

equation i = ar -j- b is satisfactory, and to determine a and b

proceed as follows

:

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points, and extend this line until it cuts the «-axis.

The slope of the line, as determined from the plot, is the value

of a, and

The intercept on the i-axis, as read off the plot, is the value

of b.

Example II. Plot the observed values of r and i, and if a

curved line without any point of inflection can be drawn so as

to pass near to all of the plotted points, then it may be possible

to represent i in terms of r with sufficient accuracy by an equa-

tion of the form
i = a -{ br -\- cr^

where a, b and c are constants to be determined as follows:

Plot the observed values of r and *, and draw the best repre-

sentative smooth curve through the plotted points.

Choose three points on the smooth curve, one near the middle

and one near each end.

*We are not here concerned with those peculiar functions which cannot be
plotted.
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Read off ii and ri for the first point.

Read off i^ and r2 for the second point.

Read off is and rs for the third point.

Substitute these three pairs of values in the above equation

and we have

ii = a + brt + cr-?

ii = a \-'bri,-\- cr^

is = o + 6^3 + cri

Then calculate o, h and c by means of these three equations.

To determine whether the resulting equation i = a -\- hr -{ cr^

represents i to the required degree of accuracy the best thing

to do is to plot the equation i = a \- hr \- cr^, using the values

as above determined, and plot the observed values of i and r

on the same sheet.

Example III. In some vases i can be expressed satisfactorily

by an equation of the form

i = ar*

where a and b are constants to be determined.

Taking logarithms of both members of this equation, we get

log i = b log r + log a
or

Y ==bX + C

Plot the pairs of values of logt {= Y) and logr {= X).

If these plotted points lie very nearly on a straight line, then the

form i — ar^ is satisfactory.

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points and extend this straight line until it cuts the F-axis.

The slope of this line, as determined from the plot, is the

required value of b.

The intercept on the F-axis, as read off the plot, is the value

of log a, from which the value of a may be found.

Example IV. In some cases i can be expressed satisfactorily

by an equation of the form

i = ae'"
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where e is the Naperian base, and a and h are constants to

be determined.

Taking logarithms of both members of this equation, we get

log i = {b log e)r -\- log a
or

Y =mX + c

Plot the pairs of values of logi (= F) and r (= X).

/f /fee^e plotted points lie very nearly on a straight line, then the

form i = ae*' is satisfactory.

Draw the best representative straight line through the plotted

points and extend this straight line until it cuts the F-axis.

The slope of this line, as determined from the plot, is the value

of b log e, from which the value of b may be calculated.

The intercept on the F-axis, as read off the plot, is the value

of log o, from which the value of a may ba calculated.

Example V. In some cases the value of r can be expressed

satisfactorily by an equation of the form

r = ae*''

where e is the Naperian base, and a and b are constants to

be determined.

Taking logarithms of both members of this equation we get

log r = {b log e)i + log a

or

Y =mX + c

Plot the pairs of values of log r (= F) and i {= X).

If these plotted points lie very nearly on a straight Une, then the

form r = oe'* is suitable; and the constants a and b are deter-

mined eaxctly as in Example IV.

23. Precision of graphical methods. The abscissas and ordi-

nates of a plotted curve cannot be laid down with greater accu-

racy than about ± 0.02 inch, and therefore, if we assume

ordinates and abscissas to be, say, 4 inches long, the percentage

inaccuracy is about one-half of one per cent. The graphical

methods above outlined are not satisfactory when a greater

precision than half-of-one-per cent, is required.
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24. Significant figures. The volume of a rectangular parallele-

piped is to be calculated from the measured dimensions which

are as follows:

length 30.9 millimeters ±0.05 millimeter,

breadth 15.7
" ±0.05

height 10.5
"

±0.05
"

The precise arithmetical result would be 5093.865 cubic

millimeters; but the probable error of the result is about 30

cubic millimeters, and therefore the volume, as nearly as one

would be justified in specifying it, is 5090 cubic millimeters.

The last four figures or digits in 5093.865 are utterly meaningless.

Rules for dropping insignificant figures or digits, (a) For addi-

tion. Drop all digits in the result which fall under an unknown

digit in any of the quantities to be added.

(6) For subtraction. Drop all digits in the result which fall

under an unknown digit in A or under an unknown digit in B,

where the result is A — B.

(c) For multiplication. Keep n significant figures or digits

in the result, where n is the number of significant figures or

digits in the least accurately known factor (The factors are the

numbers which are to be multiplied together).

{d) For division. Consider the quotient AjB or BIA, and

let n be the number of significant figures in A , where A is

less accurately known than B. Then keep n significant figures

in the result.

25. Rules for approximation when calculating with small

quantities.—Another matter, which is on a par with the dropping

of insignificant figures, in fact the two things are fundamentally

identical, is the use of approximate formulas in calculating with

small quantities. Most of the important cases fall under the

general formula:

(i + 5)" = I + mS

where m is any number whatever and 5 is small in comparison

with unity. The particular cases most frequently encountered

are:
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(I + 5)2 = I + 23 (l - 5)2 = I - 23

Vi + 5 = I + i3 Vi - 3 =1-^3
I i= 1-3 = 1+31+5 1-3

Example. A clock pendulum of steel makes iV = 24 X 60 X 60

swings (half-oscillations) per day. How many more swings will

it make per day if it is cooled one centigrade degree? The

coefficient of linear expansion of steel is 0.00001 1 per centigrade

degree. Therefore, if / is the length of the pendulum before

it is cooled, its length after being cooled is /(i — o.ooooii).

The number of complete oscillations per second of a pendulum

is

I /i
(i)

according to equation (8) on page 75 so that the number of com-

plete vibrations per day is 86400W, and the number of swings

per day is

172800 fg^ = ^^^\/l («)

Let N + AN be the number of swings per day made by the

cooled pendulum; then

N + AN='-^^^X
^

'
,

(iii)

2ir v/(i — o.OOOOIl)

whence, dividing equation (iii) by equation (ii) member by

member, we get

AN I I

I + -IF = V (iv)N VI — o.ooooii

But \/ =(i— a)'/2 = i_)- ^01, very nearly, so that
y I — a

equation (iv) becomes

AN
1 +

whence

I + -j^ = I + 0.0000055

AiV = 9.5
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Let the reader calculate AN from equation (iv) by ordinary

arithmetic and he will appreciate the use of the approximation

formula. To solve equation (iv) by logarithms requires the

use of seven place tables, although the result (AN) is required

to only two or three significant figures

!

PROBLEMS.

155- The diameter of a steel rod is repeatedly measured and

the following values were found 1.037, 1.028, 1.024, i-033, 1.029,

1.030, 1.03 1, 1.029, I -028 and 1.032 inches. Calculate the mean

residual (which we will speak of as the probable error of a single

measurement), calculate the probable error of the mean of the

ten measurements, and calculate the probable error of the sec-

tional area of the rod as calculated from the mean of the ten

measurements.

156. Calculate the probable error of a single measurement of

the diameter of the steel rod in the previous problem using the

correct formula, and state why it is permissible to use the mean

residual as a fairly satisfactory estimate of the probable error of

a single measurement.

157. A result R is calculated from a measured quantity x,

using the equation R = ax", where a and n are constants.

Show that the percentage error in i? is « times as large as the

percentage error in x.

158. With what percentage error must the diameter of a rod

be measured to give one per cent, error in the calculated sectional

area of the rod?

159. With what percentage error must the diameter of a

sphere be measured to give one per cent, error in the calculated

volume?

160. A thermometer can be read with a probable error of

it 0.1°. What is the probable error of a temperature difference

as read by the thermometer? What must be the value of the

temperature difference in degrees in order that its probable

error may be 0.4 per cent.?

161. The power delivered to a customer from direct-current
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supply mains is measured by ammeter and voltmeter. The
ammeter gives 79.2 amperes ± 0.25 ampere, and the voltmeter

gives 109.6 volts ± 0.74 volt. Calculate the power, calculate

its probable error in watts, and calculate its probable error in

per cent.

162. The resistances of two coils are 16.24 ohms ± 0.035 ohm,

and 10.26 ohms ± 0.023 ohm, respectively. Calculate the com-

bined resistance R of the two coils when connected in series, and

calculate the probable error of R. Calculate the combined

resistance r of the two coils when connected in parallel, and

calculate the probable error of r.

163. The diameter of a rod is i .025 inch ± 0.0025 inch. What
variation dv from the true value of t would introduce in the

calculated sectional area of the rod an error 3/10 as large as the

probable error in the calculated sectional area due to the probable

error of the measured diameter?

164. What would the probable error in the measured diameter

(approximately one inch) of a sphere have to be in order that

one might use 22/7 for tt in calculating the volume of the sphere,

on the assumption that the error in V due to the error in x

must not be larger, let us say, than 2/10 of the error in V due

to the probable error in the measured diameter?

165. The volume of a slender steel rod is to be calculated from

its measured diameter and length. The diameter is roughly 1/4

inch and it can be measured with a probable error of ± 0.0005

inch; and the length of the rod is roughly 3 feet. Find the

probable error that is allowable in the measurement of the length

of the rod if the error in the result due to error in measured length

is to be, say, 4/10 of the error in the result due to the error in

the measured diameter.

166. The restivity k oi a. sample of copper wire is determined

by measuring the length L of the sample (= 256.2 feet ± dL),

the resistance R {= 2.665 ohms ± dR), and the diameter D
of the wire (= 0.0324 inch ± 0.0002 inch). Find the errors dL

and dR so that the component errors dKj^ and dK^ may

each be one fifth of dD^.
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167. A series of measured values of current, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

and 35 amperes are passed through a wire which is kept at a

constant temperature, and the corresponding values of the elec-

tromotive force across the terminals of the wire are measured

and found to be 33.4, 50.6, 67.6, 87.5, 102.6 and 115.4 volts.

Find the value of the resistance R of the wire by the graphical

method.

168. A clock-pendulum of which the length is 24.9 centimeters

makes half-second swings (172,800 swings in 24 hours). Calcu-

late the change in length so that the pendulum will make 20

more swings per day.

169. A result i is calculated from an observed angle 6, using

the equation i = k tan 9, where ^ is a constant. The probable

error of 6 is =>= 0.2". Find the value of 6 for which the per-

centage error of i is a minimum and find the value of this mini-

mum percentage error. Ans. 6 = 45°; 0.7 per cent.



APPENDIX C.

CORRESPONDING EQUATIONS OF TRANSLATORY MOTION,
ROTATORY MOTION AND "ELECTRICAL MOTION."

To every equation in translatory motion there is an exactly

similar corresponding equation in rotatory motion and an exactly

similar corresponding equation in "electrical motion" as ex-

hibited in the following schedule. The converse of this state-

ment is not true, that is to say, there are equations of rotatory

motion which have no corresponding equations in translatory

motion and there are equations of "electrical motion" and

equations of rotatory motion which do not correspond.

x = vt (l)

where x is the distance

traveled in t seconds by a

body which has a constant

velocity »

= \aP (4)

where x is the distance

traveled in t seconds by

a body which starts from

rest and has a constant

acceleration a

4> = St (2)

where <j> is the angle in

radians turned in * sec-

onds by a body which has

a constant spin velocity of

£ radians per second.

=W (5)

where is the angle

turned in t seconds by a

body which starts from

rest and has a. constant

spin acceleration a

W = Fx (7) W = T4, (8)

q = it (3)

where q is the amount of

electric charge which flows

in t seconds through a

circuit in which a constant

current » is flowing.

Q = i X rate of

growth X «' (6)

If the current in a circuit

grows at a constant rate

starting at zero, the a-

mount of charge which

flows through the circuit

in t seconds is equal to

I X rate of growth of

current X f.

W = Eq (9)

where W is the work done where W is the work done where W is the work done

by a force F when the by torque T when the by an electromotive force

body on which F acts body on which T acts E when an electric charge

moves distance x in the turns through <j> radians q flows through the cir-

direction of F. about the axis of T. cuit on which E acts.

: FV (10) P = Ts (II) P = Ei (12)

where P is the power

developed by a force F
when the body on which

F acts moves at velocity

V in the direction of F.

where P is the power

developed by a torque T
when the body on which

T acts turns about the

axis of r at a speed of s

radians per second.

193

where P is the power

developed by an electro-

motive force E when cur-

rent i flows through the

circuit on which E acts.
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P = m —
dt

(13) T = K (14) L- (IS)

where
dt

is the accelera- where

tion produced by an un-

balanced force F which

acts on a body of mass m.

W = Imifl (16)

where W is the kinetic

energy of a body of mass

m moving at velocity v.

F = ax

ds

dt
is the spin ac- where

di

dt
is the rate of

(19)

A ball is fixed to a spring

and F is the force re-

quired to pull the ball to a

distance * from its equi-

librium position. The

factor a is called the

stiffness coefficient of the

spring.

4ir'«'?» = a (22)

celeration produced by a

torque T which acts on a

wheel of which the spin-

inertia is K.

growth of current due to

electromotive force E
acting on a circuit of in.

ductance L.

W iKs' (17)

where W is the kinetic

energy of a wheel rotating

at a speed of i radians per

second, the spin-inertia of

the wheel about its axis of

spin being K.

Tf= i

47r«»«X

W = iW (18)

where W is the kinetic

energy of a current » in

a circuit of which the in-

ductance is L.

(20) or

A body is hung by a wire

and T is the torque re-

quired to turn the body

(and twist the wire)

through the angle of <^

radians. The factor b is

called the coefficient of tor-

sional stiffness of the wire.

(23)

q = CE

E^--a (21)

Two metal plates are sepa-

rated by a layer of dielec-

tric constituting what is

called a condenser, and E
is the electromotive force

required to draw q cou-

lombs out of one plate and

force it into the other

plate. The factor C is

called the capacity of the

condenser.

4x'»sZ. (24)

A ball is fixed to a spring

of which the stiffness co-

efficient is o. Then when

the ball is pulled to one

side and released it per-

forms simple harmonic

motion of which the num-

ber of complete vibrations

per second is n, m being

the mass of the ball.

A body is hung by a wire

of which the coefficient of

torsional stiffness is 6.

Then when the body is

turned so as to twist the

wire and released it per-

forms harmonic rotatory

motion of which the num-
ber of complete vibrations

per second is «, K being

the spin inertia of the

body referred to the wire

as an axis.

A charged condenser of

capacity C is connected

to a circuit of inductance

L and of negligible resis-

tance. The discharge from

the condenser then surges

back and forth through

the circuit, we have what

is called an oscillatory dis-

charge (harmonic), and

the number of complete

oscillations per second is

n.
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a
(2S)

A spring of which the stiff-

ness coefficient is a is

bent, the force which is

acting on the fully bent

spring is F, and the po-

tential energy of the bent

spring is W.

e
(26)

A wire of which the coeffi-

cient of torsional stiffness

is 6 is twisted, the torque

which is acting on the

fully twisted wire is T,

and the potential energy

of the twisted wire is W.

W = iCS« (27)

A condenser of which the

capacity is C is charged,

the electromotive force

which is acting on the

fully charged condenser is

E, and the potential- en-

ergy of the charged con-

denser is W.



APPENDIX D.

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS AND LEADING QUESTIONS.

On pages 5-7

:

Problem i. Ans. V = 123.2 "pounds "-,11 = 157,6 "pounds."

" 3. Ans. T = 389 " pounds "; C = 298 " pounds."
" 5. Ans. 5730 " pounds."

" 9. Ans. 2.95 miles per hour.

1. Give the exact definition of the "pound" as a unit of force,

the London pull-pound.

2. Two men have a rope stretched between them and each man
pulls on the rope with a force of 25 "pounds." What is the

tension of the rope?

3. Three ropes are attached to a body at different points.

Can the three forces exerted on the body by the three ropes be

thought of as acting at the same point? If so, explain.

4. What is meant, physically, by the resultant of two forces?

5. A car is pulled by an inclined force F as shown in Fig. 10.

Why is not this force F exactly equivalent to its component X
in its effectiveness in moving the car?

6a. A man sits in a chair and pushes downwards on the chair.

What is the reaction and on what body does the "reaction" act?

66. The earth pulls downwards on a book which lies on a table,

and the upward push of the table on the book is NOT the reaction.

What is the reaction? On what does the reaction act?

6c. A 160-pound man sits on a seat, braces his feet against a

cleat and pulls on an oar. Specify verbally the forces which act

on the man and state by what each force is exerted.

On pages 11-14:

7. Note. The "first condition of equilibrium" is the condition

which must be satisfied in order that a set of forces may have no

tendency to produce translatory motion (see Art. 21). If t here are

196
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more than three forces in the set it is not necessary that their

lines of action should all intersect at the same point.

Problem 14, Ans. A = 123 "pounds," B = 96.8 "pounds."
" 15, Ans. Case (b) F = 26.0 "pounds."
" 16, Ans. Case (6) tension of rope = 126 "pounds."
" 17, Ans. 178.9 "pounds."
" 18, Ans. 1252 "pounds."
" 19, Ans. 175 "pounds."
" 21, Ans. Compression = 1005 "pounds."

7a. A book lies at rest on a table. What forces act on the book?

If you were to take the table away what force would act on the

book? How would the book behave?

7b. If every force is accompanied by an equal and opposite re-

action, how is it that action and reaction do not always balance

each other?

7c. A falling ball is acted on by a single force (friction of air

being negligible), and, of course, this force is unbalanced; what

is the reaction and on what is the reaction exerted?

7d. The push of a wall on a rebounding ball is an unbalanced,

force, what is the reaction and on what is the reaction exerted?

8. Give a definition of the coefficient of friction of two sliding

surfaces.

On pages 18-20

:

Note. The " second condition of equilibrium " is the condition

which must be satisfied in order that a set of forces may have no

tendency to produce rotatory motion (see Art. 21).

Problem 22, Ans. F = 31.7 "pounds."

" 24, Ans. F = 121 "pounds."

" 25, Ans. 20 "pounds."
" 26, Ans. 274 "pounds."

"
. 27, Ans. 4620 "pounds."

28, Ans. TF = 48 "pounds."

" 29, Ans. A = 774 "pounds."

9. What do you mean by the torque action of a given force

about a given axis? In what terms is torque action expressed?

10. Imagine a man to be suspended in mid-air and entirely free

14
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to move; what would happen to the man if he were to exert a

torque on a screw by means of a screw-driver?

State the principle of equality of action and reaction as applied

to torque.

11. Give an example of a set of forces which satisfy the first

condition of equilibrium but do not satisfy the second condition.

12. Two forces, only, act on a long rod or beam and the forces

are balanced. One of the forces acts at one end of the rod and

the other force acts at the other end of the rod. Prove that both

forces are parallel to the rod.

13. Prove that the lines of action of three forces must intersect

at a point if the three forces are balanced.

On pages 22-25 :

Problem 30, Ans. A = 430 "pounds"; B = 145 "pounds."
" 31, Ans. Vert. comp. = 122.5 "pounds"; hor. comp.

= 47-5 "pounds."

" 34, Ans. Tension of rope 3600 "pounds"; Vertical

push of wall 200 " pounds " upwards ; hori-

zontal push of wall 31 1 8 "pounds" to

right.

" 35, Ans. F = 14.35 "pounds"; G = 18.6 "pounds";

H = 29.3 "pounds."

" 36, Ans. Sise push of cross-head 44,000 "pounds";

compression of connecting rod 254,400
'

' pounds
'

'
; torque 390,000

'

' pound "-feet.

" 37, Ans. Tension of cable 3130 "pounds"; R = L
= 666 "pounds."

" 38, Ans. Tension of cable 2861 "pounds"; R = L
= 666 "pounds."

39, Ans. F = 40 "pounds," t/ = 115 "pounds"; V
= 85 "pounds."

On pages 27-28:

Problem 40, Ans. R = 450 "pounds" 13.3 inches from 0.

" 41, Ans. R = 50 "pounds" 120 inches to right of 0.

42, Ans. B = 5 "pounds"; Ob = 1.8 feet.
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14a. A certain force R is exactly equivalent in every respect

to a given set of forces. What is the force R called? What
is the relation between the component of R in any chosen direc-

tion and the sum of the components in that direction of all the

forces of the set? Why? What is the relation between the

torque action of R about any chosen axis and the combined
torque action about that axis of all the forces of the set? Why?

14b. A set of forces, unbalanced,-act on a table. In what three

respects is the complete resultant of the set equivalent to the set?

In answering this question it is helpful to consider the table as

capable of three kinds of motion, namely, (a) Motion to east or

west, (b) Motion to north or south, and (c) Rotatory motion

about any vertical axis.

On pages 33-34 :

Problem 43, Ans. 8950 joules; 814 watts.

" 44, Ans. 597 watts.

" 45, Ans. 132,000 "pounds."
" 46, Ans. 4.66 cents.

" 47, Ans. 0.836 cent.

" 48, Ans. 1.39 cents.

" 50, Ans. 1 75 1 "pound "-feet. See Appendix C.

" 51, Ans. 18.8 horse-power.

15. Can a balanced force be an "active" force, that is, can a

balanced force do work? Give an example.

16. Give an example of an "inactive" unbalanced force, a

force which is accelerating a body, but which does not do work.

17. A cart moves due northwards on a level road at a velocity

of 2.75 feet per second. A man pushes straight downwards on

the cart with a force of 200 "pounds " and a mule pulls due north-

wards on the cart with a force of 100 "pounds." Find the rate

at which the man does work and the rate at which the mule

does work.

18. The erg is the c.g.s. unit of work and it is the work done

by a force of one dyne (see Art. 29) while the body on which it

acts moves one centimeter in its direction. What is a joule?

What is a foot-" pound" of work?
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19. Does a horse power have money value? Of what is a

horse-power-hour a unit? How much is it?

20. Prove that the power developed by an active force is

equal to the product of the force by the velocity with which the

body on which the force acts moves in the direction of the force.

21. The force required to propel a boat is, let us say, propor-

tional to the velocity of the boat. If one horse power is required

to propel the boat at a velocity of 2 miles per hour how much
power would be required to propel the boat at a velocity of 4
miles per hour? Explain.

22. What is meant by the statement that a body stores energy?

Can a car load of stone do work? If so, how?

23. What is meant by potential energy?

24. What is meant by kinetic energy? See Art. 37 on pages

60 and 61.

25. What becomes of the work which is done in lifting a body?

A force acts on a body and sets the body in motion (no friction)

;

what becomes of the work done by the force?

What becomes of the work which is done in bending a spring?

What becomes of the work done in overcoming friction as in

dragging a box along the floor?

On pages 36-37:

Problem 53, Ans. 29.5% utilized.

" 55, Ans. 785 "pounds."

On page 48 :

Problem 67c, Ans. ^ = 5 X io~° dollars per day per day per day;

$1667.

26. Can a body be at a certain place and have a velocity?

Certainly, but it will not remain at that place.

Can a body have zero velocity and yet have an acceleration?

Give an example.

Can a changing quantity be equal to zero?

Can a man without a bank account be saving money?

On pages S3-54:

Problem 58, Ans. 0.667 feet per second per second; draw-bar

pull = 18,600 ' 'pounds."
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Problem 59, Ans. 14,800 "pounds." Locomotive truck wheels

are assumed to be frictionless.

" 60, Ans. 26,270 "pounds."

Problem 606. An 80-pound block "and a 60-pound block lie

in contact with each other on a smooth (frictionless) table.

A steady horizontal force F is exerted on the 6o-pqund

block pushing it towards the 80-pound block. Find F in

order that the 60-pound block may exert a push of 10

"pounds" on the 80-pound block.

Problem 61, Ans. 0.215 feet per second per second.

62, Ans. (a) 1880 "pounds"; (6) 2500 "pounds."

63, Ans. (a) 12.48 "pounds"; (&) 7.52 "pounds."

Problem 64, Ans. 989.0 "pounds."

65, Ans. 2.93 feet per second per second. Tension

= 10.91 "pounds."

66, Ans. 9.66 feet per second per second. Tension

= 10.5 "pounds."

27. Can one body travel around another and have always pure

translatory motion (no rotation) ?

28. A slender uniform stick is held in a vertical position in one

hand (between thumb and forefinger) and the hand is moved

suddenly sidewise exerting a horizontal force on the stick. How
does the stick move if the thumb-and-finger-hold is above the

middle of the stick? How does the stick move if the thumb-and-

finger-hold is at the middle of the stick? Illustrate by diagrams.

29a. Is it sufficient to define the center of mass of a body as the

point at which all of the material of the body may be thought of

as concentrated?

29b. Define what is meant by the average velocity of a body

during a given time? By the average acceleration? Give an

example illustrating precisely what is meant by the velocity of a

body at a given instant. By the acceleration of a body at a

given instant.

29c. Newton's first law refers to the behavior of a body upon

which no force acts or on which the forces which do act are

balanced. What is the behavior?
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2Qd. State Newton's second law of motion?

Is it correct to say that the effect of an unbalanced force is to

move a body?

29e. Newton's third law of motion refers to the relation be-

tween action and reaction. State the law.

30. The pull of the earth on a one-pound body in London

accelerates the one-pound body at the rate of 32.174 feet per

second per second. By what principle or law do you know that

the same amount offorce (the London pull-pound) would accelerate

a 32.174-pound body at the rate of one foot per second per second?

State the principle.

31. A certain force accelerates a given body at the rate of 5

feet per second per second. By what principle or law do you

know that a force twice as great would accelerate the given body

at the rate of 10 feet per second per second? State the principle.

32. What is a mass of 32.174 pounds (sugar-pounds) called?

Why is it a convenient unit of mass?

33. Define the c.g.s. unit of force.

34. "Weighing" a body on a balance scale does not give what

is technically called the weight of the body, but its mass in

pounds. How could you determine the true weight of a body in

London pull-pounds at aay place where the acceleration of

gravity is known, if you know the mass of the body in sugar-

pounds, having "weighed" it on a balance scale? Explain.

35. The mass of a body in slugs is certainly equal to Wjg,

where W is the true weight of the body at any given place in

London pull-pounds and g is the acceleration of gravity at that

place. A coal dealer sends you a batch of coal and in his bill he

states that the "weight " of the coal is 2000 pounds. Is it correct

to use 2000 pounds for W in the above formula and divide by

the local value of g to get the mass of the coal? Is it merely a

question of numerical precision? How about dividing pounds of

coal (as measured by a balance scale) by a denominate number

to get slugs?

On pages 59-69:

Problem 67, Ans. 462 feet; 157 feet.
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Problem 69, Ans. Horizontal distance 12.99 f^et; vertical dis-

tance 1 .55 feet below starting point.

" 70, Ans. (a) I /192 second; (b) 3072 feet per second

per second; (c) 518 "pounds."
" 71, Ans. (a) o.oi second; (b) 240,000 feet per second

per second; (c) 1,500,000 "pounds."

Problem 716. A passenger train if it did not stop at a station

would pass by at a uniform speed of, let us say, 40 miles

per hour. How much time is lost in making a 30-second

stop at the station on the assumption that the train will

have a uniform deceleration of 2 feet per second per second

while stopping, and a uniform acceleration of 1.75 feet

per second per second while getting up to full speed again?

Ans. 61.42 seconds.

Problem 73, Ans. 39-3%; 28.4%.

On pages 63-64 :

" 75, Ans. 26 feet per second.

" 76, Ans. Recoil velocity 25.4 feet per second; kinetic

energy of gun 2.92 X 10^ foot-" pounds "

;

kinetic energy of projectile 1.89 X 10'

foot-" pounds "
; kinetic energy of powder

gases due to forward motion 2.80 X 10*

foot-" pounds."

Problem 77, Ans. 32,800 centimeters per second.

Note. Calculate from the given data, how far the pendulum

body is lifted ; and from this calculate the velocity imparted

to the pendulum body by the bullet.

Problem 78, Ans. P = 3661 "pounds."

" 79, Ans. P = 2250 "pounds."

" 80, Ans. (ffl) Upward push on front wheels 714.3

"pounds," on back wheels 885.7

"pounds"; {b) Upward push on front

wheels 1028.6 "pounds," on back

wheels 571.4 "pounds."

Problem 806. The legs of a chair touch the level floor of a

car at the corners of a 16-inch square and one edge of the
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square is parallel to the direction of acceleration of the car.

Find the acceleration which is just enough to tip the chair

over, center of mass of chair and its load being 24 inches

above the center of the above mentioned square. Ans.

10.7 feet per second per second.

36. A bullet moving at a velocity of 1000 feet per second strikes

and buries itself in a block which is free to move and whose

mass is 999 times as great as the mass of the bullet. What is the

velocity of the block and bullet after impact? What is it that

has been conserved in this case? What would the velocity of the

block and bullet have to be to have the same kinetic energy

as the bullet had when moving at the velocity of 1000 feet per

second? What fraction of the original kinetic energy remains

after the impact as the kinetic energy of bullet and block? What
has become of the remainder?

37. From the principle of action and reaction as stated in

Art. 5 on page 5 prove that the mutual force action of two bodies

must always produce equal changes of momentum in the two

bodies and in opposite directions.

38. Show that an unbalanced force which acts on a body is

equal to the rate of change of momentum of the body and parallel

thereto.

39. The "impulse value" of a force is equal to the average

value of the force multiplied by the time that the force continues

to act. "Impulse values" are often employed in discussing

impact. Show that the "impulse value" of a force is equal to

the momentum it can produce.

40. In terms of what unit is momentum expressed (o) In the

c.g.s. system; (&) In the f.s.s. system?

41. Watching a standing automobile you see- it shoot suddenly

forwards. What thing exerted the necessary forward push on

the automobile? At what point on the automobile structure was

this forward push applied?

42. Imagine an automobile to "float" in space with no force

whatever acting upon it, and imagine the drive wheels to be

locked, (o) How would the automobile move (what kinds of
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motion would be produced) if a forward force were applied to the

rims of the drive wheels at the points where the rims would
normally touch the ground?

When an automobile is started on a level road the road bed

pushes forwards on the rims of the drive wheels. (6) Why is it

that the automobile does not move as in (a)? Answer this

question by stating what new force or forces "do the business,"

state directions and points of application of these new forces,

and use a diagram.

43. How do you know that all the forces which act on a starting

automobile are together equivalent to a single forward force

acting at or through the center of mass of the automobile?

What does the word equivalent mean?

44. All the forces which act on the elevator cage in Fig. 76

are together equivalent to a single downward force acting at

the center of mass C when the car is starting downwards. Is

the "single downward force" here referred to the same thing as

the downward force of 3000 "pounds" which is shown in Fig. 76?

If not, why not?

45. Why is it that the combined torque action of all the forces

which act on an automobile which is starting on a level road is

zero about any horizontal axis at right angles to the road and h

feet above the road where h is the height of the center of mass

of the automobile above the road? See question 43 as to the

meaning of the word equivalent.

On pages 70-71

:

Problem 82a, Ans. 35,000 "pounds."

" 82b, Ans. 1.03 feet.

" 83, Ans. (a) 3.43 centimeters per second per second;

(&) 982.5 dynes.

" 84, Ans. 0.272 dynes.

" 85, Ans. One revolution in 5.27 seconds.

" 87a, Ans. 1600 "pounds."

87b, Ans. 21.5 "pounds."

Problem 87c, Ans. 89.6 feet per second.

" 87^, Ans. 20,300 "pounds."
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Problem 8je, Ans. 1210 revolutions per minute..

Problem 87/. A body whose velocity at a given instant is

90 feet per second has an acceleration of 25 feet per second

in a direction which is inclined at an angle of 30° to the

direction in which the body is traveling. Find the radius,

of curvature of the path at the given place and find the rate

at which the velocity of the ball is increasing in value. Ans.

Radius of curvature of path 648 feet; rate of increase of

value of velocity 21.65 f^^t per second per second.

46. When a ball is twirled in a circle on the end of a string is

its motion merely iranslatory motion in a circle and nothing more?

47. Take hold of a long slender stick and give it pure transla-

tory motion in a circle. At what point may the entire mass of

the stick be thought of as concentrated during this translatory

motion in a circle?

48. A particle travels along a curved path and the acceleration

of the particle at any instant may be resolved into two com-

ponents, namely, (a) a component parallel to the direction of the

path at the point where the ball is at the given instant (parallel

to the direction- in which the ball is traveling) and (&) a com-

ponent at right angles to the direction in which the ball is

traveling. What is the effect of the component (o) of the ac-

celeration? What is the effect of the component (6) of the

acceleration? What is the relation between the velocity v of

the particle at the given instant, the radius of curvature r

of its path and the sidewise component (&) of its acceleration?

49. What is meant by the nosing of a locomotive? What is an

easement curve?

50. A bit of cloth to which are clinging innumerable droplets

of water is placed in a rapidly rotating bowl with perforated

sides. Consider a particle or drop of water. What force must

act on this drop as the bowl rotates? This force is, of course,

exerted on the particle of water by the cloth because nothing else

touches the particle of water ; the cloth adheres to the water (or

the water adheres to the cloth). What happens when the force

which would be needed to hold the particle of water in its circular
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path is greater than the force with which the cloth adheres to

the water?

On page 76:

Problem 880, Ans. 197.3 feet per second per second; 49.8

"pounds."

88b, Ans. 18.85 feet per second; 22.2 foot-" pounds."

88c, Ans. Kinetic energy 16.7 foot-" pounds"; poten-

tial energy 5.5 "foot-pounds."

89, Ans. 7.12. periods per second.

91, Ans. 24.9 centimeters.

51. The acceleration a of a particle in harmonic motion of

frequency n is a = — /\.irVx, according to an unnumbered
equation near the bottom of page 74, where x is the distance of

the particle (at the given instant) from its position of equilibrium

as indicated in Fig. 87. Putting the time of one complete vibra-

tion, t, for i/w, and neglecting the negative sign, we get

This equation is, of course, exactly equivalent numerically to

the equation a = — 47r^w2x, but it is a purely kinematical

equation. It does not express the dynamics of harmonic motion.

To correlate harmonic motion with the physical conditions under

which it takes place the three equations (5) , (6) and (7) on pages

72, 74 and 75, or equivlaent equations, must be used.

52. Under what conditions does a particle perform harmonic

motion ? What is meant by the " stiffness coefficient " of a spring ?

53. An ideal simple pendulum consists of a small ball or bob of

mass m supported by a rod or thread of length I and of which

the mass is negligible. The bob is displaced sidewise through a

very small distance x; show that the force F which tends to

bring the bob back is proportional to x and derive an expression

for the proportionality factor or "stiffness coefficient " and explain

precisely what units are used throughout ; then derive the expres-

sion for the time of one complete vibration of the pendulum.
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On pages 83-84 :

Problem 92, Ans. (a) 554,600 gram-(centimeters)^; {b) 550,000

gram- (centimeters)^.

"
93, Ans. (a) 370 seconds; (6) 0.34 radians per second

per second; (c) 8.5 "pound "-feet of

torque.

" 95, Ans. 28.9 centimeters.

" 96, Ans. 57.7 centimeters.

"
97, Ans. 6.1 1 X 10' gram- (centimeters)^; 30.7 centi-

meters.

54. Define what is meant by the average spin velocity of a

wheel during a given interval of time, and also what is meant

by the average spin-acceleration of a wheel during a given interval

of time. Let ^ = at^ be the angle in radians turned through

by a wheel in t seconds. Find expressions for instantaneous

spin-velocity and instantaneous spin-acceleration.

55. Is it true in general that a body on which no torque acts,

or on which the torques which do act are balanced, will continue

to rotate at an unchanging spin-velocity about a fixed axis?

If not, describe and explain a case in illustration.

56. A given body has, of course, a definite mass. Does a

given body have a definite moment of inertia?

57. Consider a wheel whose spin-velocity is j. (o) Find an

expression for the velocity of a particle of the wheel whose

distance from the axis of rotation is r. (b) Find an expression

for the kinetic energy of the particle of which the mass is Am.

(c) Formulate an expression (as a sum or integral) for the total

kinetic energy W of the rotating wheel, (d) If the moment of

inertia K of the wheel referred to its axis of rotation be defined

on the basis of the equation W = ^Ks^, show that K = Zr^- Am.

58. Consider a wheel whose spin-acceleration (about a fixed

axis) is a. (a) Derive ah equation for the sidewise acceleration

of a particle of the wheel at a distance r from the axis, by side-

wise acceleration is meant "at right angles to r." (b) Derive

an expression for the sidewise force AF which must be acting on

the particle. Am being the mass of the particle, (c) Write
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down an expression for the torque action LT of the force i^F

about the axis of the wheel, ((f) Derive an expression (as a sum
or integral) for the total torque T which must be acting on the

wheel to produce the specified spin-acceleration a. (e) Using

equation (9) on page 78 as a basis for the definition of K, show

that K = Zr^-Am.

59. Differentiate the equation W = ^Ks^ with respect to

time, and using the equation P = Ts (see Appendix C) , derive

equation (9) on page 78. Explain the physical meaning of each

step. In the same way derive the equation F — ma from

W = |otz)^ and explain the physical meaning of each step,

60. Derive an expression for the moment of inertia of a long

slender rod (uniform) referred to an axis at right angles to the

rod and passing through the middle of the rod. Use calculus in

this derivation.

61. What is the c.g.s. unit ofmoment of inertia? What is the

f.s.s. unit?

62. What is meant by the radius of gyration of a body? A
sphere is attached to an arm so as to rotate around an axis like

one of the balls in Fig. 90. Is the distance from the axis to the

center of mass of the sphere its radius of gyration? Explain.

On pages 88-90

:

Problem 98, Ans. 350 centimeters per second per second.

Note. In formulating this problem (and in formulating the problem which is

discussed in Art. 55) why is it necessary to reckon the torque action of all the forces

about an axis passing through the center of mass of the rolling body and place this

torque equal to Ka, where K is the spin inertia of the body about that axis

and a is the spin acceleration? The answer is that it is not necessary, but it is

by far the simplest proceedure. This matter may be explained as follows : In the

first place any set of forces is equivalent either to a pure torque or to a single force

acting at some point of the body as explained in Art. 13. A pure torque always

sets a body in simple rotation about an axis passing through the center of mass of

the body and this case need not be considered. It remains, therefore, to consider

the effect of a single force not passing through the center of mass of the body as

indicated in Fig. 176. The motion of the body BB may be formulated as ex-

plained in Art. SS. namely
F = ma (i)

Fl = Ka (ii)

where u is the translatory acceleration of the body BB (the acceleration of its
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center of mass C), m is the mass of the body, K is the spin inertia of the body

about an axis through C, and a is the spin acceleration of the body about the

axis through C.

Or, the motion of the body BB may be formulated on the basis of equation (i)

and a second equation expressing the fact that the rate of gain of "moment of

momentum" about an axis through p is zero. The "moment of momentum"
of the body about an axis passing through p is made up of two parts, namely,

(a) Ks, where K is the spin inertia about an axis passing through C and ^ is

the spin velocity, and (b) — Imv, where / is the distance pC, m is the mass of

the body and v is the velocity of C to the right. Therefore the total " moment of

momentum" about an axis through p is Ks — Imv, and its rate of change is

Ka — Ima. Therefore we have Ka — Ima = o.

Velocity and acceleration are considered 'positive towards the right; spin

velocity and spin acceleration are considered as positive when clock-wise.

But ma = P, so that Ima = Fl\ and consequently the equation Ka — Ima = o

is exactly equivalent to equation (ii) above. Therefore we might just as well

reckon the torque action of F about an axis passing through C and set up equa-

tion (ii) without bothering with the rather complicated general idea of "moment
of momentum."

PT

/

FTa-

B
Fig. 176

---H^
Fig. 177

The problem of the ball bat. Figure 177 shows a ball bat which is rotating

about a point H, and it is required to find the point p where a singleforce (no side

force to act on the bat at H) must be exerted on the bat to bring it to rest, or,

what amounts to the same thing, it is required to find the point p where a single

force F must be applied to set the bat rotating about H.

The translatory acceleration ci of the bat (the acceleration of the center of

mass C) satisfies the equation
F = m-a (i)

where m is the mass of the bat.

The torque action of F about an axis through C is Fl, and this torque action

produces a certain spin acceleration a of the bat so that

Fl. = Ka

where K is the spin inertia of the bat about an axis through C.

(ii)
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1

The point H has translatory acceleration a towards the right because of the
translatory acceleration a of the bat as a whole, and the point H has translatory
acceleration La towards the left on account of the spin acceleration a of the bat
about an axis through C. Therefore, if the point H is to have zero acceleration
we must have

La = a (iii)

and from equations (i), (ii) and (iii) we get

The point p is called the center of percussion of the bat with respect to the
point H.

A very interesting application of the problem of the ball bat is as follows:

An ordinary table knife is supported on the finger at H, Fig. 178, and the end p
L

Fig. 178.

of the knife falls and strikes the table. If equation (iv) is satisfied, that is if p is

the center of percussioti of the knife with respect to H, the knife will make a large

number of vibrations (hitting the table and rebounding) before its energy is dissi-

pated; but if equation (iv) is not satisfied, then a sideforc^ must he exerted at H by

the finger, the finger will be moved by the reacting force with which the knife pushes

on the finger, a very considerable amount of work will thus be done on the finger, the

energy of the knife will be quickly dissipated and the knife will very quickly come to

rest. Try the experiment for yourself.

* This does not refer to the steady force which must be exerted by the finger.

Problem 99, Ans. 980 centimeters per second per second.

" 100, Ans. 19.4 centimeters per second per second;

9.7 X 10^ dynes.

" loi, Ans. (o) 0.450 feet per second per second;

(6) 0.90 feet per second per second.

" 103, Ans. 1925 dyne-centimeters per radian.

63. Explain how to determine the ratio of translational kinetic

energy and rotational kinetic energy of a rolling body when m
and K and the radius of the rolling circle are given.

64. Derive an expression for the time of one complete vibra-

tion of a physical pendulum, and explain the physical meaning

of each step.

On pages 93-94:

Problem 106, Ans. 882,000 dyne-centimeters; 3.02 seconds.
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Problem 107, Ans. 229,600 slug-(feet)'.

108, Ans. 51.4 "pounds."
" 109, Ans. 1030 "pounds."

It seems strange that, to get the value of the torque T in

Figs. 104 and 105, the spin-acceleration As/ At, which is about

an axis parallel to T, must be multiplied by the spin-inertia K
of the wheel referred to its axis of spin, which is at right angles to

T. This curious absurdity is avoided by basing the discussion

of Figs. 104 and 105 on the idea or notion of spin-momentum as

follows

:

The product Ks is called the spin-momentum of a spinning

wheel, and an unbalanced torque is always equal to the rate of

change of spin-momentum. At a certain instant the spin-mo-

mentum of the wheel in Figs. 104 and 105 is Ks, and At seconds

later its spin-momentum is Ks', and in both expressions K is

evidently the spin-mertia of the wheel referred to its axis of spin

(the axle in Fig. 104).

The vector difference Ks'—Ks is the change of spin-momentum

during the time At and it is equal to K.As and parallel to

As. Therefore, dividing K.As by At we get the rate of

change of the spin-momentum, K.As/At, which is equal to

the torque T.

On pages 98-99

:

Problem 112, Ans. 5.33 inches.

63. Do the terms pressure and force have the same meaning?

If they do, why the two words? If they do not, what, exactly,

is the meaning of pressure?

66. Is it sense or non-sense to say that the pressure of or in a

fluid is the same in all directions?

67. State Pascal's principle.

68. The force dF which is exerted on a small plane area da

by a fluid at rest is dF = p-da. This equation is always true

whether the pressure p is uniform or non-uniform. Ask your

professor of mathematics to define dF and da as finite differ-

entials in accordance with his hobby relative thereto. It can

be done, but no professor of mathematics can do it so that the
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result of his definition can be intelligibly used by anybody, not

even by himself.

On pages 103-104 :

Problem 115, Ans. 288 feet.

Problem 115b. A U-tube is partly filled with mercury (specific

gravity 13.6), one arm of the tube is open to the air and the

other arm connects to (communicates with) the outlet box

or chamber of a fan blower. The mercury stands 7.5 inches

higher in the open arm than in the other arm. Find the

gage pressure in the outlet box in "pounds" per square inch.

Gage pressure means pressure above atmosphere. Ans.

3.68 "pounds" per square inch.

Problem 115c. A U-tube is partly filled with mercury and the

remainder of the tube is filled with water. The arms of the

tube communicate two vessels A and B which are full of

water (vessels A and B are at the same level). The

. mercury in one arm of the U-tube stands 7.5 inches higher

than in the other arm. Find the difference in pressure in

A and B. Ans. 3.42 "pounds" per square inch.

Problem 116, Ans. 26.9 "pounds" per square inch.

" 1 170, Ans. 57,600 "pounds."

" 1 176, Ans. 8,590 "pounds."

" 118, Ans. 22,920 "pounds."

Problem 1 1 8&. The vertical side of a tank has in it a triangular

hole. The apex of the hole is at water level and the bottom

edge of the hole is horizontal and 6 feet wide and 10 feet

below water level. The hole is closed by a closely fitting

triangular board. Find the total push of the water on the

board, and find how far the " center of pressure " is below the

water level. The center of pressure is the point of applica-

tion of the single force which is the resultant of (is equivalent

to) all the forces exerted on the various parts of the board

by the water. Ans. 12,500 "pounds"; 7.5 feet.

69. Prove that the pressure would be everywhere the same in a

body of fluid at rest if the fluid were not acted upon by gravity?

70. In deriving an expression for p — pa on page 100 why

15
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is it permissible to consider the force exerted on the horizontal

area a in Fig. 1 18? How do you know that the force exerted on

this area by the liquid is equal to the weight of volume ax of

the liquid? How do you know that the true weight in London

pull-pounds of this volume of liquid is axdg, where d is the

density of the liquid in slugs per cubic foot?

71. Consider a triangular hole in the vertical side of a tank,

the apex of the hole being at water level and the lower edge of the

hole being horizontal, D feet below water level and h feet

wide. The hole is closed by a triangular board which fits it

accurately and it is required to find the "center of pressure"

of this triangular board, that is, to find how far the "center of

pressure" is below the water level, the "center of pressure"

being the point of application of the complete resultant of all

the forces exerted by the water on the board. See Art. 13. (a)

How wide is the board at distance x beneath water level?

(V) What is the area of the narrow strip between x and x -{- dxl

(c) What is the force AF exerted on this strip? (d) What is the

total force F exerted on the whole board? (e) What is the

torque action of AF about an axis at water level (axis parallel

to face of board)? (/) What is the total torque action T
about this axis of all the forces exerted on the board? (g) How
far below water level must the total force F be to produce the

torque T about the specified axis?

On pages 109-110:

Problem 121, Ans. 335 "kilograms."

122, Ans. 785,500 cubic feet; 16 inches.

" 123, Ans. 1.751 grams per cubic centimeter.

" 124, Ans. 102 grams.

" 1250, Ans. 32.1 pounds.

- " 1256, Ans. 22.54 centimeters.

72. State Archimedes' principle for a totally submerged body.

For a floating body.

73. Is it correct to say that the density of water is unity in the

c.g.s. system? Is it correct to specify the density of oil as 7

pounds per gallon?
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74. What does it mean to say that the specific gravity of a

given substance is 6.263 at 15° C?
75. Why does a thin layer of lard tend to heap up on the cooler

portions of the bottom of a frying pan?

On pages 120-121 :

Problem 129, Ans. 940,000 foot-" pounds."

76. What is meant by a permanent state of flow? By a vary-

ing state of flow? Give examples of each. What is meant by

simple flow (permanent state) ? What is meant by a stream line?

77. What is meant by lamellar flow? Give a detailed example

of non-lamellar flow using a diagram.

78. A rigid (non-expansible) pipe is solid-full of flowing water.

What can be said of the density of the water in the pipe if the

product av at one end of the pipe is not equal to the product a'v'

at the other end of the pipe, where a and a' are the sectional

areas of the pipe and v and v' are the velocities (assumed to

be lamellar) of the water at the respective ends of the pipe?

79. In what terms is energy per unit volume expressed? How
can energy per unit volume be equal to pressure?

On pages 128-130 :

Problem 131, Ans. 100.6 feet per second.

Problem 131b. Taking the density of air as 1/800 of the den-

sity of water, find the number of foot-" pounds " per second

of power represented by the kinetic energy of the air which

blows through a 16-foot circle (16 feet in diameter) in a wind

.

which blows at a velocity of 16 miles per hour. Government

tests made by E. C. Murphy in 1898 show that a 16-foot

wind mill develops 0.90 horse power in a 16-mile wind.

Find the efficiency of the wind mill. Ans. 3170 foot-

" pounds" per second; 15.6 per cent.

Problem 131c. Assuming the efficiency to be constant, how

does the power of a wind mill vary with the velocity of the

wind? Why?
Problem I3id. A fan blower delivers 25 cubic feet of air per

second and cylindrical pipe outlet of the blower is 8 inches
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in diameter. A U-tube partly filled with water is connected

to the side of this cylindrical pipe (other arm of U-tube being

open to the air) and the water stands 3.2 inches higher in the

open arm. Calculate the total amount of power represented

by the air stream as delivered by the fan blower, neglecting

the slight effect of compressibility of the air. If the fan

blower has an efficiency of 75 per cent., and if it is driven

by an electric motor whose efficiency is 80 per cent., how
many kilowatts of electrical power is taken from the supply

mains ? Ans.578 foot- " pounds " per second ; i .3 1 kilowatts.

Problem 133, Ans. 0.404 "pound" per square inch.

" 134, Ans. 83.9 "pounds" per square inch.

" 135, Ans. 5.8 cubic feet per second.

" 137, Ans. 4 feet per second.

" 138, Ans. 101.6 feet per second.

Problem 138b. A Pitot tube is mounted on top of a building

so as to be exposed to the wind, and the tube is kept in the

proper position with reference to the wind (see Fig. 141 on

page 127) by a weather vane. Two long air-tight tubes lead

to a convenient place in the building where the pressure

difference developed by the wind is balanced by water in a

U-tube as indicated in Fig. 141. Calculate the value of h,

Fig. 141, for wind velocities of 10, 20, 40 and 80 miles per

hour, taking the density of the air to be 1/800 of the density

of water. Ans. 0.05 inch; 0.20 inch; 0.80 inch; 3.2 inches.

Problem 138c. A Pitot tube is mounted on an air plane so

as to be exposed (as indicated in Fig. 141) to the apparent

wind which is due to the motion of the air plane. The
U-tube contains colored water and the difference of level h

is observed to be 5.5 inches. What is the velocity of the

air plane through (relative to) the air? Calculate the result

for two altitudes : (a) At sea level where the density of the

air is about 1/800 of the density of water, and (&) At a

high altitude (about 10,000 feet above sea level) where the

density of the air is about 1/1200 of the density of water.

Ans. (a) 104.4 miles per hour; (6) 128. i miles per hour.
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80. What is meant by a vortex sheet in a fluid? What is the

relation between the values of pressure on the two sides of a

flat or plane vortex sheet? Does Bernoulli's principle apply-

to a fluid in which there is a vortex sheet?

81. Consider the water in a rotating bowl. Where is the

velocity greatest? Where is the pressure greatest? Does Ber-

noulli's principle apply?

82. Consider the flow of water in a long horizontal pipe of

uniform size. The velocity of the water is the same at both

ends; is the pressure the same? If not, why not? Does

Bernoulli's principle apply?

83. If one were to calculate the velocity of efflux of a gas from

a high pressure tank, using Bernoulli's principle (supposing

friction to be actually negligible) would the calculated velocity

be too great or too small? Why?
84. Sketch carefully the stream lines in front of a flat plate set

at an inclination to a fluid stream. Indicate the region of highest

velocity and lowest pressure and the region of lowest velocity

and highest pressure, and explain which way the plate tends to

turn.

On pages 132-133 •"

Problem 139a, Ans. 234 gallons per hour.

" 139&, Ans. 0.368 cubic foot per second.

" 140, Ans. 6.94 feet in diameter.

" 141a, Ans. 3.07 inches in diameter.

" 141&, Ans. 0.192 "pound"; 14.4 foot-" pounds " per

second.
•

On pages 137-139 =

Problem 142, Ans. 14,800 "pounds" per square inch; 0.0005;

2.96 X 10^ "pounds" per square inch.

" 143, Ans. 1.36 inches.

" 145a, Ans. 68.1 pounds per cubic foot.

" 1456, Ans. 0.00053 inch.

On pages 142-143 :

Problem 147, Ans. (a) R = 1071 inches; (&) and (c) 41,700
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"pounds" per square inch; (d) 188,000

" pound "-inches.

Problem 148, Ans. 2.986 X 10' "pounds" per square inch.

On page 146:

Problem 150, Ans. 1.45 X 10' "pounds" per square inch.

" 151, Ans. 62.4 complete oscillations.

On pages

:

Problem 155, Ans. Mean residual = 0.0025 inch (taken as

probable error of each measurement)

;

probable error of mean = ± 0.00079

inch; probable error of area calculated

from the mean = ± 0.0012 square inch.

" 156, Ans. Probable error of each measurement, as cal-

culated by correct formula, = ±0.00235.
" 160, Ans. (a) 0.14 degree; (b) 35 degrees.

161, Ans. 8680 watts ± 65 watts.

" 162, Ans. (a) 26.50 ohms ± 0.042 ohm.

(b) 6.287 ohms db 0.013 ohm.
" 163, Ans. dw = ± 0.0044.

" 164, Ans. ± o.ooi inch.

" 165, Ans. Permissible error in measured length is

about ± 0.058 inch.

" 166, Ans. dL = db 7.8 inches; dR = ±: 0.0067 ohm.
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Acceleration, average and instanta-

neous, 40

Action and reaction, 5

Active force, definition of, 28

Adhesion and cohesion, 108

Air column, motion of, 163-164

Angle of shear, 144

Angular velocity, see spin velocity

acceleration, see spin acceleration

Archimedes' principle, 105

Balanced forces, 7

Ballistic pendulum-, the, 61, l6g

Barometer, the, 104

Base ball curves, 124

Beam, bent, discussion of. 139-142

Bernoulli's principle, 121-130

Bulk modulus, the, 136

Bullet, measurement of velocity of,

169

Buoyant force, 105

Center of gravity, see center of mass

of mass, definition of, 38

C.g.s system of units, 49

Cohesion and adhesion, 108

Combined errors, 177

Components of a force, 3

Compressibility, 136

"Conservation of energy, the, 32

Cyclone, the, 117

Density and specific gravity, 107

Derivative, meaning of, 45

setting up of, 45

Differentiation, explanation of, 45

Discharge rate of a stream, 117

Dynamics and statics, definition of, 8

of elasticity, 147-165

of fluids, see hydraulics

of rotation, 77~94

Dynamics of translation, 38-76

Elastic hysteresis, 136

fatigue, 137

lag and viscosity, 137

Elasticity, dynamics of, 147-165

modulus of, see stretch modulus,

bulk modulus and slide modulus

statics of, 134-147

Energy, definition of, 31

kinetic, 31

potential, 32

the conservation of, 32

Equilibrium, first condition of, 8

second condition of, 16

Erg, definition of, 29

Erratic errors, 173

Error in percent., 179

of result, 176

probable, 175

Errors, combination of, 177

erratic, 1 73

of measurement, 173-180

systematic, 173

systematic, elimination of, 174

Falling bodies and projectiles, 55

Flame, the sensitive, 114

Fluid friction, 139

Flow, irrotafional, 116

lamellar, 113

permanent and varying, 112

rotational, I16

simple, 112

Force, components of, 3

definition of, I

moment of, see torque

polygon, the, 3

triangle, the, 2

Forces, active and inactive, 28

balanced, 7

resolution of, 3

219
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Friction of ball bearing, determina-

tion of, i68

of fluids in pipes, 139

F.s.s. system of units, 49

Gyration, radius of, 82

Gyroscope, the, 90-94

Harmonic motion, 72-75

study of, 169

rotatory motion, 87

Hooka's law of elasticity, 72

Hydraulic ram, the, 113

Hydraulics, 111-133

Hydrostatic pressure, 9S-97

Hydrostatics, 95-110

Hysteresis, elastic, 136

Inactive force, definition of, 29

Inertia, moment of, see spin inertia

Integration, explanation of, 46

Jet pump, the, 123

Kinetic energy, 31

formulation of, 60

Lamellar flow, 113

Longitudinal stress and strain, 135

Manometer, the open tube, 171

Mass and weight, discussion of, 50

center of, definition of, 38

Measurements and experiments, 166-

172

Modulus of elasticity, see stretch

modulus, bulk modulus and slide

modulus

Moment of a force, see torque

of inertia, see spin inertia

Momentum, 61

conservation of, 62

Newton's second law of motion, 48

Pascal's principle, 96

Pendulum, the ideal, 75

the physical, 88

Percentage error, 179

Phase reversal by reflection, 158-159

Pitot meter, the, 126

Plucked string, motion of, 160

Potential energy, 32

Power, definition of, 30

units of, 30

Pressure, hydrostatic Q5-97

Probable error, 175

Projectiles and falling bodies, 55

Pure waves on string, 155

Ram, the hydraulic, 113

Reading telescope, use of, 167

Residuals, definition of, 175

Resolution of forces, 3

Resultant, complete, of a set of

forces, 25

error, 176

of a set of forces, 2

Rod, elastic, motion of, 161-163

Rotation, dynamics of, 77-94

Rotatory motion, definition of, 38

Sensitive flame, the, 114

Significant figures, 179

Shear, angle of, 144

Shearing stress and strain, 143

Ship suction, 123

Slide modulus, 144

determination of, 1 70

Slug, definition of, 49

Specific gravity and density, 107

Spin acceleration, definition of, 77

inertia, 78-83

determination of, 171

velocity, definition of, 77

Spit ball, the, 115

Statics and Dynamics, definitions

of, 8

elementary, 1-37

of elasticity, 134-147

of fluids, see hydrostatics

Strain and stress, 134
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Strain, shearing, 143

longitudinal, 135

Stress and strain, 134

longitudinal, 135

shearing, 143

Stretch modulus, the, 135

determination of, 172

String, differential equation of mo-

tion of, 153

motion of, 153-161

pure waves on, 155

Superposition, principle of, 149

Surface tension of liquids, 108

Systematic errors, 173

elimination of, 174

Telescope, reading, use of, 167

Time, measurement of, 166

Tornado, the, 117

Torque, definition of, 14

Torsion, coefficient of, 170

Translation, dynamics of, 38-76

Translatory motion, definition of, 38

Velocity, average and instantaneous,

40

of bullet, measurement of, 169

Venturi meter, the, 126

Virtual work, the principle of, 35

Vortex sheet, 115

Waves, pure, on string, IJS

Weight and mass, discussion of, 50

Work, definition of, 28

units of, 29

virtual, the principle of, 35

Young's modulus, see stretch modulus
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A Collection of Essays on Education, beautifully bound.

These essays are so compact and so forcible that the Independent

called the book " A Package of Dynamite," and the reviewer in The

Elementary School Journal (University of Chicago) says " Impossible

to read these essays lying down.''

Following is a letter of appreciation from Professor Wm. Lyon

Phelps, of Yale University:

" Yesterday I read every word of your book. Ho-w splendid it

is! Two things I wish, yea, three I desire:—
"First, that every American should read your book.

"Second, that I had your experiences.

" Third, that I could have gone to school to you in Mathematics

and Science.

" You are right in your Science-teaching ideas, absolutely right!

But we both agree that teaching is great fun, what? "














